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Grid accessories for new ceiling systedns.
Stepped or beveled edges complement ceiling detail.
Four colors. For our brochure, call 1 8JOO 233-3823
and ask for Ceiline Accents.

Ceiling designs copyrighted by Armstrong.
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>le wall system that can keep the
ents out and the colors in. And Rohm
laas 100% acrylic polymers offer
lent lasting adhesion and mechanical
gth properties for coatings, to help
maintain its performance and
etic appeal for years to come.

There's no time like the present to see
what it can mean to your future building
projects. For more information on the
durability of Rohm and Haas 100% acrylic
polymers, write to our Marketing Services
Department, Independence ROHM
Mall West, Phila.J'A 19105. iHRRSl

AND 100% ACRYLICS. TORBEAUTY THAT ENDURES.

SAND LAKE IV, Orlando, Florida
Completed by Pi/./uti Development, Inc.

May 1987

FULTON COl NH JAIL, Fulton County. Georgia
Now under construction

Ova, Daniels, Busby — Architects

Circle 13 on information caul



EVENTS
April 4-6: Training Program on Market-
ing and Promoting Downtowns, Hilo,
Hawaii. Contact: Vicki Onderdonk,
National Trust for Historic Preservation,
1785 Massachusetts Ave. N.W., Washing-
ton, D.C.20036.
April 4-6: Restaurant and Hotel Interna-
tional Design Exposition and Conference,
Los Angeles. Contact: National Expositions
Co., 15 W. 39th St., New York, N.Y. 10018.
April 6-8: AIA Housing Committee meet-
ing on "Affordable Housing," Washington,
D.C. Contact: Joanna Bache at Institute
headquarters, (202) 626-7361.
April 7-9: "IMAGE(S)": Monterey Design
Conference, Monterey, Calif. Contact:
Brook Ostrom, California Council/AIA,
1303 J St., Suite 200, Sacramento, Calif.
95814.
April 8-9: Conference entitled "Thinking
the Present: The Last Twelve Years of
American Architecture," Cambridge, Mass.
Contact: Beth McKinney, Harvard Univer-
sity Graduate School of Design, 48 Quincy
St., Cambridge, Mass. 02138.
April 8-10: AIA Committee on Design con-
ference, "Synthesis: Architecture, Crafts-
manship, and Design," Washington, D.C.
Contact: Joanna Bache at Institute head-
quarters, (202) 626-7361.
April 10-12: Course on Designing Electri-
cal Systems for Hazardous Locations,
Madison, Wis. Contact: E.K. Greenwald,
Dept. of Engineering Professional Devel-
opment, University of Wisconsin-Madison,
432 N. Lake St., Madison, Wis. 53706.
April 13-14: Symposium entitled "Time
and Place in Architecture," College Sta-
tion, Tex. Contact: Norma Teetes, Texas
A&M University, College of Architecture,
College Station, Tex. 77843.
April 16-18: International Ceramic Tile
Exposition, Dallas. Contact: Marvin Park
& Associates Inc., 600 Talcott Rd., Park
Ridge, 111. 60068.
April 17-19: International Colloquium on
Stability of Metal Structures, New York
City. Contact: Structural Stability Research
Council, Fritz Engineering Laboratory 13,
Lehigh University, Bethlehem, Pa. 18015.
April 17-20: National Computer Graphics
Association Annual Conference and Expo-
sition, Philadelphia. Contact: Sharon Sut-
ton, NCGA, 2722 Merrilee Dr., Suite 200,
Fairfax, Va. 22031.
April 17-20: "Electrical Systems Design
for the Non-Electrical Engineer," short
course, Madison, Wis. Contact: E.K.
Greenwald, Dept. of Engineering Profes-
sional Development, University of
Wisconsin-Madison, 432 N. Lake St.,
Madison, Wis. 53706.
April 20-22: Symposium on "Louis Sulli-
van and the Architecture of Democracy,"
Grinnell, Iowa. Contact: William Demi-
noff, Grinnell College, Grinnell, Iowa
50112.
April 20-23: Annual California Preserva-
tion Conference, Los Angeles. Contact:
Eric Stoltz, CPC, 433 South Spring

Street, Suite 1024, Los Angeles, Calif.
90013.
April 27-28: Seminar on Project Manage-
ment for Engineering and Construction,
Chicago. Contact: Association of Energy
Engineers, 4025 Pleasantdale Rd., Suite
420, Atlanta, Ga. 30340.
April 27-28: AIA Interiors Committee
meeting cosponsored by the Washington
Design Center, on "Trends that Affect Inte-
rior Design," Washington, D.C. Contact:
Christopher Gribbs at Institute headquar-
ters, (202) 626-7589.
May 5-8: AIA Annual Convention, St.
Louis. Contact: Ketchie Brassel at Insti-
tute headquarters, (202) 626-7396.

LETTERS
Rudolph at Yale: An incorrect statement
appears in the subhead and introduction
to Michael J. Crosbie's interview with Paul
Rudolph on the Art & Architecture build-
ing at Yale [see Nov. '88, page 100]. Your
interview was not the first time since the
completion of the building that the archi-
tect discussed the A&A building for pub-
lication. When I was preparing an article
on this building several years after it had
opened (after the favella but before the
fire), Paul Rudolph spent more than an
hour with me in his office. I had previously
interviewed many other people and spent
three solid days in the building (sleeping
in the top-floor guest room, talking to doz-
ens of students and faculty and staff, and
studying the building in all its grandeur
and failure). Although I did not present
his views in question-answer format, his
views were reflected throughout the arti-
cle, along with the views of many others.

Paul Rudolph hated my article, which
appeared in The Architectural Forum
(July/August 1967), and resented Editor
Peter Blake for publishing it. He did not
permit Peter Blake to publish anything
else of his for some years at least. The
article was both loved and hated by
readers.

We all survived that difficult time. I can
understand why certain things are inadver-
tently dropped from memory or intention-
ally forgotten in a subsequent interview.

Ellen Perry Berkeley
Shaftsbury, Vt.

Clients in Cleveland: I was delighted to
read the excellent article on the urban
rebirth that Cleveland has been experienc-
ing in the last decade [see Dec. '88, page
88]. Jonathan Barnett indeed focused on
the most relevant issues and reviewed the
most prominent architectural urban plan-
ning projects recently completed, pro-
posed, or designed, including our recent
Galleria at Erieview. However, I am sorry
he missed pointing out an important fac-
tor in this urban redevelopment. In addi-
tion to the planning, design, and sound
economic considerations, mention should
be given to one of the prime developers
behind several of the major projects men-

tioned. After all, architects and planners
would not be given the stage to perform
if the clients who hired them were not
recognized for their visions as well.

One such participant in the process in
Cleveland is Richard Jacobs, who has
clearly provided or is providing a leader-
ship role in the development for three of
the major projects mentioned in the arti-
cle (the Galleria, Society Center, and
Ameritrust headquarters) and who should
be credited for carrying a great deal of
the responsibility to see that these projects
are executed with all of the significance
of sound design, economics, urbanity, vital-
ity, etc.

Richard Jacobs and his brother David
Jacobs of Jacobs, Visconsi & Jacobs are
longtime Cleveland-area residents and are
also premier developers in Ohio and the
Midwest as well as being the new owners
of the Cleveland Indians. Having worked
closely with them in the execution of the
Galleria, we know first-hand of their per-
sonal commitment to the renaissance of
this city, like many others in mid-America
requiring a major emotional and financial
commitment. I suspect that Philip John-
son, Cesar Pelli, and Kohn Pedersen Fox,
all of whom are working with the Jacobs
brothers in Cleveland, would share some
of our respect and admiration for their
commitment to quality as well as partici-
pation in seeing their vision of the new
Cleveland become a reality in their life-
time. We all hope for visionary clients such
as them, and we should give them more
recognition for their performance as well
as for allowing us to participate in the
process. Anthony Belluschi, AIA

Anthony Belluschi Architects
Chicago

Solutions for Cities: Andrea Oppenheimer
Dean's "The State of the Cities" article
[Dec. '88, page 71] should be read by any-
one involved, interested, or living in a city.
We intend to make it required reading at
San Diego's City Hall. I would like to make
one correction, however. She writes that
"San Diego voters approved a 'Quality of
Life' initiative limiting residential
development to 8,000 units.. . ." This was
one of two ballot measures in the city,
which were complemented by two ballot
measures in the County of San Diego. All
four measures were rejected by the voters.

While the issue of growth must be dealt
with—preservation of neighborhoods, pro-
tection of open space and sensitive lands,
and public facility adequacy, including
transportation—the election campaign in
San Diego progressively focused on a res-
idential building permit limitation as a solu-
tion and perhaps as a way of avoiding the
real problems. Since the failure of the bal-
lot measures, elected officials and inter-
ested citizens have embarked on a more
realistic course of action, focusing on the
problems and do-able solutions.

Michael Stepner, AIA, AICP
City Architect, San Diego
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NEWS
The Institute

ACSA/AIA Honor
For Excellence in
Charles W. Moore, FAIA, has been des-
ignated as recipient of the 14th annual
Topaz medallion for excellence in archi-
tectural education. In one sense, this 1989
award, given by AIA and the Association
of Collegiate Schools of Architecture,
brings the program full circle. Moore stud-
ied under the first Topaz award recipient,
the late Jean Labatut, as a graduate stu-
dent at Princeton in the mid-1950s.

Unlike Labatut, however, Moore has not
become identified with a single institution,
nor predominantly with teaching and
administration. While active as an educa-
tor almost continuously since 1950, teach-
ing in at least 10 different schools, he has
been in practice for an even longer period.
After working in several other architec-
tural and engineering offices between 1947
and 1962, Moore founded or co-founded
no fewer than seven architectural firms,
and maintains an association with four of
them at present. Additionally, he has
co-authored at least seven books, and his
penchant for travel is almost legendary.
A witty and engaging speaker and juror,
Moore is in constant demand for lectures,
conferences, competitions, and other
events around the globe, and finds it hard
to say no, particularly since his own archi-
tecture draws heavily on vernacular sources
and traveling is the best way to discover
them.

Several of the previous winners of the
award have established reputations as dis-
tinguished practitioners as well as educa-
tors, but Moore's accomplishment in that
area is remarkable. His individual and col-
laborative designs earned 32 major design
awards through 1988, including five
national AIA honor awards, with three
of those latter coming in just the last four
years. He is widely regarded, along with
Robert Venturi, FAIA, as a seminal force
in developing alternatives to standard mod-
ernist architecture. Moore wryly notes that
he has been "called a grandfather of
postmodernism. I object to that because
it's like having a grandson who grows up
to be a kleptomaniac." But however one
defines and judges the postmodern revo-
lution and its products, the phenomenon

Charles Moore
Education

has been a significant factor in education
and practice for at least 20 years.

Moore was born in Michigan on Oct.
31,1925. The Halloween date seems sig-
nificant, since his work and teaching are
filled with gentle mischief and his build-
ings abound with tricks and treats. His
contributions to both pedagogy and the
building art consist of a quiet undermin-
ing of the predictability and self-
importance that modern design and the-
ory had assumed until a generation ago,
and the introduction of genteel hedonism
into a rather puritanical architectural
mainstream. While Venturi was develop-
ing irony and restoring high-pedigree
classical sources to the architectural
dialogue, Moore was cultivating whimsy
and finding inspiration in more ordinary
buildings of many cultures.

Moore's pedagogy was strongly influ-
enced by an architect of very different
design inclinations, Louis I. Kahn. The
younger man never formally studied with
the older, but he made a point to sit in
on many of his studios. There, he saw a
master teacher subordinate his own incli-
nations to those of the students. "With
Kahn, the student's project always took
center stage. When I'm being a good stu-
dio critic, I'm similarly being interested

Below, Charles Moore in a recent studio
at the University of Texas.

in the work that the students are doing,
rather than in my own preoccupations.
Part of the pleasure of being a teacher is
loosening people up and making them
more inclined to do interesting things.
Not putting a special stamp on them, but
spreading a set of attitudes and ways of
working."

Somewhat paradoxically, one result of
this student-centered technique is the
development of disciples. Moore says that
his early work grew out of Kahn's and in
retrospect that influence seems clear. Like-
wise, for all his self-effacement in the stu-
dio, Moore has attracted legions of stylistic
followers.

Much of this is a function of personal-
ity. Until recently, he made it a point to
work with entering (rather than advanced)
students in order "to open them up, make
them confident about their abilities. Like
clients, students have a lot to offer, and
they need to be reinforced, not beaten
down."

Moore quite consciously assumes the
role of uncle to his students, or lately, he
notes jokingly, the role of grandfather. This
means building their confidence, entertain-
ing them with soft-spoken charm and sub-
tle wit, and suggesting possibilities rather
than laying down rules. The technique is
undeniably effective—"he's like the Pied
Piper" says Franklin Israel, a teaching col-
league at UCLA.

Moore has a knack for involving a mul-
tiplicity of people in his various projects,
be they teaching, writing, or carrying on
a practice. He encourages collaboration,
saying that "working by yourself is not
the way the world is." He also blurs the
line between teaching and practice. Most
of his partners and many of his staff have

continued on page 26
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The Institute from page 23
been former students, and he was an
extraordinary early supporter of the Urban
Innovations Group, UCLA's student-staffed
practice arm.

His current design studio at the Univer-
sity of Texas at Austin involves a combi-
nation of individual and group efforts, and
he likes to teach in teams, since it is "faster
and more interesting" than solo efforts.
Given his schedule, which frequently
resembles Brownian motion on a plane-
tary scale, it is also the only way to par-
ticipate in a conventionally structured
educational system. At times his hydra-
headed life stretches institutional flexibil-
ity to its limits, but his colleagues have
high regard for his value to their institu-
tions. Harvey Perloff, the late dean of the
school of architecture and urban planning
at UCLA, once declared that "an hour
with Charles Moore is worth as much to
a student as a month with a junior fac-
ulty member." And the University of Texas,
his other teaching post, wooed him as seri-
ously as it pursues linebackers and busi-
ness professors. Moore began teaching
there in 1986 because "they allowed me
to write my own ticket."

While his current academic allegiances
are to the Sunbelt, Moore is best known
for teaching work north of the 37th par-
allel. He has taught at U.C. Berkeley,
Princeton, Harvard, and Yale, where he
taught from 1965 to 1980 and was also
dean of the school of architecture for the
first five years of his stint. This Yale period
was probably his finest as an educator; it
has so far accounted for over half of the
entries on his roster of distinguished stu-
dents, marked his longest tenure and great-
est administrative involvement with any
institution, and coincided with a highly
inventive and exploratory period in his
own design work.

The early Yale years were also marked
by strong social consciousness. While the
architectural world will never forget a
famous Ivy-League design studio field trip
to Las Vegas, it needs to be reminded that
Moore took his Yalies to Appalachia to
provide community design and construc-
tion assistance. During that New Haven
period, his architectural office also pro-
duced designs for local public housing.
Perhaps ironically, the social ferment of
the '60s was a factor in Moore's withdrawal
from a strong academic leadership role.
"I once liked administering, but I finally
came to think that I'd done my stint," he
recalls. "After 1968, chairmen had less to
say about the intellectual life of the
school."

Since those years, Moore also has tended
to have overlapping involvements with
schools such as Yale, UCLA, Cal Poly
Pomona, the University of Houston, and
now the University of Texas. "I have a
very hard time leaving places, but don't
have a hard time starting at a new one. I
don't have a life plan, but every 10 years
or so I'm itching to go somewhere else."

Today, at 63, he expects to continue at
Texas for another seven years until the
mandatory retirement age, and thereby
complete his last 10-year cycle in archi-
tectural education. After that, the itch will
probably take him back to his Sea Ranch
condominium, the place that, among all
his residences, he most considers home.
By then he will have spent just under half
a century in architecture schools as a stu-
dent and as a teacher.

There can be little doubt about the
importance of those five decades. In the
words of one of his former students, USC
Architecture Dean Robert Harris, "Charles
Moore is simply the most intelligent, most
generous, and most inspiring teacher of
our generation." That this educational
record has been combined with a full,
innovative and highly regarded design
career makes the accomplishment that
much more remarkable.—JOHN PASTIER

Institute Honors Seven for
'Distinguished Achievement'
AIA has announced seven winners of 1989
Institute honors recognizing "distinguished
achievements that enhance or influence
the environment and the architectural pro-
fession." The honors will be conferred in
May at AIA's annual convention in St.
Louis.

Hugh Hardy, FAIA, chaired the jury
on Institute honors. Other jurors were
Glenn Garrison, AIA, of New York City;
Frank Gehry, FAIA, of Santa Monica,
Calif.; Charles Guggenheim of Washing-
ton, D.C.; Bill Lacy, FAIA, of New York
City; Lydia Tan of Oakland, Calif.; and
student member Douglas Bailey of
Bozeman, Mont.

The winners are:
• V'Soske Inc., a leader in carpet design
and manufacturing, cited for the "ability
to energize others in the exploration of
materials, texture, decoration, and form."
Sixty years ago Stanislav V'Soske founded
the company that bears his name. He rev-

continued on page 31

Below, colorful Rug #1, designed by
Richard Meier and produced by V'Soske.

Architect John Minden
on sound control

with laminated glass.
I e knew this site had a severe traffic

noise problem. But we wanted this to be

a quality development. So did our client.

"We considered a triple glazing system. Bi

it just didn't have

enough sound

control. Our glazier

recommended

laminated glass, so

I called Monsanto to get more information.

"They sent me their Acoustical Glazing

Design Guide, and the software to go with

it. That helped me get the configuration

I wanted.
clear glass

0.030" Saflex®
•layer

"We're happy with

the results. It's a
e

rglass nice develop

ment. With

apartments

that are very leasable... and that makes our

clients happy.

"In fact, the only complaint I've heard so

far is that the installers can't hear each othei

through the windows."
John Minden, AIA
CMS Architectural Group
Bellevue, Washington

Architect's rendering of Victorian Apartments in Seattle, Washington.
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The Institute from page 26
olutionized the carpet industry when he
invented the hand-tufted wool rug. In 1979
V'Soske initiated a program of collabora-
tion on a collection of rugs by outstand-
ing architects and designers, including
Michael Graves, FAIA, Charles Gwathmey,
FAIA, Richard Meier, FAIA, and Arqui-
tectonica.
• Leslie Robertson of New York City, an
engineer cited for his contributions to "his
and our profession in terms of the under-
standing of the impact of natural forces
on high-rise buildings and resultant struc-
tural and architectural solutions." A native
of Los Angeles, Robertson graduated from
University of California, Berkeley, in 1952.
He was named a partner at the Seattle
engineering firm Worthington & Skilling
and moved to New York City to open a
branch office. Known for his innovative
designs and contributions to the technol-
ogy of super-tall buildings, Robertson also
has collaborated on the Portland Museum
of Art, the AT&T building, and the World
Trade Center.

Above, Engineer Leslie Robertson's
towering steel structural system of the
Johnson/Burgee AT&T Building.

• Eduard Sekler, architect, historian, and
professor at Harvard's graduate school of
design. A native of Vienna, Sekler stud-
ied at Technische Universitaet and London
University before coming to the United
States in 1953 as a Fulbright fellow. He
was the first director of the Carpenter Cen-
ter for the Visual Arts and served as its
chairman of visual and environmental stud-
ies. His numerous books and publications
include Josef Hoffman: The Architectural
Works. "Professor Sekler combines, in a
unique way, the insight of the theoretician
and historian with the architect's view and
understanding of his total environment,"
said the jury. continued on page 33
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Siemens Corporation, Princeton, NJ

ARCHITECTURAL
BUILDING PANELS
Why do designers choose Glasweld?

It has a broad spectrum of architectural colors, color
consistency and extreme flatness.

Why do specification writers say, "Yes"?
Glasweld is durable, noncombustible, hard, and impact

resistant.

Why do owners agree?
Because Glasweld is economical and its colorfast war-

ranty is the best in the industry.

fternit Eternit Inc.
Reading, PA 19607
800-233-3155 or (215) 777-0100

World's Largest Manufacturer of Fiber Reinforced Cement Products
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THINK NYLON
THINK
THINK . . .

The concept is simple. Elegantly
disciplined. One perfect material,
nylon (tough yet warm to the touch),
molded into sleek design systems
including custom railings, door
hardware, cabinet and bath hardware,
plus a complete complement of

wall-mounted accessories. All in a
palette of twelve clear-through colors.
European design, American manufac-
turing — respected internationally.
Think Normbau for limitless variations
and design continuity. Residential,
commercial. Indoor, outdoor.

normbau
design-systems

^^^^ ^^^^^^Bs

Colors are subject to slight variatic

ALMOND IVORY YELLOW GREEN DARK
GREY

MANHATTAN WHITE
GREY

For literature, and information on our "Style with Substance" design seminars, call or write.

NORMBAU, Inc., 1040 Westgate Drive, P.O. Box 979. Addison, Illinois 60101_
Phone (312) 628-8373

Fax Phone (312) 628-8534



The Institute from page 31
• David S. Haviland, dean of the school
of architecture at Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute in Troy, N.Y. For more than 20
years, Haviland has influenced the evolu-
tion of architecture as business through
his writings on practice and project man-
agement issues. He is a contributing edi-
tor and co-author of the 1988 Architect's
Handbook of Professional Practice. Cit-
ing his dedication and consistently high-
quality contributions to the practice of
architecture, his nominators wrote, "We
are, all of us, more insightful, and better
prepared to undertake practice issues that
impact all architects."
• The American Academy in Rome, a cen-
ter for independent study and advanced
research in the fine arts, humanities, and
classical studies. Founded in 1894 by archi-
tect Charles Pollen McKim, the academy
continues to be an intellectual and artis-
tic haven for architects, scholars, and
artists.

Each year the academy awards the
Rome prize to approximately 30 promis-
ing Americans, providing stipends and stu-
dios for them to pursue independent work
for six months to two years. Since its found-
ing, the academy has awarded more than
850 Rome prize fellowships. In addition,
six to eight distinguished scholars, archi-
tects, and artists are invited to Rome for
several months' residency each year.

In citing the academy, the jury wrote:
"It continues to provide commodious quar-
ters for its select enclave of postgraduate
fellows and guests and afford them a per-
spective of history and culture that is
unique to Rome. Louis Kahn, Charles
Moore, George Nelson, and Robert Ven-
turi, to name but a few, are among those
architects whose work has been enriched
and directly influenced by a sojourn at
the academy."
• Battery Park City, a public and private
development on the southern tip of Man-
hattan. The 92-acre tract, leased by the
Battery Park City Authority to private
developers, was cited as "a unique and
special place to work and live."

Rather than create an isolated commu-
nity, the master plan by Alexander Coo-
per and Stanton Eckstut extends the
existing street grid and view corridors into
the project and forges a strong relation-
ship between new buildings and the exist-
ing World Trade Center complex and the
city's transporation system. The com-
merical center includes 8 million square
feet of office space in four towers, designed
by Cesar Pelli & Associates, ranging in
height from 33 to 50 stories. Two lower,
domed structures mark the main entrance
at Liberty Street. The Winter Garden, an
indoor public space of telescoping glass
vaults, connects the offices and opens
onto a three-acre plaza.

Rector Place, the first residential com-
ponent of the 1979 master plan, provides
2,217 apartment units in 11 buildings. The

continued on page 36

ARCHITECTURAL
ROOFING SHINGLES

What makes Eternit Slates the number one choice in fiber
reinforced cement shingles?

Architects, contractors, and owners say, "Durability,
authenticity, fire protection, a 30-year warranty, and they do
not contain asbestos".

Eternit Slates are designed for long-term performance in
the sun, the rain, and snow. They are made to resist storms
and high winds and to provide total water integrity.

£ternlt Eternit Inc.
Reading, PA 19607
800-233-3155 or (215) 777-0100

World's Largest Manufacturer of Fiber Reinforced Cement Products
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The beaten path doesn't have

to look that way.
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Who says high-traffic areas have to have boring,
utilitarian floors? Certainly not us.

And with one look at our selection of quarry
kes, you'll agree. What with 6 textures, 8 shapes and

sizes, and 39 colors to mix and match with our other

product lines, the intrigue of your floor is limited
only by your imagination.

Of course, these good-looking quarry products
wont just stop traffic. They'll stand up to it. too.
They're all highly slip resistant. And since the color
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Fay Schroeder had a problem. She needed
a quality office system for the loan opera-
tions area at First Commerce Corporation's
lead bank in New Orleans. But aesthetics
were going head to head with economics.

"We needed a comfortable and produc-
tive working environment',' she says. "We
certainly wanted it to look nice. But since
it's a back office area, we didn't want to
spend a lot of dollars on it."

As First Commerce's staff designer in
charge of interior planning, Fay evaluated

several competitive products.
Her local SteelcaseT rep suggested

Movable Walls.
"I'll be real honest',' says Fay. "I'd always

heard—especially from their competition—
that Movable Walls was the pits. A product
used only in inexpensive, governmental
applications. I believed them. I was con-
vinced that people who specified Movable
Walls were embarrassed to admit it.

"Well, I was wrong...
"Movable Walls is tough and durable. It's

True confessions.
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The Institute from page 33
riverfront park system links a series of
individual parks totaling approximately 50
acres. "Against all odds," wrote the jury,
"the public and private sector as well as
the art and business community have come
together to create, over time, a quality,
humanistic environment."
• Niels Diffrient, a furniture designer and
author from Ridgefield, Conn. The jury
called him "the prominent industrial
designer of our time." Born in Star, Miss.,
Diffrient moved to Detroit as a child and
studied art at Cass Technical High School.
He attended Wayne State University and
Cranbrook Academy, where he received
a Bachelor of Fine Arts in design and
architecture. Diffrient worked for five years
with Eero Saarinen, assisting with the
design of two Knoll chairs. After receiv-
ing a Fulbright fellowship in 1954, Diffrient
worked for 25 years with Henry Dreyfuss.
In 1981 he left the Dreyfuss firm to pur-
sue special projects in furniture design,
including chair lines for Knoll and Sunar
Hauserman. Diffrient is the author of
Humanscale, a three-volume publication
from MIT Press that addresses human fac-
tors in design.

Eleven Foreign Architects
Named AIA Honorary Fellows
Eleven architects have been named hon-
orary fellows of the American Institute
of Architects for their notable contribu-
tions to architecture and design. The honor
is conferred on architects of "esteemed
character and distinguished achievements"
who are not U.S. citizens. The new hon-
orary fellows will be invested at AIA's
national convention this May in St. Louis.

The eleven architects are:
• Louis Gerard Arretche, Paris architect
and educator, who has been chief archi-
tect for several major public buildings and
restoration projects for the French govern-
ment. His atelier in Paris has been the
training ground for many of France's impor-
tant practicing architects.
• Sir Philip Manning Dowson, a founding
partner of Arup Associates and a mem-
ber of the Royal Fine Arts Commission.
He was knighted in 1980 for services to
architecture and was awarded the RIBA
gold medal in 1981. His major works
include residential colleges and laboratories
at Oxford and Cambridge and the concert
hall at Snape Makings. He now is work-
ing on the master plan for Paternoster, an
area adjacent to St. Paul's Cathedral in
London.
• Lorenzo Aldana Echeverria of Guada-
lajara, Mexico, former president of the
College of Architects of Mexico and the
Society of Mexican Architects. His major
projects include the tourist expansion of
Palenque, Chiapas, the monumental Plaza
of Garibaldi, and the Church of San
BartoJome in Mexico City.
• Sverre Fehn of Oslo, Norway, the 1986

Saarinen visiting professor at Yale's school
of architecture and now a professor at
the Architectural School of Oslo. In 1982
he was awarded the Prince Eugene medal
for outstanding artistic achievement by
the King of Sweden. Fehn's major works
are the Museum at Hamar, the municipal
library at Trondheim, and the Nordic Pavil-
ion for the Venice Biennale.
• Josef Paul Kleihues of West Berlin, the
1987 Saarinen visiting professor at Yale.
He designed the International Building
Exposition in West Berlin, the Youth Hos-
tel and Educational Center in Wolf en, and
the Neukolln Hospital in West Berlin.
• Toshio Nakamura, Tokyo architect and
writer. He was one of three founders and
is now editor in chief of A + U magazine.
• Shin'ichi Okada of Tokyo, architect
responsible for the Japanese Supreme
Court in Tokyo, the Nippon Dental Col-
lege campus in Niigata, the Tsukuba Uni-
versity Central Library, and the Okayama

Municipal Museum of Oriental Antiquities.
• Juhani Pallasmaa of Helsinki, director
of the Finnish Architecture Museum from
1968 to 1983. His major works include the
Finnish Embassy in Beijing, restoration
of Old Harbor Market in Helsinki, and
the Finnish Cultural Institute in Paris.
• Johan Richter of Aarhus, Denmark, the
country's Royal Building Inspector. Among
his projects are concert halls in Aarhus
and in Bjorneborg, Finland, and several
London Docklands projects.
• Alfred C.W. Roberts, Toronto architect
and specialist in cost control and manage-
ment in architectural projects. He played
a major role in the construction of such
projects as the New Brunswick Hospital
program, the University of Alberta Heath
Services Center, and the Ottawa Civic
Hospital.
• Aldo Rossi, of Milan, who now teaches
at the Harvard graduate school of design.

News continued on page 40

The first major exhibition of the work of Robert Mills is on view through April 2 at
the Octagon Museum in Washington, D.C. Organized by the American Architectural
Foundation, the exhibition entitled "Robert Mills: Designs for Democracy" features
original drawings, watercolors, books, and photographs of his work spanning half a
century from 1802-1852. Supported by a grant from the Otis Elevator Co., the exhibi-
tion will travel and will open next in Columbia, S.C.

A protege of Thomas Jefferson, Mills apprenticed in the office of Benjamin Henry
Latrobe, and he considered himself to be the first native-born American to train in
this country for a career in architecture. The exhibition attempts to document not
only the development of Mills's career but the importance of architecture in the real-
ization of the goals of the expanding American government. Organized thematically
and chronologically, the exhibition shows the development of building types neces-
sary for the implementation of democracy: capitals, courthouses, government build-
ing, universities, hospitals, jails, and monuments. Mills adapted and reinterpreted classical
architecture and established his version of Greek revival as the style most expressive
of the new American political system.

Although many of Mills's works are well known (the Washington Monument, U.S.
Treasury Building, U.S. Patent Office), he has never been the focus of a major exhibi-
tion. The pen and ink and watercolor drawing shown above is Mills's unrealized
proposal for the Smithsonian Institution. A controversial competition in 1846 selected
a design by James Renwick; Mills was named supervising architect. —LYNN NESMITH
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Government

Barnes Wins Design Competition
For Federal Judiciary Building

Edward Larrabee Barnes/John M. Y. Lee
& Partners has been selected the winner
of an "architectural/financial" competition
for a new judiciary office building to be
located adjacent to Daniel Burnham's
recently restored Union Station in Wash-
ington, D.C.

In a city where politics overshadows
architecture, the restrained and respect-
ful scheme by Barnes can be viewed as
an architectural equivalent to President
Bush's aspiration for the country: Barnes's
building incorporates forms and a scale
sympathetic to Burnham ("kinder"), while
a large glazed entranceway and skylit, land-
scaped atrium literally opens the building
up to the public ("gentler").

The concept of a government building
on this prominent parcel of land is not
new. The site fell under the jurisdiction
of the 1901 McMillan Commission that
provided plans for the Mall and Capitol

grounds. In the 1970s the government was
still trying to determine the most appro-
priate use for the land. In 1985 Congress
authorized a competition that would pro-
vide a preliminary design for a new head-
quarters for the judiciary branch and also
would give the government alternatives
to the "old-fashioned" process of financ-
ing new buildings with federal tax dollars.

A major factor in the selection of the
winning team was the developer's finan-
cial package. The program called for an
unconventional financing approach where
a developer pays for the construction,
leases the building to the government, and
in no more than 30 years turns the build-
ing over to the government.

Architect of the Capitol George M.

Above, Barnes's winning scheme. Below,
clockwise from top right: SOM; I.M. Pel;
Kohn Pedersen Fox; and Kevin Roche.

White, FAIA, (whose office will oversee
the building's construction) solicited pro-
posals from approximately 50 develop-
ment firms, and, from a field of 19 who
responded, invited five developer/architect
teams in March of 1985 to submit full-scale
design and development proposals. The
announcement of the 10-member jury's
selection of Barnes, in association with
developer Morton Zuckerman's firm Bos-
ton Properties, was made at a Senate sub-
committee hearing led by Sen. Daniel
Patrick Moynihan (D-N.Y), a longtime
supporter of quality architecture in the
capital, as well as a major force in the
revitalization of Pennsylvania Avenue.

Barnes's winning scheme was cited as
an "elegant solution continuing in the
mainstream of modernist architectural phi-
losophy . . . that succeeds in making a
meaningful architectural statement with-
out competing with Union Station for
visual prominence." The principal facades
of the building will be clad in the same
white granite as the station, while the build-
ing's basic configuration will be a large
trapezoid with an off-center skylit atrium.

The proposal by the other four finalists
ranged from an almost direct classical
revival design by Kohn Pedersen Fox to a
somewhat contextual modernist scheme
by Henry Cobb, FAIA, of I.M. Pei &
Partners.

Skidmore, Owings & Merrill (credited
to both the New York City and the Wash-
ington offices) proposed an abstracted
classical scheme recalling both Union Sta-
tion and Burnham's Old Main Post Office
to its west, as well as SOM/Washington's
own recent work that has drawn from the
city's rich collection of Beaux-Arts build-
ings. Kevin Roche's scheme echoes its
classical neighbors but anchors the main
entrance with a bold archway flanked by
columns topped with sculpted eagles.

The competition process was unusually
slow, but Moynihan was enthusiastic about
its results, saying he had "never seen an
architectural competition which produced
such eminent entries." —LYNN NESMITH

News continued on page 44
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VPI rolls out two great flooring advancea
Now you can get all the advantages you've

come to expect from VPI, in two new sheet vinyl
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Or choose slip-resistant Sure-Trac™ available in
six colors. Sure-Trac's unique surface, either
plain or embossed, affords high traction
in kitchens, food and chemical process-

ing plants, entrance ways and similar areas.
New VPI homogenous sheet vinyl flooring is

made from top quality materials. Patterns and
colors are permanent, and won't wear off under
heavy traffic. It's resilient, so it's quiet under-
foot, comfortable and less tiring to walk on. It
resists cuts, gouges, indentation and abrasion,
as well as damage from common chemicals.

Now, when you think sheet vinyl flooring,
think VPI. Custom Royale and Sure-Tfac...
* lasting beauty on a roll. Two more inno-

vative answers to your flooring needs,
« from VPI.

Floor Products Division
3123 South 9th Street. P.O. Box 4S1, Sheboygan, Wl 53082

Telephone 414-458-4664 • Telex 910-264-3891
Fax 414-458-1368
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Solving the problem.
Street & Lundgren, an Aberdeen, Washington architectural firm, was hired

to design a fire station for a nearby town. The project was completed, there
was a grand opening celebration, and Street & Lundgren received the "keys to
the city."

Almost six years later, the town filed a suit against Street & Lundgren.
There was water leakage into the fire house and some hairline cracking of exte-
rior masonry. The town was afraid the building might not be structurally sound.

Roy Lundgren called Dale Currie, DPIC's regional claims manager in San
Francisco, and described the situation. The leakage appeared to be due to the
town's failure to waterproof the structure on a regular basis. The cracking was
almost certainly cosmetic, due to expansion during freezing.

Dale believed the problem was solvable.

He made two trips to Washington during the next few months; first, to
meet with the town and hear its grievances and second, to conduct a roundtable
discussion to mediate the dispute. It was a delicate situation. The town's build-
ing inspector was convinced the structure had serious problems. Street & Lund-
gren and the project's structural engineer were confident the building had been
well-designed.

Dale managed to keep the dialogue open. Ultimately, the town hired a con-
sulting structural engineer to assess the situation. This engineer's opinion fully
supported Street & Lundgren, and convinced the town its fire station was struc-
turally sound. Now, all that was left to be done was help the town resolve the

existing problems. In the conciliatory environment
established by Dale, Street & Lundgren provided
maintenance guidelines for the fire station as well
as advice on how to repair the cracked masonry.

Dale continued to work with the town's attor-
ney. A year and a half after the initial action, the
town agreed to a dismissal with prejudice, meaning
it was satisfied no further litigation was necessary.

Richard Dale Currie is an
assistant vice president and
manager of DPIC's regional
claims office in San Francisco.
He is a graduate of the University
of California at Berkeley and
the John F. Kennedy University
School of Law and a member of
the California bar. He has over a
dozen years of experience in
construction-delated claims
management.

Claims happen. It's what you do when they happen
that shows the stuff you 're made of.



I. liked Dale Currie immediately for his grasp of the situa-
tion, his concern about our welfare, his willingness to come
up promptly and talk the situation over.

Dale was very skillful in seeking a solution to the city's
doubts about the building—
a difficult job based on the
evidence that had been pre-
sented by their home-grown
people, whom they know
and trust. He showed a will-
ingness to understand their
problems, and to come to a
resolution that satisfied
them. He showed his concern
for them in a way that made
them very comfortable. And
they responded very posi-
tively to him.

The idea of the round-
table was his. And he medi-
ated and orchestrated it. He
suggested what we should
do to allay the fears of the
city and we did it. And everything
worked.

hi essence, what Dale Currie and
DPIC did was put out a fire before it really
got started.

And you realize, from a business
standpoint, all this cost us was our time."

Roy Lundgren is a principal in the firm
of Street, Lundgren & Foster, a 39-year-
old architectural firm based in Aber-
deen, Washington. He is a past director
of the Southwest Washington chapter of
the ALA andformer building code com-
missioner for the city of Aberdeen. We
value our relationship with his firm
and thank him for his generosity in
talking about an important subject for
design professionals.

Professional Liability Insurance
For Design Professionals

DPIC COMPANIES
ORION
GROUP

Design Professionals Insurance Company • Security Insurance Company of Hartford
The Connecticut Indemnity Company
Available through an exclusive network of independent agents. Please call
1-800-227-4284 or 1-800-682-3400 (in California) for the agent serving your area.

2959 Monterey-Salinas Highway, Monterey, California 93942
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Building Perfm^mance

Study Assesses Thermal Comfort
In Existing Office Environments
The Center for Environmental Design
Research at the University of California,
Berkeley, recently released results of the
first phase of "A Field Study of Thermal
Environments and Comfort in Office Build-
ings." The study, sponsored by the Amer-
ican Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and
Airconditioning Engineers (ASHRAE),
developed procedures for assessing ther-
mal environments and occupant comfort
in existing office buildings.

Principal investigators Gail Schiller,
Edward Arens, Charles Benton, and Fred
Bauman conducted the study of 10 office
buildings in the San Francisco Bay area,
comprising 2,342 visits and 304 volunteer
participants. The buildings ranged in size
from 54,000 to 2 million square feet.

A primary goal of the study was to test
whether comfort standards developed by
ASHRAE through laboratory studies in
which sedentary people are exposed to
constant, uniform thermal conditions are
suitable for real buildings. The research-
ers maintain that the occupants' physical
and mental activities, as well as numerous
functional and esthetic conditions in a real
office, may influence their thermal
response, which therefore cannot be mea-
sured adequately under laboratory
conditions.

The first phase of data collection-
geared to the needs of ASHRAE as spon-
sor and its engineering and research
communities—is complete, and analysis
is still being done. The researchers sug-
gest that their initial analyses indicate
that:
• Optimum thermal acceptability is lower
than levels assumed by current ASHRAE
Standard 55-81.
• Workers prefer conditions slightly cooler
than those established by the current
standards.
• There may be particular problems with
low air movement in buildings.
• Satisfaction with thermal conditions is
lower than with nonthermal aspects of the
work environment.
• Satisfaction with work-area temperature
is higher when the degree of individual
control increases.

The study consisted of two broad types
of measurement. A qualitative thermal
assessment survey, completed several times
by the volunteers during a week-long inves-
tigation, yielded 53 fields of data on ther-
mal sensation, thermal preference,
comfort, mood, clothing, and activity. (A
background survey, including demographic
data, health characteristics, and work and
job satisfaction, was compiled for each
participant.) After each thermal assessment
survey, taken during the performance of

normal work, the researchers took quan-
titative physical measurements at the vol-
unteer's workstation to establish air
temperature, dew point, globe temperature,
air velocity, plane radiant temperature
asymmetry, and illuminance. The measure-
ments were taken at three levels: ankles,
torso, and head and neck. For compara-
tive supplementary physical data, station-
ary environmental measurements were
taken at a separate, representative
workstation during the week the occupants
were surveyed.

One aspect of the study presented in
the report reveals that, based on three
perceptions of thermal sensation (cool,
neutral, or warm), 82 to 84 percent of the
participants were comfortable during the
monitoring periods. However, in terms of
thermal preference, only 52 to 53 percent
of the participants said they wanted no
change in the environment. Usually, in
both winter and summer, they wanted to
be cooler. Also interesting is that the build-
ing that best satisfied occupants' thermal
preferences in both seasons was one with
operable windows and no mechanical
airconditioning. In terms of correlating
the occupants' thermal satisfaction with
air movement, "cool and drafty" was per-
ceived as comfortable, while "warm and
stuffy" was perceived as an uncomfortable
condition.

During both seasons, temperatures
cooler than the ASHRAE Standard
temperatures—21.8 degrees centigrade
(approximately 71 degrees Fahrenheit) in
winter and 24.5 degrees centigrade (approx-
imately 76 degrees Fahrenheit) in
summer—by 0.5 degree centigrade (about
one degree Fahrenheit) were preferred.
This held true even though the subjects
wore clothing closely resembling what
ASHRAE describes as "summer clothing"
year-round.

In their preliminary analysis, the
researchers concluded that satisfaction
with the thermal environments in office
buildings was lower than that achieved
under laboratory conditions. They also
suggested that centralized, autonomous
environmental control systems are inher-
ently limited in their effectiveness, and
they called for both field and laboratory
studies to investigate new methods of pro-
viding individual control through operable
building envelopes or user-controlled sys-
tems such as task ventilation or spot heat-
ing and cooling.

The researchers acknowledged the lim-
itations of conducting the study only in
the San Francisco Bay area, which enjoys
a temperate climate. Their future studies,
including tests now going on in Thailand,

will compare airconditioned offices with
naturally ventilated offices. They hope this
comparison also will yield some indications
of cultural differences in thermal percep-
tions. The researchers also plan to extend
the existing data base by repeating the
San Francisco study in other climate zones
in the United States.

Copies of the preliminary report are
available from the Center for Environ-
mental Design Research. Contact CEDR,
373 Wurster Hall, University of California,
Berkeley, Calif. 94720, or call (415)
642-2896.—M. STEPHANIE STUBBS

T\vo Buildings Recognized in
Energy Design Awards Program

The Georgia Association/AIA and Geor-
gia Power Co. recently announced the
Carter Presidential Center and the Scar-
borough Building at Emory University
as the winners of the 1988 Georgia Energy
Design Awards program.

The Carter Presidential Center, (shown
below) designed by Jova Daniels Busby in
a joint venture with Lawton, Ememura &
Yamamoto, houses a research center, two
museum theaters, a town meeting hall,
and a full-scale replica of the Oval Office
within its 130,000 square feet. Its energy-
efficient features include below-grade con-
struction to minimize building heating and
cooling loads, overhang/window designs
to maximize shading, and efficient enve-
lope and HVAC design.

The Scarborough Building, designed by
Tippett & Associates/Architects Inc., com-
prises a 150,000-square-foot renovation and
a 50,000-square-foot addition to a clinical
medical facility at Atlanta's Emory Uni-
versity. To boost energy efficiency, the
building includes combination of separate
cooling plants, insulated glazing with min-
imal glass in the east and south facades
of its insulated envelope, an energy-
efficient lighting system, and upgraded
electric service.

The awards program, which is in its sixth
year, promotes professional and public rec-
ognition of architecture in Georgia through
acknowledgement of the effective blend-
ing of energy-conscious design features
and architectural quality.

News continued on page 47
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Deaths
Hans Blumenfeld: Architect,
Author, Philosopher, Planner
Hans Blumenfeld wrote an autobiography,
Life Begins at 65 (Harvest House Ltd.,
1987), when he was well into his 90s. It is
a surprising story, more like a movie script
than an architect-planner's life. Here we
perceive the ingredients that help make
up the whole man: the unlikely young sol-
dier, the unsuccessful architect, and the
mellowing, patient, and understanding
philosopher-planner. His zest for travel,
conversation, and inquiry informs his think-
ing in the book, which should be seen as
an essential part of the curriculum for
the education of the seasoned designer
of cities.

Blumenfeld was born in Osnabriick
(West Germany) in 1892. From 1924 to
1927 he worked in architecture offices in
New York City, Baltimore, and Los Ange-
les. After a stay in the Soviet Union, he
returned to the United States in the late
'30s, working for General Motors on the
elaborate model "city of the future" for
the 1939 New York World's Fair.

In 1941 he became research director
of the Philadelphia Housing Association,
and from 1945 to 1952 worked with that
city's planning commission, whose division
of planning analysis he headed beginning
in 1948. In the late '40s and early '50s, he
concurrently advised the United States
government on the reconstruction of
Germany.

Blumenfeld was deputy director of the
newly founded Metropolitan Toronto Plan-
ning Board beginning in 1955. During the
'60s he lectured at the University of
Toronto and was a board member of the
Canadian Institute of Planners and a con-
sultant to the Montreal City Planning
Department.

Those who knew him were impressed
by the quality of Blumenfeld's thinking
and conversation on a range of subjects,
especially urban problems. Although he
held impressive professional credentials,
his approach to complex questions such
as metropolitan growth and transportation
may have seemed naive. But despite his
gentle manners and mild demeanor, he
never missed an all-too-frequent opportu-
nity to point out when the emperor-com-
missioners were not wearing any clothes.
He was always ready with suggestions for
appropriate urban garments, which, he rue-
fully noted in his autobiography, were
rarely adopted. He believed in the poten-
tial of architecture as a civilizing influ-
ence and saw modernism as a humanistic
response.

Blumenfeld, 97, who had become a
Canadian citizen, died late last year in
Toronto after his first serious illness, a
stroke. —SIMON BREINES, FAIA

Mr. Breines, a longtime friend of Hans
Blumenfeld, is a principal of Pome ranee
& Breines in New York City.

Raymond S. Thompson, AIA, was
cofounding president of the Indianapolis
Chapter/AIA. Since 1983 he had been a
member of the Indiana State Board of
Registration for Architects, serving as
chairman in 1988. Except for his college
years at the University of Illinois, where
he earned a Bachelor of Science in archi-
tecture, and subsequent military service,
Thompson was a lifelong resident of Indi-
anapolis, working for 35 years with James
Architects & Engineers. Most recently,
Thompson was principal in charge for the
design of the new Indianapolis Zoo He
died last October at the age of 60.

David J. Platt of Staten Island, N.Y., an
architect with Olympia & York and a mem-
ber of its management team for the reno-

vation of Canary Wharf in London, was
among the passengers on Pan Am Flight
103 out of London, which exploded with
a terrorist's bomb in December. He was a
graduate of the New York Institute of
Technology. He was 33.

Harwood Taylor, FAIA, was most recently
with the Houston firm Taylor/Lundy/
HKS. He also was cofounder and chair-
man of the board of Neuhaus + Taylor
Architects and principal in charge of
design in its successor firm 3D/Inter-
national. He earned a Bachelor of Archi-
tecture from the University of Texas and
attended Virginia Military Institute,
Stanford University, the Sorbonne, and
the University of Houston. He died in
December. D
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Varied Perspectives on the
Evolution of Technology
Imagining Tomorrow: History, Technology,
and the American Future. Edited by Joseph
J. Corn. (MIT Press, $17.50.)

This book is a retrospective look at tech-
nological development, taken under the
premise of gaining a prospective view of
the efforts of present technology. Imagin-
ing Tomorrow: History, Technology, and
the American Future is recommended to
those in the design disciplines and should
be required reading for all students of
architecture.

The book contains 10 essays from a vari-
ety of authors, most of them contempo-
rary scholars, and an epilogue by Joseph
J. Corn. Several the chapters are case stud-
ies of predictions once made about "new"
technologies. The essays present a criti-
cal review of the explosive development
of new machines and design ideas intro-
duced between the end of the 19th cen-
tury and the 1960s. During this period, it
was common to think of machines and
even such things as new urban plans and
futuristic housing designs as ushering in
a better tomorrow, possibly even Utopia.
Corn refers to the essays as a history of
"the future that used to be."

One author, Jeffrey L. Meikle, describes
the development of streamlined design
during the Depression, and how plastic
became the "material of the future."
According to Meikle, streamlined design
and the use of materials such as plastic,
which made streamlined design possible,
were society's attempt to escape from the
harsh economic restraints of the period.

Architects will especially like Brian
Horrigan's chapter on the changing
appearance and meaning of the "home
of tomorrow." Horrigan's primary contri-
bution is his documentation of the efforts
of architects, engineers, and inventors to
bring housing into the mainstream of
American technological development. Indi-
viduals such as R. Buckminster Fuller, Le
Corbusier, and Richard Neutra tried to
redefine the house in the 1920s and '30s,
in response, according to Horrigan, to the
social and economic movements of the
period.

Architects and urban designers will
appreciate also Carol Willis's chapter on
the Utopian cities of the future. As the

United States became more urban during
the 1920s and '30s, the skyscraper evolved
into an important image of the Utopian
city. High-speed transportation and many
other inventions of the era were envisioned
as the technological supports for blocks
of skyscrapers proposed by urban futurists.

Historian Carolyn Marvin provides an
interesting history of a seemingly simple
invention—the electric light. Around the
turn of the century, the uses proposed for
the electric light far exceeded its basic
function as an illuminating device. These
included projecting messages on the moon,
signaling schemes to strike up wireless
communication with extraterrestrials, and
advertising on clouds.

In his epilogue, Corn observes that the
writers make three important points con-
cerning the past visions of the future. First,
many of the predictions were erroneously
exaggerated or wildly Utopian. Second,
the Utopian predic-
tions and imagined
uses of technological
developments were
widely accepted by
scientists, popular sci-
ence fiction writers,
big business, and
society in general.
Third, the reader,
given his or her own
range of experience,
is made to imagine
what the conse-
quences of such be-
liefs and projections
have been to date,
and what they may
be in the future.

Identifying these
three themes and
projecting their im-
pact on the future,

Top, Prototype mass-
produced house by
architect Howard
Fisher for the 1933
Chicago fair. Bottom,
LOF Co. 's 1945
'Kitchen of
Tomorrow.'

however, are two aspects of the book that
deserve criticism. The themes may be dif-
ficult for the beginning student of tech-
nological assessment to comprehend. Some
mention of them in the introduction would
alert the reader to consider them as the
technological developments are reviewed.
Second, the reader must imagine what
the actual effects of the previous techno-
logical developments have been on current
history and on the future. The authors
obviously are experts on their subjects,
so it would be interesting to know what
they think the future of these technologi-
cal developments will be.

The book is well written and makes for
interesting reading. The chapters are well
illustrated and contain excellent lists of
references for further study. Imagining
Tomorrow will make the contemporary
designer pause to consider how previous
technological developments have affected
the present, and what they may hold for
the future. —CHARLES W. GRAHAM, AIA

Mr. Graham is associate director of hous-
ing research at the center for urban affairs
at Texas A&M University.
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What it Feels Like to Be a Building. For-
rest Wilson. (Preservation Press, S14.95).

Whoever has taught children knows that
their best frame of reference is their own
bodies. In a stroke of genius, Forrest Wil-
son, master teacher and architect, has used
this well-known fact to explain architec-
tural structures to "seven-year-olds and
older" by imagining buildings as living
beings and asking them how they feel.
The buildings have answered his questions
by means of exciting and clever pictures
and one-line explanations that allow us
"children," whether seven or 70 years old,
to feel in our own bodies how buildings
work.

It would be tempting for this reviewer
to comment on the subtle graphic and
verbal means by which Wilson effortlessly
achieves his goal, but this would spoil the
fun for both children and adults. Yet,
how can an engineering teacher, who has
labored for the best part of his life to
explain buckling to architecture students,
ignore the eye-opening figure labeled "long
thin columns tend to bend," which makes
elementarily obvious the concept—first
explained mathematically by Euler more
than 200 years ago—in two human columns
(one masculine and one feminine) gra-
ciously bent at the hips? Or the clarifica-
tion of Newton's principle "action equals

trawings by Forrest Wilson

reaction" by means of an upside-down
black man supported by his white mirror
image, conveying graphically the inevita-
bility of the law and its mystery? Or the
need of a thrust to balance the tension in
the cable of a suspension bridge, expressed
by two people pulling each other by out-
stretched arms and leaning backward?

"Teaching structures by mathematics,"
I was once told by a famous European
structuralist, "is easy: you put a few num-
bers in a computer, push a few keys, and
read the answer. But to teach by words
alone, you really have to know what it's
all about." I would add that to teach by
graphics alone you must know structures
even better, and I would conclude that
Forrest Wilson is indeed a master struc-
turalist. This book, kept in hiding for so
many years, is now available again and is
a joy to peruse. I advise all parents of
future architects to get it, and, if by chance
they happen to be architects, who knows,
they may even learn structures themselves—
this time painlessly smiling.

—MARIO SALVADOR:

A noted structural engineer, Mr. Salvadori
has taught structures at Columbia Univer-
sity and has written several books on the
subject.

Energy Design for Architects. American
Architectural Foundation; Alexander Shaw,
editor. (Fairmont Press, $54.).

Remember the flood of energy research
materials developed through AIA's Energy
Professional Development Program
(EPDP) almost 10 years ago? There was
Energy in Architecture (the "silver bullet"),
the EPDP workshop looseleaf binders (the
"black notebooks"), and the Energy Mono-
graph Series (the skinny little books with
gray or brown covers, depending on
whether they were design- or practice-
oriented.) This was good stuff, I know,
because I was part of the AIA Research
Corp. team that put these materials
together. If you also are familiar with these
documents, you know that their major flaw
is not the material presented, but that the
organization and linkages among topics
were not as cogent as they might have
been.

Energy Design for Architects, edited
by Alexander Shaw for the American
Architectural Foundation (which absorbed
the remainder of the AIA Research Corp.),
sweeps away these problems in a clearly
organized 350-page format. It distills the
best information (text and graphics) from
the EPDP materials into an easy-to-use
handbook broken down into four major
categories: the design process, fundamen-
tals, design elements, and design analysis.

However, it is the portions of the book
supplementary to the main text that make
the major tie-ins that are essential to a
useful handbook: for example, a detailed,
cross-referenced index, a list of figures
with titles explaining what they show, and
an extensive glossary punctuated with illus-

trations. With respect to how architects
need to use research information, it is a
great idea to have two tables of contents,
one topical and one with great detail. It
is obvious that editor Alexander Shaw and
technical consultant/editor Earle Kennett,
both major participants in the original
EPDP efforts and both with architecture
backgrounds, thought extensively about
and took great pains to refine the presen-
tation and usefulness of the information.

Energy Design also presents some new
and some updated information that may
prove valuable in the way energy design
is incorporated into the practice of archi-
tecture today. For instance, a chapter on
codes and standards explains the Model
Energy Code and its three primary paths
to achieve compliance: systems analysis,
component performance, and acceptable
practice ("going by the book"). It also con-
tains a list of major standards organizations
and the specific building energy issues that
their standards cover, as well as manufac-
turers' associations that have developed
their own standards for components.

Another chapter of new information,
entitled "Construction and Commission-
ing Process," posits that the effort for
energy design can be wasted unless the
building is "finished right," and it offers
the architect tips on project planning and
overseeing the construction process. Spe-
cific topics include developing good proj-
ect documentation, preparing operation
and maintenance manuals, and construc-
tion specifications for contractor require-
ments prior to occupancy. Additionally,
the "Building Types" chapter comprises
an interesting collection of building-specific
energy design considerations, condensed
and referenced to magazine articles that
cover these subjects in detail. Sections
on the building types presented (offices,
educational facilities, retail stores, apart-
ments, hotels/motels, and health facilities)
include information on overall energy-
conscious design strategies, form and
space organization, lighting systems, and
appropriate HVAC design. Finally,
"Energy Management and Controls," an
area that has seen many changes over the
past decade, has been brought up to date.

Energy Design is a laudable evolution
and expansion of the original EPDP effort,
a process we (among ourselves) called
"meatball research," stealing from Hawkeye
Pierce's analogy of "MASH as meatball
surgery." That EPDP process was posthaste
to the best of everyone's ability—after all,
there was an energy crisis going on. The
new Energy Design has all the right refine-
ments of a next phase, sort'of like taking
schematics into design development. The
U.S. Department of Energy, which funded
the effort, chose the right editors. If you
don't have the original materials, this is
the book you want as a first reference. If
you do have them, save them as "deep
pocket references" to Energy Design for
Architects.—'M. STEPHANIE STUBBS

Books continued on page 57
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The Rajput Palaces: The Development
of an Architectural Style. G.H.R. Tillot-
son. (Yale University Press, $45.)

Borrowing has been a part of the archi-
tectural tradition for centuries. Indian
craftsmen responded no differently when
faced with the Moslem conquest of their
borders and readily assimilated Islamic
influences. The existing architectural con-
ditions of the time have become shrouded
in the mystery of the architecture itself
and have remained largely unexamined
by scholars.

The Rajput Palaces goes beyond the
view of borrowed Islamic imagery and
invention to uncover the deeply en-
trenched Hindu foundation that underlies
Rajput palace development. This explo-
ration separates and distills Rajput archi-
tecture from a primary reading of an
architecture of foreign imposition. Rather,
the author demonstrates with vast research
and articulately described examples that
Rajput architecture is a rich, indigenous
style altered by Islamic characteristics,
which deserves an independent place in
the history of Hindu architecture.

The Rajputs were dynastic clans prolific
in the construction of rather magical pal-
ace complexes in western and central
India. These palaces have numerous repet-
itive architectural and programmatic ele-
ments, spaces, and features that enable
the tracing of their transformation and
disposition over time. In an introduction,
the author presents the context, climate,
and general history, which are critical to
an understanding of the architecture. This
is followed by chapters based on an anal-
ysis of stylistic evolution, culminating in
what the author terms "Rajput manner-
ism." Within this history is woven the con-
stant recognition of the essence of these
structures as an inherited Hindu architec-
tural tradition of intention.

The Hindu world is less ordered and
rigid than the Islamic and concerns itself
with organic growth and natural harmony.
The palace architecture, in mirroring com-
plex attitudes, was generally accretionary
in nature and not formalized. Monumen-
tal stone-walled complexes were composed
of numerous indoor and outdoor spaces,
sometimes not distinguished from the wall
itself.

Distinctive architectural attributes
included deep eaves, or chajjas, and pro-
jecting balaconies assisted by intriciate
brackets, aedicular chattris, or umbrellalike
stone screens. An important Mughal influ-
ence was the glorification of the Islamic
tradition of vaulting, domes, and arches.
This arcuation became highly integrated
with the elaborate corbelling and crafted
columns of the Hindu system of trabeation.
It added enrichment on many levels, such
as the development of the cusped arch
so frequently associated with the architec-
ture of India. The lightening of load and
the reduction of mass encouraged by
arcuation made the palaces appear more
ethereal.

Although the book is loaded with pho-
tographic illustration, more conceptual and
analytical drawings are needed to extract
the ideas and essences of the images. The
photographs are, at times, too rich to make
the point as succinctly as the prose does.

G.H.R. Tillotson's book fills a long-
standing void. A collection of remarkable
buildings has been given a more fitting
place in history and in our working vocab-
ulary and sensibility of place.

— CLAUDIA RUSSELL

Ms. Russell is a practicing architect in
Cambridge, Mass.

Design in Familiar Places: What Makes
Home Environments Look Good. Sidney
Brower. (Praeger, $39.95.)

"All this talk about architecture . . . is
very dangerous: it brings the ears so far
forward that they act as blinkers to the

eyes," Edwin Lutyens once cautioned.
According to Sir Clough Williams-Ellis,
who recounted the incident, it was impos-
sible to engage the famous architect in
any serious conversation about his work;
like many gifted designers (Mies van der
Rohe comes to mind), Lutyens distrusted
intellectualizing what he considered to be
primarily a visual profession.

Talking, or rather writing, about archi-
tecture is what Sidney Brower, an archi-
tect and planner, does in Design in Familiar
Places, and his short book offers some
interesting insights for practitioners and
students who are willing to risk a slight
case of blinkering. Brower is concerned
with the way people perceive their sur-
roundings and how these perceptions affect
their behavior. It is his thesis, supported
by the research of others and by his own
observations in the field (he was chief of
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Books from page 57
design analysis in the Baltimore city depart-
ment of planning), that there is a pro-
nounced difference in perception of a
neighborhood between two types of
observers: residents and outsiders. An out-
sider admires a picturesque street, while
a resident sees a neglected row of old
buildings. An outsider interprets a group
of friendly men in the park as a sign of
community conviviality; the locals recog-
nize the local winos. What residents "see"
is tempered by their knowledge and expe-
rience of the place and can differ signifi-
cantly from the impressions gained by the
outsider.

The idea that we perceive the physical
environment in distinctly different ways
is not new. More than 10 years ago Don-
ald Appleyard advanced the notion that
there exist three common modes of per-
ception: the sensory (the building as an
esthetic object), the operational (the build-
ing as a setting for personal actions and
behavior), and the inferential (the build-
ing as a medium of social communication).
According to Appleyard, people shift
among the three modes of perception;
Brower goes further, however, and suggests
that in particular circumstances one mode
of perception is predominant. The outsider
in a strange neighborhood looks for land-
marks, and his experience is guided by
practical necessity; hence, he perceives
mainly in an operational mode. The tour-
ist, a special sort of outsider, enjoys the

sensory experience of the sights. The res-
ident, on the other hand, is much more
likely to be sensitive to the social impli-
cations of the environment—not "the
quaint neo-Victorian house on the corner"
but "my pal Joe's home."

It is Brewer's contention, and the main
theme of this book, that "designers look
at the environment in a special way, and
they see it more like outsiders than like
residents." Is this true? Brower offers some
evidence (not enough, in my opinion) to
support his thesis, but common sense sug-
gests that he is correct. Architects are often
called upon to design buildings the work-
ings of which are unfamiliar to them; and,
even if they have an intimate and special-
ized knowledge of the building type, their
peripatetic careers often make them out-
siders to the communities for which they
build. Even when this is not the case, the
view of the designer—which Brower calls
the artistic view—is necessarily superficial.

The discontinuity between the percep-
tion of the designer and that of the user
is likely to be greatest in residential envi-
ronments. The second part of this book
is devoted to case studies that the author
carried out over a period of 13 years in
Harlem Park, an inner-city Baltimore
neighborhood, and describes the author's
research and involvement in attempts to
ameliorate public parks and make them
more responsive to local needs.

These case studies are at once the
strength and weakness of Design in Famil-

iar Places. The duration of the project—we
learn not only about the preliminary
research but also about the implementa-
tion and subsequent use—and the author's
candor make for fascinating and sometimes
heartrending reading. Brower's research
led to a number of municipal interventions,
some successful and some not. Attempts
at user participation demonstrated that,
when it comes to design, residents can
be just as shortsighted as outsiders. Har-
lem Park is a predominantly black, low-
income neighborhood, evidencing all the
social stresses that typify American city
life today. That and the fact that the author,
who teaches community planning at the
University of Maryland, carefully avoids
generalizing from his particular experience,
will limit the impact of the author's mes-
sage for many readers.

That would be a shame. "Looking at
the environment from a resident's point
of view," which is Brower's deceptively
simple prescription for more responsive
design, has broad implications for the
designer of any building—office, museum,
or hotel—not only social architecture. We
need more of this kind of research, but
on a much broader scale. Our profession
is certainly blinkered, but it is from too
little thought, not from too much.

—WITOLD RYBCZYNSKI

Mr. Rybczynski teaches architecture at
McGill University in Montreal and has
written several books on housing design.
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This annual technology issue deals with perhaps
the most basic function of building—mediation
between indoor and outdoor environments. What

of the external environment is to be excluded from
the indoors, what is admitted, and how must it be mod-
ified? What goes into creation of a nurturing interior
environment? What can turn it pathological?

The issue begins with three articles about fundamen-
tal concerns: the building skin as it affects tempera-
ture, light, and energy use; the creation of a satisfactory
acoustic environment; the air we breathe indoors.

Then follow three buildings designed to create spe-
cial environmental conditions; a look at laboratory
design, which almost always involves stringent envi-
ronmental demands, and a look back at the perfor-
mance of some prominent energy-saving buildings from
the energy-conscious 1970s.

Finally there is a triad of articles on threats to a
healthy indoor environment: an update on the rising
consciousness of the causes and effects of indoor pol-
lution, and reports on the specific hazards of radon
and CFCs. Editors in charge of the issue were
M. Stephanie Stubbs and Douglas E. Gordon.

Turning to the future, we hereby announce that
October will be a "discovery" issue presenting built
works of architects and firms never before published
in major magazines. Note that it is the architects and
firms, not just the buildings, that must not have been
previously published. However, an architect working
for a firm that has been published can submit work
done on his or her own time if he or she has not
previously been published individually.

A few definitions: By "major magazines" we mean
this one, Architectural Record, Progressive Architec-
ture, and the late Architectural Forum and Architec-
ture Plus.

What constitutes publication? Multi-illustration pre-
sentation of completed buildings. Single pictures don't
disqualify, nor do presentations of unbuilt projects.

Submissions are due June 15 and should include a
brief description of each project, plans and any other
drawings that help communicate the design, and
photographs. At this stage the photos don't have to
be of publishable quality. They just need to be descrip-
tive. They can be slides, transparencies or prints, color
or black and white.— D. C.
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B y the end of this century curtain walls will display hot and
cold flashes and elude radar. Architectural historians will
add a chapter or two describing the esthetics of blushing

and the textures of goose-pimpled building skins. What follows
is a brief update on the high-tech expectations and practical devel-
opments in building skin design since the energy crisis of the
1970s.

On the eve of the oil embargo, it was cheaper to burn lights
continuously in glass buildings, day and night, than to install
light switches. "In those days," says Alan Kaplan, partner and
director of engineering with Haines Lundberg Waehler,"you
could not afford thermopane or insulation."

Today the cheapest electricity is 6 cents a kilowatt-hour, oil
is a dollar a gallon, and, says Myron Schloss, senior associate
and HLW's chief electrical engineer, "owners will spend money
to save energy. There are at least 10 times as many types of
lamps as there were 20 years ago, and ballast technology has
greatly improved."

The response to the energy crisis has resulted in dramatic rede-
sign of building skins. The building sector is the single largest
consumer of energy in the United States. Seventy-five percent
of the nation's SI50 billion electric bill is consumed in buildings
and it is in building design, particularly building enclosure, that
major changes were and are being made.

Since the oil shocks of the early 1970s, Americans have enjoyed
a 35 percent rise in the gross national product without increas-
ing their energy consumption, according to Arthur Rosenfeld
and David Hafemeister, writing in Scientific American last April.
The services energy generates are provided more efficiently, and
energy is saved by improved building skins.

Eight years ago the AIA JOURNAL (Oct. '81) surveyed the devel-
opment of curtain wall technology since the energy crisis and
reported the following:

National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
research was inspiring investigations of surface control of rera-
diation of heat from absorbing surfaces and reflective mirror
films for glazing, insulation, fire-resistant materials, and photo-
voltaics for buildings. Aerospace technology had given us Mylar
(the aluminized plastic film sold commercially as "space blan-
kets"), coatings, and home and commercial wall coverings and
drapery liners. Heat-shield coatings for re-entry vehicles and
sound insulation compounds were adapted for fire insulation in
buildings. Teflon-coated fabric structures were researched.

Hardy Holzman Pfeiffer Associates'Los Angeles County Museum
of Art, opposite page, uses gently fluted, sandblasted stone for
its low walls. The glass block on the high walls is UV-filtered.
Above, insulated stainless steel panels, tinted vision glass, and
glass spandrel panels cover the Industrial Technology Center in
Ann Arbor, Mich., by William Kessler & Associates.

Dynamic-membrane building skins had been investigated in
the mid-1970s to explore the idea of a membrane responsive to
changing solar conditions. Air-controlled systems to regulate the
flow of sunlight into or out of a building were developed exper-
imentally. Five years earlier, a "solar cell" system of three mem-
branes was included in a study for the General Services Admin-
istration.

The Department of Energy was sponsoring research to develop
new materials and systems for lightweight thermal storage, phase-
change and radiative cooling materials, water walls, reflective
transparent glazing, and insulating movable curtain walls.

Steve Selkowitz of Lawrence Berkeley Laboratories predicted
that in five to 10 years advanced coatings for glass and plastics
would change automatically. The overall design of metal sand-
wich panels was re-examined to improve energy performance
and reduce weight.

The glass industry, hardest hit by the energy crisis, has had
the clearest research agenda and the greatest array of new prod-
ucts under development and on the market. The glass buzzword
for the '70s was shading coefficient; for the '80s, it was emissivity.

Films for window products were entering the market, and sub-
stantial research continued. The films increase the insulation
capacity of windows and reduce penetration of ultraviolet light,
without compromising solar gain. Efforts were being made to
incorporate solar-control devices into windows, as was common
in Europe. The industry introduced controlled air-flow window
assemblies, in which the air space in the window becomes an
extension of the mechanical system. Use of glass spandrels with
built-in thermal controls was anticipated.

There were other solutions. The architects of IKOY in Win-
nipeg, Manitoba, saw the skin as a "thermodynamic barrier" per-
forated at will. The skin alternated as an opaque or transparent
membrane, changing the skin's opacity or transparency accord-
ing to the uses of the interior space.

A design concept called a "control grid" permits random skin
perforation, says Ron Keenberg, IKOY principal. The grid es-
tablishes a dominating design pattern. The elements are ran-
dom within a strong symmetry and do not compromise the
barrier's harmony.

The dream: Can a coating help the building skin perform
like the human skin? David Pellish, AIA, director of the Depart-
ment of Energy's solar building division, believes it may do the
next best thing, which is to act as a controllable membrane. When
Corning incorporated a new chemical structure in glass, to man-
ufacture photochromic eyeglasses, it was a breakthrough, he says.

A building in the northernmost part of our country gets at
least four times as much energy for heating as it can possibly
need. Ratios increase, of course, as you move south. It is not
only the heat of the sun but also the diffuse radiation around
the building that must be taken into consideration. "Look at the
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whole building envelope and capture that energy and use it for
the occupants' benefit, using advanced scientific materials," says
Pellish.

Electro-chemical-scientists are experimenting with coatings that
allow the building occupant to control the passage of heat dur-
ing summer and winter, day and night (see Aug. '88, page 98).
This is a revolutionary step compared with the traditional way
of thinking of the building enclosure as a thermal overcoat.

"The Lawrence Berkeley Laboratories have seen their re-
search accelerate change in the real world of building," says
Selkowitz. "Low-e window technology has been tremendously
successful even though much of the window industry was skep-
tical that the R and D in the 1970s would prove successful."

A team at the EIC Laboratories that includes David Rauh,
Stuart Cogan, and Ronald Goldner has received recognition for
its advanced work on electrochromic "smart windows," and the
United States has been interested in applying that technology
to the canopies of fighter planes.

"The goal is the control of radiated energy while permitting
light transmission rather than modulating the narrow band of
visible light. The spectrum includes both visible wave lengths
and infrared and we are trying to control transmission through
both wavelengths," Pellish says.

"But we are talking about the whole building, the entire enclo-
sure," Pellish continues. "The window is at most 25 percent of the
building surface —the rest is opaque. There are other ways of
capturing energy on opaque surfaces."

At the beginning of the energy crisis glass was thought to be
the enemy, but that was wrong, says Pellish. "It can be made to
react like the human skin." Energy must be captured and trans-
ported, but the "smart window" is not enough.

Mechanical systems that deliver heat by air or water are not
very efficient. Radiation is four times as effective. The Romans
understood radiant heating with masonry, as evidenced in the
Baths of Caracalla. That technology can be improved. The
brick may know what it wants to be, as Kahn said, but it does
not know what temperature to discharge after storing heat.

Phase-change materials can do what the brick does with far
more finesse and can be controlled. Phase-change materials can
store great quantities of heat with the change from solid to liq-
uid. The change can be formulated to take place around 70
degrees Fahrenheit, to prevent overheating. When the tempera-
ture falls below the low 70s, the materials give the heat back.

Research for encapsulating phase-change materials in wallboard
is being conducted by a manufacturer and is being considered
for production. The challenges remaining include retaining
wallboard's traditional fireproof virtues, painting, and the like
but these are not insurmountable, according to Pellish.

Until recently, environmental control systems responded only
to interior environments. Variations of external conditions were

Opposite page, the 1988 Seoul Olympic Athletes' and Reporters'
Village by Williams & Woo has a curved glass arcade for its memo-
rial plaza. The concrete-clad housing units step up to 24 stories.
Above left, Chicago's Northwestern Atrium Center by Murphy/
Jahn houses 1.6 million square feet with a scalloped curtain wall
skin of blue and silver reflective glass and black vision glass.
Curved stopless glazing forms the "window " of 17 State St., cen-
ter, a 42-story office tower in New York City by Emery Roth &
Sons. Above right, Miami's Centrust Tower, by I.M. Pel &
Partners, has each of its 36 stories articulated by two bands of
glass and two bands of metal. The skin is lighted with changing
sequences of color.

largely ignored. As "intelligent envelope" systems approach the
marketplace, more attention is being paid to exterior climatic
conditions, with technologies tending to stimulate dynamic rather
than static building response to weather variation.

Research on motorized window openings, sunshading devices,
and daylight guiding systems activated by sensors coordinated
by microprocessors has reached the stage where these are almost
marketable. They will be activated by instruments sensitive to
external climate, air temperature, solar radiation, and wind speed
and direction. Research in this area is presently conducted at
the University of Sheffield in England.

It is planned that the building be linked to local weather sta-
tions. While the long-range prediction of weather remains a cha-
otic art, short-term predictions are often reliable. These will allow
the building time to adjust its internal systems and external skin
to changes in weather.

How can sunlight be redirected indoors to replace electricity?
Electric light fixtures make heat, which must be cooled. How can
sunlight be programmed? "If a clerk in a supermarket can place
a can of Campbell soup on a holographic device that will read
it at any angle, programming sunlight is possible," says Pellish.

Demonstration models of holographic panels developed by
the Advanced Research Group in Maine now successfully trans-
fer daylight from the exterior deep into interior building spaces.
Elizabeth King, one of the group, has predicted that by this
spring there will be embossed panels for full-size mock-ups. The
problems of mass manufacture then will be analyzed.

The building skin has revolutionized our thinking. Skins can
combine all kinds of materials and control the transmission of
energy through them. A hollow opaque skin panel with suspended
particles can capture energy from the heated exterior surface;
the energy can be transferred to wherever it is needed in the
building, in an elegant interpretation of the brick's radiation.

"We know that the surface of the stealth bomber must trans-
form the electric magnetic rays of radar," says Pellish. He rea-
soned that the scientists working on coatings to control electric
magnetic waves were working on another part of the electromag-
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netic spectrum, but it involved the same phenomena as the build-
ing skin. "They are dealing with coatings on airplanes—why not
coatings on buildings?" Pellish says. When he approached the
scientists with this question they said they had been doing this
for 12 years. "Then give me your throwaways," he pleaded.

These developments have been going on for the past decade,
but how close are they to realization?

The reality: What drives building enclosure design today? "Pay-
back, and the time frame is almost zero," answers Mike Flynn,
building skin designer with I.M. Pei & Partners. The skin is allo-
cated a percentage of the budget; if more money is added it
must be taken from another part of the budget.

The cost of reflective glass is paid for in the reduction of
mechanical plant cost. But payback can be less tangible. Insu-
lating glass sells space, and so the owner pays for the advantage.
Facade finishes give an immediate payback. Clear or hard coated
aluminum requires more expensive alloys than painted aluminum.
A good painted coating saves aluminum cost.

The aluminum curtain wall of the '50s and '60s is the result
of the aluminum industry's decision to enter the building mar-
ket after World War II. Architects were not running around saying
"give me aluminum," says Flynn. Rather, the aluminum manu-
facturers decided to sell to architects. Aluminum companies cre-
ated a need and invested tremendous amounts of time and money
into making aluminum into a building material. They were helped
by the strong hold the "Miesian ethic" had on U.S. architecture,
says Flynn.

"If Mies had not been born, Kawneer would have had to
invent him," remarks historian Arch Farch.

The steel industry was less interested, continues Flynn. There
is a standing monument to the competition between the two indus-
tries at Roosevelt Field on Long Island. It is a full-size model
of a portion of the curtain wall of the Chase Manhattan Bank.
Half is stainless steel and the other half is aluminum.

After Chase, Flynn says, facades were aluminum. Marketing
strategies aside, aluminum is a workable material with a won-
derful touch, and it has marvelous alloys. The aluminum indus-
try had a capacity to produce, a will to popularize, and, like
the Italian stone industry, established a design reference.

The silicone industry created a demand, as the superabrasives
industry is doing today. That was a difficult task, for at the time
silicones entered the market two-part polysulfides were perform-
ing reasonably well, says Flynn. No one wanted to be "the first
guy on the block." But silicone manufacturers had the money
and the grit to wait for their time to come, and now they can't
sell enough of it, and so we have solid glass skins with no visi-
ble means of support.

The glass industry made a major commitment to developing
new products for buildings. It had begun research before the
energy crisis and was forced into drastic action to survive the

Left, The Fine Arts Center of Arizona State University at Tempe,
by Antoine Predock, Architect, presents a skin collage of con-
crete, masonry covered with stucco, and brick. Above, the
Lowes Ventana Canyon Resort Hotel in Tucson, by Frizzell Hill
Moorehouse Architects, uses split-faced custom block made
locally to capture the color and texture of its desert landscape.
Opposite page, the Centerway Parking Facility in Corning, N. Y,
by Arthur Cotton Moore & Associates, demonstrates the use of
a highly articulated brick veneer coupled with a metal roof.

initial reaction to the window as energy villain. In 1954, SOM's
Lever House in New York City had demonstrated that glass has
the quality of opacity as well as transparency; before this, glass
was associated only with "window." The glass spandrel introduced
glass as a cladding material, but the idea was accepted slowly.
"For years some architects refused to design a glass spandrel
because glass was associated with transparency," Flynn recalls.

Market share has inducted major players into the skin trade.
Italian stone manufacturers decided after World War II to invest
in new stone fabricating equipment, which now slices granite
to 25 millimeters (one inch). Coincidentally, investment build-
ers decided that a conservative, stable banker's image was
marketable, and stone has this image, says Flynn, so "Italian tech-
nology merged with a market attitude."

The facades of commercial buildings have been and will remain
"straightforward," predicts Flynn, because of the payback.
However, this will change quickly if "lively facades" become pop-
ular in the irrational marketplace. "Who could predict the pop-
ularity of hula hoops or thin stone veneers?" Flynn asks.

A major tactical building problem to be overcome, Flynn con-
tinues, is the integration of wall systems. Although a heating sys-
tem through a curtain wall might save five inches of floor space
per running foot, such a system is seldom done. Facades are
designed in layers, and the less coordination between them, the
faster the building is designed and built. Layers are planned so
that the building envelope can be designed and built by various
specialties doing structure, skin, mechanical, and plumbing with-
out getting in each other's way. "Everyone gets along best with-
out bumping into each other," says Flynn. "All they have to know
now is floor-to-floor height and column spacing, and sometimes
column spacing makes no difference."

The coordination of the various designers and multitudinous
trades involved in assembling a smart skin seems trivial compared
with the effort required to market aluminum, tinted glass, sili-
cone, and thin stone over the past two decades. The technol-
ogy is there. The right questions are being asked; all that is lacking
is a marketing decision to convince the world that living-skin
buildings are the best thing since sliced bread. Then favorable
payback may give us colorful buildings that turn red with hot
flashes, blue with cold, and elude radar defenses. D
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Letting Fresh Air Back into Buildings
The evolving state of the art of natural ventilation. By Benjamin Evans, FAIA

Going into a nonairconditioned building
during hot weather is like going from the
frying pan into the oven, where the air is
hot and stagnant. This is a waste because,
at a surprising number of places and times,
the interior would be a lot more comfort-
able if a breeze could get inside. Our build-
ings tend to hold heat when we least want
it; for some reason we design them so
that the outside air can't get inside to cool
us or the building.

It doesn't have to be that way. Before
airconditioning there were all sorts of tech-
niques used to beat the heat, including
taking advantage of natural air currents.
The Greeks provided porticos around their
temples for shade and breeze. The Arabs
put scoops on their roofs to funnel air
through their homes. The frontier Ameri-
cans built dogtrots and porches so they
could sit in their rocking chairs and enjoy
the cool breeze.

These techniques are not lost to us. We
just quit using them because we've become
fat and sassy with our airconditioning and
cheap energy. Of course there are times
and places when natural airflow isn't appro-
priate or won't help us much. If your nose
is stuffy from an allergy and the air out-
side is hot and humid, you'll want cool,
filtered air instead of an outdoor breeze.
Still, almost everywhere, there are times
of the day and year when a natural breeze
in the shade is all you need for comfort.

Breezes act according to the laws of
nature, and one must understand certain
scientific principles before one can guess
with accuracy how to control air move-
ment. Until recently, people remained rel-
atively ignorant about air movement simply
because air is something you can feel but
not see. For thousands of years, people
managed to capitalize on air movement
in building design based largely on intu-
ition alone. It wasn't until the middle of
the 18th century that people began to
experiment with air and to try to explain
what it is and how it works.

An early theory was that air pressure
had something to do with electricity (which
people didn't understand either). Some
thought that the clouds were held up by
electricity and that electricity caused
smoke to rise. In 1783, a French couple
tried to catch smoke (and electricity) in
a paper bag and accidentally invented the
hot-air balloon. Around the turn of the
century, a French physicist substituted
helium for hot air in a balloon and dis-
covered the principle of air pressure, which

is fundamental to our understanding of
air movement: a body of higher-pressure
air will move (expand) toward a body of
lower-pressure air. To put it simply, as the
pressure of air (or gas) increases it expands
and becomes lighter, thereby tending to
rise, or move, until it finds a place in the
atmosphere where the surrounding pres-
sure is the same (Figure 1).

Global air pressure differences are
caused principally by the sun warming
some parts of the earth and that earth, in
turn, warming the air, while other parts
of the earth and air are not warmed as
much (polar ice caps, forests, etc.; Figure
2). The result is that the warmed air
(higher pressure) tries to move toward the
cooler air (lower pressure).

The rotating motion of the earth also
has an influence on geographic air move-
ments. As the earth spins, it pulls the air
around with it, but the air doesn't entirely
keep up. There is slippage. It was at about
this point that we realized that air has
mass and therefore is affected by gravity,
and that it follows the law of inertia—mass
once set in motion tends to continue
straight until its direction and speed are
changed by some outside force.

Some of the outside forces at the global
scale are mountains, forests, land masses,
ice caps, and all sorts of geographic for-

Figure 1

mations. Geographic features affect the
origins and movement of the wind because
the wind moving over the ground and
other objects causes friction, slowing some
parts of the air.

All of these phenomena—pressure dif-
ference, inertia, and friction—tend to pro-
duce turbulence so that air doesn't often
move smoothly along a straight path. It
takes short darts here and there, speeds
up, and slows down. When two currents
of air are traveling in opposite directions,
they always will be separated by a series
of eddies because adjacent particles of
air always move in the same direction.
Laboratory studies have shown that these
eddies range from the very large through
a series of adjacent eddies to the micro-
scopic, which cannot be seen with the
naked eye (Figure 3). But at the scale of
a single building, for ease of calculation
in building design, we allow that air moves
in a fairly well-defined path.

Another important set of air movement
phenomena is explained by the Bernoulli
theorem of fluid behavior (which consid-
ers air a fluid). Defined by the 18th-century
Swiss mathematician, the Bernoulli theo-
rem includes the observation that fluid
pressure decreases as the rate of fluid
movement increases. For example, an air-
foil, which is what allows powered aircraft

Figure 3

Figure 4

Figure 2

Mr. Evans is a professor of architecture at
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State
University.
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to fly, is flat on the bottom and humped on
the top. The hump makes air flow faster
over the top of the wing, which means—as
we know from Bernoulli—air pressure over
the wings goes down and the airplane goes
up.

Another fluid property of air is that,
when flow is temporarily constricted, as
when the air enters an hourglass-shaped
funnel, its speed increases inside the con-
striction (accompanied by the now-familiar
pressure decrease). The phenomenon
was observed and recorded by Giovanni
Venturi, the 19th-century Italian physicist
for whom the effect is named. To see
how the Venturi effect occurs at the build-
ing scale, envision the windward (high-
pressure) wall as a flat funnel and a
windward inlet, such as an open window
or door, as the constriction. As long as
an outlet is sufficiently sized, air flowing
through the inlet will move faster than
the outside breeze.

Let's assume that we have a nice gentle
breeze blowing along the earth's surface,
coming from a high-pressure air mass over
in the next county to a lower-pressure air
mass somewhere down the road. On strik-
ing a solid object—a simple cube-shaped
building, for instance—air movement is
interrupted. As the air piles up in front
(upwind) of the object, its pressure
increases until it is forced over and around
the solid object, creating a lower-pressure
area behind the object (downwind). Air
in this lower-pressure area on the down-
wind side is eddying and moving slowly
back upwind toward the solid object. This
protected area is sometimes called the
"wind shadow" (Figure 4),

The greatest pressure differential around
a building occurs when the wind strikes
it perpendicularly. This creates the larg-
est wind shadow and, thus, the lowest
downwind pressure. If we could move the
building around until its smallest dimen-
sion faced into the wind, we would see
that this would produce the smallest wind
shadow and least pressure downwind.

If we put a number of buildings together
on a site, we will get a variety of wind
shadows and patterns, and each building
will get hit by less wind than if it were all
by itself. Each building affects the others.
Often, we will be looking for patterns that
will allow the maximum amount of wind
to hit each building.

Since air moves from higher pressure to
lower pressure, it makes sense to put a
building's breeze inlets adjacent to the
higher-pressure areas and breeze outlets
adjacent to the lower-pressure areas. To
determine the best places for inlets and
outlets, therefore, we need to have some

idea of where the high and low pressures
will occur on the building surfaces. On a
simple cube shape, we see that the wind-
ward face of the cube is under positive
pressure, relative to ambient air pressure,
and that the top, back, and sides of the
cube are under negative pressure. It is
easy to visualize from this that an inlet
on the windward face and an outlet on any
of the other surfaces will produce cross
ventilation.

If the wind approaches the cube from
a 45-degree angle, we get a variety of
pressures on the surfaces. Pressure areas
are less distinct, making it more difficult
for us to find the best high-pressure area
for the inlet (Figure 5).

Figure 6 shows the relative air speeds
above a simple block-shaped building. The
contour line marked 1.0 represents wind
movement at the prevailing wind speed,
or 100 percent. The .4 line represents the
area of speed that is 40 percent of that of
the prevailing breeze. If we look at these
wind pressures in terms of the building
structure, we see that the roof and the
downwind walls are all in negative pres-
sure areas and tend to
be pulled away by the
wind.

Everyone knows that
hot air rises. This is not
a contradiction to the
statement that air is
moved by pressure dif-
ferences. As the temper-
ature of a body of air
rises, the air pressure
differences cause it to
flow toward a lower-pressure area, usually
higher up. These "stack effect" currents
are useful in exhausting unwanted air, such
as the air that might collect under a sky-
light or next to the ceiling, but they are
of little benefit in directly cooling people
through evaporation, simply because the
currents are not moving fast enough and
usually do not pass through the living zone
(the areas where people are). Stack-effect
currents are particularly effective at night
when the cooler night air can be brought
in to carry to the outside the heat that
has been absorbed by building materials
during the day.

What isn't commonly known about
stack-effect ventilation is that prevailing
breezes almost always overcome or offset
the effects of air movement caused by ther-
mal differences. Even in areas where con-
siderable process heat is emitted in the
interior, mild cross ventilation will over-
come the stack effect and carry the heat
out via the breeze. So, a stack effect can
work in conjunction with cross ventilation.

Figure

Figure 7
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In some Middle East countries, "wind-
scoops" have been used for hundreds of
years to induce natural interior ventilation
(Figure 7). These windscoops rise above
the roofs of houses to create pressure areas
that pull the air into downstairs rooms,
either down the scoop when the wind
blows from one direction, or into windows
and out of the windscoop when the pre-
vailing wind is from the opposite direction.
Notice that the windscoops do not push
or force the air down the tower. Acting
as Bernoulli's theorem dictates, the air
movement into the interior is created by
pressure differences caused by wind blow-
ing over the windscoops and the building.

Another similar type of construction
used in the Middle East to induce natural
airflow is the "venting tower" (Figure 8).
Here, the tower rises above the building
roof to interrupt the wind and create a
low-pressure area, regardless of the direc-
tion of the prevailing winds. The low
pressure over this venting tower pulls air
into the building from higher pressures
below. This system requires manual open-
ing of windows toward a high-pressure area.

The same principle is in effect in the
Pantheon of Rome (Figure 9). The round
opening at the crown of the dome allows
the low pressure created above the dome
by prevailing breezes, regardless of
direction, to draw fresh air into the interior
through the doors on the exterior.

Figure 8

Figure 9

However it is achieved, cross ventilation
is not a matter of filling a building with
air as much as it is one of moving air
through the building. You can't put water
into a bottle that is already full of water
unless you pour out the old or put a hole
in the other end so that the bottle can
empty itself while you're pouring the fresh
water in. The same thing is true of build-
ings and wind. For cross ventilation, air
needs a way in and a way out. That means

Figure 10

Figure 11

judicious use of outlets as well as inlets.
If we punch a hole through the build-

ing from the windward side to the down-
wind side, it is easy to see that some of
the air would move through this hole from
the high pressure upwind to the lower pres-
sure downwind rather than going all the
way around the building. This is what we
used to call "cross ventilation." It is the
fundamental process by which air is moved
through the inside of a building.

The principle that air flows from high
pressure to low pressure helps us analyze
airflow patterns and create new ones. In
Figure 10, we have a building oriented
so that the wind approaches from a blind
side (one with no windward inlets). Obvi-
ously, there will not be much air move-
ment inside the building even when the
windows on the ends of the building are
wide open. There will be high pressure
on the upwind side, low pressure on the
downwind side, and low-pressure areas at
both ends.

To get the air to move through the win-
dows from one end of the building to the
other, we need to create a new high-
pressure area on one end (the inlet) and
a lower-pressure area on the other end
(the outlet). The solution is to attach a

windbreak (Figure 11) that will create a
high-pressure area immediately in front
of the windbreak (at one end of the
building). Another windbreak on the oppo-
site end of the building toward the down-
wind side will tend to further reduce the
low-pressure area there and so draw the
air from one end of the building to the
other, or crossways to the the prevailing
breeze. This solution will probably not
create an ideal interior environment, but
it will be better than it was before.

Next, let's look at windscreens. Did you
ever wonder why we call them windscreens
instead of windbreaks, when obviously in
both cases we are looking to block the
wind? It's because screens work better
than nonpermeable barriers. A solid fence
doesn't provide as much protection as a
screen or fence that has some holes in it
(Figure 12). Wind speed in the wind
shadow is slower behind a screen with
the perforations than behind a solid fence.
(Here the wind speed is expressed as a
percent of the uninterrupted wind speed.)

Trees and shrubs also can be used as
windscreens, and they are full of "holes,"
but they can also be used to direct the
air so that people can take advantage of
the cool breeze in otherwise protected
areas. We have to consider whether we
want breezes for cooling or whether we
need protection and be careful to put the
trees where they can cause the desired
result (Figure 13).

Now, what happens to the breeze once
it gets into the building? We said before
that air has mass and inertia. Like a big
steel ball bearing, once it starts rolling it
will keep rolling straight until it hits some-
thing or eventually slows down and stops
due to friction with the ground. Once the
breeze is directed by the inlet into the
building, it will tend to keep going straight
until it hits something. It's easy to see how
walls and doors will force the air in one
direction and then another. It's important
to note, too, that a breeze does not move
directly from the inlet to the outlet, except
in special cases. So the pattern of an
incoming breeze is not affected by the
location of the outlet.

The size of the outlet does have an
effect, though. As was mentioned in the
discussion of the Venturi effect, in a simple
building, if the inlet-to-outlet ratio is ex-
aggerated, the result will be a very fast
movement of air through the inlet (the
speed of the air at the inlet may exceed
the exterior air speed considerably). The
effect also occurs around buildings, such
as when the bulk of a building is raised
above the lower level (open plaza) or when
two buildings are placed close together.
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Figure 12
Figure 14

Figure 15

Figure 13

Figure 16

Air speed is important in cooling peo-
ple. The faster the air moves, the more
moisture and heat it will take away from
our bodies by evaporation. We can get
maximum air speed just inside an inlet
by having a small inlet and a very large
opposite outlet (Figure 14). (So the old
idea of placing windows to face the breeze
doesn't work best.) The ratio of the inlet
to outlet determines the speed of the
airflow. If we have a small inlet opening,
say 12 inches square, and a large outlet,
say 12 feet square, we could generate a
pretty fast breeze. And if we put our
rocking chair up next to that 12-inch hole,
we would get a good cooling breeze right
on our nose. Of course, back in the rear
of the building, near the outlet, the breeze
would be pretty slow and we wouldn't want
to put our rocking chair there. The best
compromise for good air speed through-
out the interior is to have the outlet
about 10 percent larger than the size of
the inlet.

Air speed may also be important in cool-
ing the building itself when the outside
air is cooler than the inside surfaces of
the building. By convection, the moving
air picks up the heat from the walls, floors,
ceilings, furniture, etc., and carries it on

to the outside (Figure 15). If we let the
cool night air into our usually hot build-
ings, that cool air will reduce the heat
stored in the building materials and leave
that space much cooler for the next day
when the sun comes up and the air gets
hot. But, while air speed is important, the
quantity of air moved through the interior
(air changes) is the most important factor,
and that is accomplished with inlets and
outlets about the same size. We shouldn't
confuse air speed for cooling people with
air changes for cooling buildings.

Obviously, for cooling people, we must
get the breeze to them. If a breeze doesn't
blow where we are (through the living
zone), then it can't be very helpful in cool-
ing us by evaporation. Likewise, if the mov-
ing air doesn't get to all the building
surfaces, it won't cool them either.

For example, in a school in Miami,
Okla., the architect designed big windows
and openings over the corridor for a
through breeze (Figure 16). Early studies
in the Texas Engineering Experiment
Station wind tunnel showed a shadow in
the leeward classroom, so the architect
added louvers in the plenum over the
corridor. The louvers not only direct the
breeze down into the living zone of the

classroom but also shield the brightness
of the skylights from direct view below.

Another factor that may be used to con-
trol the path the breeze takes when it
moves through a building is the location
of the inlet in the face of the building
surface (windward face). In a rectangular
building with the inlet in the center of
the windward fenestration, the air will tend
to move straight through the opening. If
the inlet is off center, the breeze will tend
to enter the opening and move off to one
side. This happens because the air pres-
sure on the exterior fenestration will be
greater over the larger wall surface and
smaller over the smaller wall surface, rel-
ative to the location of the opening.

The pressure differences on exterior fen-
estration cause what might be called "sur-
face vectors," or currents that move along
the surface of the building, seeking a way
around or through. Projections on the
fenestration—overhangs, louvers, vertical
columns, etc.—can further alter these pres-
sure differences and change the way the
breeze is forced into the inlet.

As the breeze starts to flow into the
inlet, the way the inlet is designed will
also affect the pattern the air takes. Think
of the inlet as the nozzle of a garden hose.
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The high-pressure water in the hose will
squirt where the nozzle is pointed.

Most conventional windows provide
some control of breeze. This is the sim-
ple opening that lets air come in but
doesn't give it direction. With a simple
opening, the direction of the incoming
breeze, as we have seen, is determined
by the location of the inlet (window) in
the windward fenestration.

With a horizontal vane window, the air
will follow the direction of the window
vane—up or down. The sideways direction
of the breeze is still a function of the
location of the inlet in the windward wall.
With a vertical vane window, the air can
be directed right or left. Again, the up or
down pattern will be determined by the
location of the inlet in the windward wall.
To get the incoming breeze to go where
we want, we have to select the type of

inlet opening that will do what we want
it to do (Figure 17).

The following case studies of air pat-
terns around typical groups of buildings
illustrate the application of air-movement
principles to ventilation problems.

Window selection and placement. In
this design for a bedroom in Texas (Figure
18), the casement windows (A) direct the
incoming breeze into the room near the
ceiling.

Venetian blinds (B) direct the breeze
down into the living zone of the room.
Locating the casement windows nearer the
floor (C) would also allow the breeze to
flow through the living zone. But, if awning
windows (D) had been used instead of the
casements, they would have thrown the air
up to the ceiling and over the living zone.
Selecting the proper location for the win-
dow, as well as the proper window type, is

important to produce the desired airflow.
A sunshade. In this particular classroom

design (Figure 19), the breeze comes in
downward and through the living zone
where it can cool the students (A). But,
when the sunshade was added to the
windows, it caused the windward surface
pressure patterns to change and the breeze
coming in through the windows to be
directed upward, over the living zone. A
simple slot in the sunshade (B) allowed
the surface pressure difference to return
to normal and the breeze to be directed
down into the living zone again.

Controlling the flow. Here are some air-
flow patterns and speeds for a double-
loaded corridor building, showing ways
to get the breeze into the living zone and
indicating some relative air speeds while
the inlets and outlets remain constant in
size. (Figure 20; interior air speeds are
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given as a percent of the outdoor uninter-
rupted wind speed.)

In the top diagram, the windows are
simple openings and the corridor walls
are pierced with large openings near the
floor. The scheme provides a flow of air
throughout the living zone of the cross
section.

In the second diagram, high corridor
openings provide little breeze in the
downwind living zone. The third diagram
suggests one way to redirect the downwind
breeze. A low opening in the downwind
corridor wall is another way. Notice in
Figure 21 that, with a two-foot inlet and
four- or six-foot corridor opening, the
incoming breeze is faster than the pre-
vailing outside wind.

Interior windbreak. The site for this
school in Elk City, Okla. (Figure 22), by
CRS Architects, and its programming
requirements dictated that the long dimen-
sion of the building be parallel to prevailing
breezes. There wasn't much opportunity
to get breezes into the building except
through the narrow end and into the wide
corridor, which was to double as a gather-
ing place or commons. Since this was in
the days before airconditioned schools,
natural airflow was considered an
important issue.

(A) The first wind tunnel tests at the
Texas Engineering Experiment Station
showed that breezes that came into the
building were f unneled down the corridor
and out the windows of the furthermost
classrooms.

(B) A little creative study in the wind
tunnel indicated that, if some sort of solid
object were placed in the corridor, or com-
mons, and if its location were judiciously
selected, it would cause the incoming air
to build up pressure and flow more or less
uniformly out the windows of all class-
rooms. The need for some extra office
space suggested that this "solid object"
could be a small office.

(C) In the first schemes, open classroom
doors provided the principal inlets for the
breeze, but finally the designers opted to
put "slot ventilators" along the corridor
walls and provide opportunity for the
incoming breeze to spread throughout the
classroom areas.

Cooling through the core. A school in
Laredo, Tex. (Figure 23), designed by CRS,
also was built before airconditioned schools
became common. Although the summers
in Laredo are quite hot and dry, for most
of the school year the weather is moder-
ately warm.

The basic concept of the school called
for a central core between the back-to-back
classrooms, which would provide some

Figure 21

Figure 22

Figure 23 ^

I_APEPO> TEXAS-

mechanical, electrical, and plumbing ser-
vices to the classroom areas and provide
through-ventilation for cooling by natural
breezes. The breeze moves into the upwind
classroom and is directed into the living
zone. It then moves into the central core
chamber and hence down into the down-
wind classroom through a grill in the wall,
and finally out the downwind windows.
Wind tunnel tests in the Texas Engineer-
ing Experiment Station laboratories proved
that the scheme was feasible. The build-
ing is oriented to catch the prevailing
breeze, when there is one, and the school
certainly works better than most of the
nonairconditioned buildings in that
climate.

The architect designing a breeze-
dominated facility can be guided by the
principles outlined here, and, for fairly
simple shapes and relationships, these prin-

ciples will suffice. However, when more
complex building forms are developed,
the resulting pressure differences and air-
flow patterns will be difficult if not impos-
sible to predict. The solution is to test
the proposed design with a scale model
introduced into a steady wind stream and
analyzed with smoke. It is possible, but
very difficult, to do this outdoors. Best
results will be achieved in a boundary-layer,
steady-flow wind tunnel such as may be
available at a number of universities
throughout the country.

The college of architecture and urban
studies at Virginia Tech operates such a
wind tunnel specifically designed for scale
model studies of buildings. These facili-
ties are used for research and student
teaching and are also available for design-
ers in search of a sophisticated airflow
analysis of a proposed facility design. D
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Blocking the Bombardment of Noise
Keeping the interior acoustical environment comfortable. By Carl J. Rosenberg, AIA

In our modern industrialized society, we
constantly are bombarded by a wide range
of noise from the environment, such as
from airplanes, cars, trucks, buses, cool-
ing towers, lawn mowers, airconditioners,
etc. In a school, high levels of noise from
nearby roads will discourage learning. In
houses near an airport, the deafening
sound of aircraft awakens people, disrupts
their telephone conversations, and inter-
feres with their television viewing. At a
hospital, the noise from a helicopter land-
ing pad can be stressful to patients. At
offices, intrusive noise can reduce pro-
ductivity.

The buildings we build, where we locate
them, and how we design them affect how
these noise sources impact our lives. This
article introduces some tools of environ-
mental noise control analysis, with empha-
sis on techniques of noise reduction
provided by buildings.

To wage the battle against these perva-
sive sounds, we need a measure of their
magnitude. Our measurement tools de-
scribe the spectrum (noise signature of
pitch and frequency), the level (loudness),
and the duration (time patterns) of envi-
ronmental noise.
Spectrum. Each noise source has its own
unique sonic characteristics, which let us
distinguish a truck from a motorcycle, or
one type of automobile engine from
another. Nevertheless, recent studies have
shown enough similarity among all these
spectra to suggest a standard spectrum
that represents in a reasonable manner
the average of freeway, aircraft, and rail-
road noise sources. This average spectrum
allows us to model the noise in the envi-
ronment for a number of sound reduction
studies (see Figure 1). The salient aspect
of this average spectrum is that most of
the energy is low-frequency, around 250
Hz and below.
Level. The loudness of a sound is mea-
sured in decibels (dB) for each frequency
range. Because the spectra of environmen-
tal noise sources are so similar, we can
simplify our analysis, combine all the fre-
quencies using the commonly accepted
A-weighted filter of a sound-level meter,
which measures the sound level in units
called dBA (decibels on the A-weighted
scale). This filter adjusts and combines
the sound in the same manner as the
human ear, which discriminates against
low frequencies. This means that, for equal

Mr. Rosenberg is a supervisory consultant
in architectural acoustics with Acentech,
Inc., of Cambridge, Mass., a new Bolt
Beranek and Newman company for acous-
tical and environmental technologies.
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levels of acoustic energy, we are less sen-
sitive to low, rumbling sounds than to high-
pitched sounds. Without this filter, the
low-frequency sound of diesel engines
(which is similar to the spectrum in Fig-
ure 1) would be deafening. The manner
in which the A-weighted filter adjusts the
sound is shown in Figure 2. A-weighted
noise levels in the environment can range
from 30 dBA (very quiet) to over 100 dBA
(painful).
Duration. The noise from modes of trans-
portation (airplanes, cars, trucks, trains,
helicopters, subways) fluctuates over time.
The fluctuations may occur over just a
minute or two (as a truck goes by), or
over an hour (when there is a pile driving
or demolition at a construction site), or
over a full day (noise levels from highway
traffic vary as road traffic patterns change),
or over a year (varying levels around an
airports due to seasonal wind patterns).

To resolve this dilemma, acoustic engi-
neers have developed a measure called
the "equivalent noise level," or LEQ, which
represents with a single number, for any
given time period, the equivalent or aver-
age noise energy from fluctuating sources.
The decibel scale is a logarithmic scale,
so the energy average is not an arithme-
tic average. For example, imagine a 20-
minute interval when for half the time the

noise level is 70 dBA and for the other
half the sound is quieter, at 50 dBA. The
LEQ, or energy average, for the 20 min-
utes, is 67 dBA, not 60 dBA, as shown in
Figure 3.

LEQ values typically are measured for
an hour and can range from LEQ 40 (per-
haps during a quiet nighttime hour in a
rural setting) to LEQ 90 or more (perhaps
near a construction site during excavation).

For workplace locations, the daytime
LEQ values are an accurate description
of how loud the noise is. For residential
areas, it is necessary to account for the
fact that, because of normal sleep patterns,
we are more sensitive to noise late in the
evening and early in the morning. This is
done by the "day-night equivalent noise
level," or LDN, which averages 24 LEQ
values over a full day, but first penalizes
or increases the nighttime values (10 p.m.
to 7 a.m.) by 10 decibels. The LEQ and
LDN values are the most commonly used
metrics for comparing and evaluating envi-
ronmental noise. LDN values range from
LDN 45 (a very quiet enclave) to LDN 80
or more (close to an airport; see Figure
4).

The actual LEQ or LDN noise exposure
level at a site can be measured with proper
acoustical gear, or it can be estimated with
adequate data on the noise source patterns,
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such as traffic counts, train operations,
or whatever. Also, airports are required
to document the noise exposure to the
community with LDN contours updated
for current runway utilization. The LEQ
or LDN for every site level does exist and
can be determined.

Noise exposure criteria. Studies in the
early 1970s by the Environmental Pro-
tection Agency suggested that a reasonable
threshold of annoyance for environmental
noise in residential areas for most people
in a normal population is around LDN
65. When environmental noise exceeds
LDN 65, many people find it objectionable.
This value has been promulgated by the
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development and many state housing
agencies to be a limit for "acceptable"
conditions.

This acceptability is based on the
assumption that typical residential con-
structions provide about 20 decibels of
sound attenuation and that a suitable inte-
rior exposure should not exceed LDN 45.
When exterior environmental noise lev-
els exceed LDN 65, HUD and others
require additional sound reduction mea-
sures to protect the interior environment.

Of course, everyone seems to respond
to sound differently, depending on the level
of the sound, one's association with it,
one's life style, and the message of the
sound. At one site near a railroad track,
planners were perplexed at the low inci-
dence of complaints in spite of high noise
levels; then they found that most of the
residents used to work on the railroad and
found the noise comforting.

There are other environmental noise
metrics and criteria one may encounter,
such as speech interference levels (SIL),
the noise level exceeded 10 percent of
the time (L10), the community noise equiv-
alent level (CNEL), and others, which are
similar to the basic LDN concept but dif-
ferent in particulars and ?re beyond the
scope of this article.

The LDN 65 criterion relates only to
environmental noise sources. Other noise
codes address concerns about steady-state
sources such as industrial activity or your
neighbor's airconditioner; these com-
munity noise codes may be more stringent,
perhaps allowing only 50 dBA or so at
the property line.

Also, our sense of annoyance may be
quite unrelated to actual noise levels. For
example, in the town where I live, the
community basketball court mistakenly
was located near some houses; the activ-
ity was annoying because of the content
of the sound (the thump, thump of the
basketball and associated expletives), and
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the court had to be removed. Research
has shown —in case anyone does not
already recognize this—that the single most
annoying noise source in residential com-
munities is barking dogs.

The best noise control treatment is to
quiet the source. For example, there are
codes, albeit poorly enforced, for noise
from diesel exhausts. Cooling towers can
be run at reduced speed during the night
to quiet the noise; with multicell towers,
two fans at half speed are quieter than
one fan at full speed, and they deliver
the same amount of cooling. Construction
noise can be limited to certain hours of
operation. FA A regulations are phasing
in quieter aircraft engines. Highways often
are bordered by berms or barriers to
contain the noise. (Trees and plantings
that hide noise sources have absolutely
no acoustic benefit, but they can reduce
our sense of annoyance by removing the
offending source from view.) When we
are limited in the amount of noise control
we can introduce at the source, we look
to buildings to protect us from noise.

Soundproofing strategies. Most of us
accept reasonable levels of environmen-
tal noise inside our residences and places
of work. However, in environments where
the noise is unduly loud—that is, where
exterior levels typically are LDN 65 and
above, or where people are particularly
sensitive—improvements must be made
to the noise reduction of the building enve-
lope. As with all acoustical problems, this
means treating the weakest path first. In
addition to tackling the problem at its
weakest point, there is a hierarchy of "lines
of defense" that suggests strategies.

The Sound Transmission Class (STC)
rating is the accepted nomenclature for
the ability of materials or construction
systems to block sound (see Nov. '87, page

85). The advantage of this single number
terminology is its universal acceptance by
architects and engineers and the availabil-
ity of performance data (although many
exterior wall and roof constructions have
not been adequately tested). The disad-
vantage is that the STC rating is designed
to rate the noise reduction performance
of materials for typical office or speech
sources, not for environmental noise (as
is the standard spectrum described above
and shown in Figure 1), which has much
more low-frequency content than speech.
We can still use STC ratings, but keep in
mind that they usually overstate the
insulating properties of a construction
system by five to 10 dB for environmental
noise. That is, a construction with a rating
of STC 30 will reduce environmental noise
by only about 20 dBA.

The primary path through which sound
attacks a building is where there are no
barriers at all, that is, the cracks and gaps
and leaks around penetrations. These
openings have a value of STC 0. Old win-
dows that rattle in their frames or un-
gasketed doors are significant sound leaks.
Sealing these leaks is the same primary
concern as when the goal is preventing
heat loss during the winter: it does not
make sense to insulate the walls until you
close the door. When a typical building is
sealed in this manner, we usually achieve
20-25 dBA noise reduction.

The next-weakest sound path acous-
tically is still usually the windows. Single-
pane glass has a noise reduction value of
about STC 25 to 30 (that is, 15 to 20 dBA
of environmental noise reduction). In-
sulating glass is not much better, because
the narrow air space between layers of
glass, less than an inch, effectively couples
the two layers of glass together, acting like
a connector to form a single window unit.

In all fairness, glass really is an excep-
tional sound barrier material, as it is very
dense. For equivalent thickness, it is bet-
ter at blocking sound than concrete. How-
ever, we do not usually see six-inch-thick
slabs of glass.

As a second line of defense, the way to
provide more protection against higher
environmental noise levels is to improve
sound isolation of a window system by
using two completely separate layers of
glass spaced at least two inches apart and
preferably four inches apart. This large
air space allows the layers to act more
independently and improves the STC
ratings by 10 to 15 points. More impor-
tantly it improves the noise reduction
performance at low frequencies, to 250 Hz
and below. In residential applications, this
can be done with well-fitting, tight storm
windows either inside or outside. Never-
theless, the large air space is necessary
for sound isolation. There also are special
sound-isolating double windows, which
have two separate panels connected in one
frame, with a proper thermal break (see
Figure 5).

Another window treatment is to use
acoustic laminated glass, similar to the
safety glass on car windshields. The lami-
nation allows the two parts of the window
sandwich to move independently and to
be damped in their movement. This has
a benefit of about five to 10 STC points
compared with a similar thickness of reg-
ular glass.

Laminated glass comes in thicknesses
of 1/4, V2, and % inches (STCs 36, 39, and
42 respectively) and can be combined into
regular insulating glass configurations or
into a double window system (see Figure
6).

In one recent project for an office build-
ing near a railroad, the preferred sound
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isolating system was a double window with
a four-inch air space. However, the visual
impact of the deep mullion on the facade
was unacceptable to the historic preser-
vation review commission. Instead, the
overall window thickness was reduced to
1% inches, using two layers of laminated
glass and a smaller air space, and it still
achieved a 35 dBA reduction of train noise
(a rating of STC 46).

Other penetrations must be considered,
too. Residential doors should be solid-core,
well-gasketed, or weatherstripped. If pos-
sible, there should be a vestibule, if not, a
good storm door. Airconditioners are a
problem because, when the vent is open to
bring in fresh air, the STC of that path is 0,
and when the vent is closed there is only
a single layer of sheet metal as a barrier;
such airconditioners or vents may have
to be removed or the ventilation system
changed to a central system so that noise
control techniques can be added properly.
These techniques can provide 30-35 dBA
of environmental noise protection, a 10
decibel improvement that will make intru-
sive sound levels seem half as loud.

In most houses, the noise reduction per-
formance of good windows and storms
will approach that of the rest of the enve-
lope. There may not be any remaining
single weakest path. What can be done,
then, as a third line of defense for addi-
tional improvement? In this case, all
systems must be upgraded together, most
likely with double construction systems
that provide a dead air space between
inside and outside. This will entail double
windows (not just storm windows), double
walls (separate inner studs or inner skins
on resilient channels), and separate ceiling
structures. Attic insulation becomes
important. Vestibules are now the manda-
tory way to treat doors. The inner room
becomes a separate room in the building.

This concept of a room-within-a-room
is just as suitable for other, more severe
noise isolation problems as well. For per-
formance environments (see Oct. '88, p.
93) the criteria for excluding intrusive noise
are extremely severe. It may be necessary
to develop a full isolation system for walls,
windows, doors, roof, and even the floor.
St. Peter's Church in the Citicorp Com-
plex in New York City sits entirely on neo-
prene isolator pads so that the noise and
vibrations from the subway below are not
audible.

The last defense. There are two ways
the conditions within a room can affect
annoyance from intrusive noise. One is
that absorptive finishes in a room reduce
the sound somewhat, but they affect only
the sound that has already come through

Figure 6
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the walls or windows. A heavily furnished
bedroom will sound slightly quieter than
an unfurnished bare room; unfortunately,
we have found that the amount of sound
absorption in typical living spaces does
not vary greatly once the room is occu-
pied. The maximum difference might be
no more than three to five decibels, and
seldom do we see such extremes.

The second manner in which the inte-
rior environment can affect annoyance is
the degree to which other sounds are
present. Part of our annoyance from envi-
ronmental noise is that it is recognizable
and draws our attention. In one office
building, where an executive was distracted
by the truck traffic outside, the additional
window we first proposed was going to
be too expensive and awkward to install.
Instead, we added a sound masking sys-
tem that introduced a noise of its own,
louder than the highway noise, but not
so loud at to be distracting. The constancy
of the masking sound covered the fluctu-
ation of the traffic sound. When you are
in a hotel near an airport or interstate
highway, a fan may be more soothing than
the roar of trucks or the whine of a jet
engine. This same approach is even more
successful outside, as shown in the vest-
pocket parks in New York City, where
fountains help cover street noise.
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Borrowing Techniques of Shelter
From Desert Trees

Red Mountain Ranch Visitors Center, Arizona,.
By Lawrence W. Cheek, Hon. AIA

To an architect willing to watch and learn, both the plants and
animals living in the Sonoran Desert of Arizona can imply an
architectural language. For the Red Mountain Ranch Visitors
Center, Phoenix architect Robert R. Frankeberger, AIA, has stolen
a strategy from the spiny cholla cacti and twiggy palo verde trees
that surround it.

These plants, Frankeberger observed, "create their own fili-
gree of shade to protect themselves from the sun." Some spe-
cies of cholla, in particular, sport a jacket of needles so dense
that sunlight barely squirms through. If a building were to do
likewise, he reasoned, not only would it make environmental
sense but the patterning of light and shadow also could provide
ornamentation.

Red Mountain Ranch is an 830-acre housing development in
the sprawling Phoenix suburb of Mesa. Many prospective buyers
are newcomers to Arizona. With that in mind, Mobil Land, the
developer, asked Frankeberger to design a visitors center that
could help sell the idea of living on the desert even on those
days when it seems as hospitable as a pizza oven. Frankeberger
also thought he saw an opportunity to inspire buyers who were
going to be building their houses at Red Mountain. "You can
always refrigerate a building, but that isn't an architectural solu-
tion," he says. "I was hoping this would stretch some imagina-
tions." So far, no luck: the development is sprinkled with the
strictly conventional Spanish Colonial Revival Revival houses
that are the rage around Phoenix.

The enclosed space of the Visitors Center itself is conventional:
a 4,500-square-foot wood frame and plaster box. The finish is a
wan green that Frankeberger chose because it resembles the color
of desert vegetation seen in the distance. Some visitors may find
it bilious. There is a roof garden used for community parties
and promotional gatherings.

The distinctive element, of course, and the feature that makes
the roof garden habitable, is the swooping lath that teases the

Swooping lath roof gives the center its mother-hawk look, seen
from the southwest, opposite, and from the northwest, above.

building with ribbons of shade. It isn't just a utilitarian screen;
it exudes personality. Marcus Whiff en, editor of a regional archi-
tectural journal entitled Triglyph, has written that it suggests a
desert bird of prey, its wings half-spread. Others see it in moth-
erly terms, as an immense hawk sheltering her brood from the
scorching sun. In fact, the delight of the lath is its duality:
it seems both monstrous and delicate, predatory and protective,
mysterious and congenial. Looking out through it, one enjoys
the contradiction of being a part of the desert yet sheltered
from it.

The tight weave of light and shadow is also a desert experi-
ence. It abstracts the sensation of walking in an arroyo in the
mottled shade of tiny-leafed mesquite and ironwood trees. Frank
Lloyd Wright understood this. In 1940 he wrote that "the dot-
ted line is the line for the desert, not the hard line nor the knife
edge." The "dotted line" scatters the light and welcomes archi-
tecture into the stark but lovely world around it.

The lath is made of rough-sawn Douglas fir 2x3s spaced three
inches apart; it's supported by cylindrical fir columns. There's
no finish to protect the wood —Frankeberger insists it's unnec-
essary. "Using wood in the desert seems impractical, but it's not,"
he says. "It's not going to mildew or dry rot. It is going to chap,
but if it's rough-sawn, that's disguised."

No one has studied the lath's effect on airconditioning load,
but that isn't its reason for existing. It's simply a marketing tool.
There is a perception of a kinder, gentler climate under it, and
that may help close deals.

There's one problem. More community buildings are rising
around the visitors center, and Frankeberger's lattices are mul-
tiplying. Mini-laths, looking like fragmentary offspring of the
mother, now loom over patios at the country club, the tennis
courts, and even a mailbox cluster. Employed sparingly, this the-
matic reiteration would be charming. It is past seeming sparing.
It is becoming a cliche. Frankeberger pleads that he's now a leaf
in a whirlwind. "This is what happens," he says, "when you start
out with a marketing device and it becomes a signature for the
development."
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View above shows the
center cradled under its
sunshade; below is the
west garden. Opposite
page shows 'dotted lines'
of sun and shade in the
roof garden. D
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Controlled Environment for Plants
Douglas Research Conservatory, University of Washington. By Timothy B. McDonald

The Douglas Research Conservatory addition to the Center for
Urban Horticulture on the campus of the University of Wash-
ington in Seattle expands the capabilities of the first major facil-
ity in this country dedicated to research and study of plants in
urban environments. The new conservatory allows controlled
studies of plants from various parts of the world in individually
designed and controlled environments, including varied levels
of air pollution or root oxygen deficiencies. "Urban environments
are not the best place for plants, and the conservatory in essence
is a factory for dealing with environmental conditions," says
Johnpaul Jones, AIA, partner in charge and principal of Jones
& Jones, the architect for the project.

The firm's skill in the integration of architecture and landscape
architecture has brought into its office not only building projects
but also gardens, aquariums, and a considerable number of plan-
ning projects. One such project was the master plan for the Union
Bay Teaching/Research Arboretum, completed in 1976. On the
same 115-acre site, the firm later designed and supervised con-
struction of the Center for Urban Horticulture and then the
Douglas Conservatory.

Long association with the site made Jones & Jones aware of
its complexities and quirks. Bordering Lake Washington, the site
was a marsh and peat bog, but starting in 1926 its central por-
tion was used as a landfill. In 1966, the refuse was capped with
fill material. Unfortunately, the naturally high water table had
saturated the peat and refuse and accelerated its decomposition.
This decomposition generated gases and subsidence that have
made large portions of the site undesirable for building. In fact,
the original design sited the conservatory south of its present
position, but the escaping gases and soil's poor bearing condi-
tions caused the building to be relocated to the north and east,
on an axis with the horticultural center.

The surrounding residential community carefully scrutinized
the conservatory design. Wary of university expansion, residents
were concerned that a large-scale building would bring problems
to their neighborhood and obstruct their view to the lake. "To
answer their concerns, we designed all of the buildings low, sunk
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half into the ground. Everything above the ground is limited to
one story and looks very residential in character," says Jones.

The first phase of the design, which was funded privately,
includes the head house containing the growth chambers, labo-
ratories, classrooms, workshops, storage, and environmental con-
trols, as well as the first of several greenhouses. As state funds
become available, additional greenhouses will be added.

The greenhouse system, manufactured in the Netherlands, was
selected by the client and shipped to the site for assembly.

"Our firm ended up providing the slab and working with the
Dutch engineers on the mechanical and structural systems," says
Jones. The overseas coordination required some special atten-
tion. For instance, the motors for the mechanical units, all sup-
plied by the Dutch firm, were not UL listed and had to be
replaced. And while the glass walls of the greenhouse are dou-
ble glazed, the roof is only single glazed. Although the single
glazing permits maximum light penetration, it didn't meet the
city's energy code. Happily, given the special nature of the build-
ings, the city agreed to waive the local code requirements for
the greenhouse. To integrate the project, Jones & Jones incor-
porated some basic elements of the Dutch greenhouse system,
such as the pitched glazed roofs, exposed steel structure, and
large natural finished doors into the head house.

The existing greenhouse (as well as all future greenhouses)
has separate mechanical, shading, and lighting systems controlled
by a central computer in the head house. The client specifically
requested these discrete mechanical packages for ease of con-
trol and increased environmental sensitivity within each green-
house unit. Additionally, glass partitions divide the greenhouse
into three separate bays, creating smaller and more controllable
environments. The greenhouse has two gas-fired boilers, the sec-
ond as a backup should the first fail.

An evaporative cooling system, located in the greenhouse north
wall, cools and humidifies the bays. Also controlled by the cen-
tral computer, the cooling system uses chlorinated reservoir
water that is pumped up and allowed to drip down through cor-
rugated cardboard material. Any water that does not evaporate
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Facing page, main entry (top) and
pitched roofs give the conservatory its
community-approved residential scale.
This page, clockwise from upper left:
entry court, head house, and greenhouse.

is recycled. "It's a simple system, a good deal like a radiator.
A float in the reservoir signals when the water is low," says
Chapin Krafft, the project architect. The cooled air is then pulled
through the greenhouse by fans located in the south wall.

Additional cooling as well as insulation for the greenhouse is
provided by the automated shading system. The manufacturer
supplied each greenhouse with shade blankets, one for each bay.
The architect likens them to covers for swimming pools. Mounted
on stiff quarter cables at nine to 10 feet above the floor, the blan-
kets' positions are adjusted by the computer, to provide the
amount of shade or sunlight required by any experiment. The
blankets also provide insulation at night, and can be put in
place to prevent excessive heat gain.

Designing the greenhouse slab was not as simple an exercise
as one might guess. Jones explains that the wide expanses of
slab often used in a greenhouse make it difficult to control crack-
ing. "While this normally isn't a problem, we and the client were
concerned that chemicals or contaminates used in experiments
could be washed into the cracks and eventually escape into the
surrounding soils," he says. "Working with the local concrete insti-
tute, we found the best solution was to score the concrete. The
initial cuts, made while the concrete was still green, were Vs inch
wide and Vfa inches deep. We made a second cut, % inch wide
and one inch deep, over the first cut after the concrete cured.
The cuts, filled with a flexible epoxy grout, act as control joints."

The head house portion of the project also demonstrates the
architect's environmental concerns. The central core of the
head house is a simple steel post and beam system with a
translucent plastic roof. The structure in rooms off the central
core is exposed, except in the lecture room where a gypboard
ceiling has been hung "just to spiffy it up." The exterior fin-
ish is stucco on lath over metal studs, and the interior finishes
also were kept simple and inexpensive. For instance, plywood
panels were fastened to the structure and finished with marine
spar varnish, and all fasteners were left exposed. "We tried to
keep everything industrial and simple, using materials that nor-
mally wouldn't be exposed and finished," says Jones.

The head house core, which often is cooler than surrounding
spaces, is zoned separately from the classroom, growth cham-
ber, labs, offices, and rest rooms. A gas-fired radiant heater sus-
pended from the ceiling joists heats the core, while two small
boilers provide radiant hot water heating for the other rooms.
For cooling, a continuous band of clerestory windows runs the
length of the head house's central core, and every seventh win-
dow is operated by a pneumatic opener controlled by a remote
heat-sensing unit linked to the computer. When it is too hot,
the windows open and through-wall fans exhaust air.

Directly off the central core is the growth chamber room, hous-
ing 12 units that the architect describes as looking like "giant
freezer units." Although an off-the-shelf item, each stainless steel
unit is a contained environment in which specialized research
can be conducted. Computer-controlled, each unit provides care-
fully regulated periods of light and amounts of water and nutri-
ents. At present three units are in place, and others will be
added as the research load requires. As more units are put into
place, a cooling tower may have to be added as planned.

The two labs, one for brewing pesticides and the other for
making and mixing fertilizers, are quite small. Both are positively
sealed and equipped with fume hoods as well as standard lab
equipment, including purified water and compressed air.

Both the head house and greenhouse are equipped with three
water systems: potable water for domestic use, nonpotable water,
and purified water for experiments. A reverse-osmosis system
with de-ionizers provides the purified water. To avoid the con-
tamination that normal plumbing may cause, the purified water
is distributed throughout the complex in plastic pipes connected
by plastic couplings.

In addition to the usual university classes and research pro-
jects, the horticulture center and the new conservatory offer con-
tinuing education courses and information to landscape and
architecture professionals. With its unique emphasis on urban
horticulture, this plant "factory" is and will be an important
resource for the Seattle community and for other urban com-
munities as well. D
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Reglazing a
Celebrated Dome

Greenhouse
The Climatron,

Missouri Botanical Garden, St. Louis.
By Allen Freeman

The Climatron is justifiably treasured in St. Louis. The archi-
tect, Eugene J. Mackey Jr., employed Bucky Fuller's geodesic
dome with economy and clarity as a free-span greenhouse cov-
ering three-quarters of an acre in the Missouri Botanical Gar-
den. The structure was entirely aluminum (Murphy & Mackey
won the R.S. Reynolds award for it in 1961), and the skin was
Plexiglas, a material that enabled the architects to design an enclo-
sure strong and light enough to meet the local building require-
ments at the time.

Murphy & Mackey predicated the Climatron's structure
on—and tailored its skin supports to—the flexibility and light
weight of Plexiglas. A double layered pipe structure of hexagons
rose above five perimeter "lunes" that arced down to five piers.
From the dome structure were suspended by aircraft cable 3,625
triangular Plexiglas pieces. The glazing material's life span under
these conditions was then unknown; one estimate was five years.
The system actually lasted 28 years, although there were leaks
from the beginning, no doubt caused by the movement of the
flexible system, and through the years the skin became abraded
and developed little internal fractures, giving the once clear
Climatron a hazy appearance and reducing transmission of sun-
light by about 50 percent.

Now almost complete is a project of skin removal and reglaz-
ing that is restoring the dome to transparency. Today the alumi-
num structure stands as it has since 1960, except that glazing
no longer hangs from it. The new enclosure is a freestanding
dome (allowed under the BOCA code now used in St. Louis)
anchored at the five piers. It employs a rigid low-e glass manu-
factured as a laminated sandwich with a reinforcing plastic inter-
layer. The glass is cut into larger pieces than was the Plexiglas,
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and the glazing pattern, instead of triangles playing against the
hexagonal structure as before, is now hexagonal and identical
in size to the structure's pattern. "We reduced the number of
glass pieces and thus glazing bars and the resulting amount of
shading," says Jim Morgan, architect for the reglazing project.
The elastomeric glazing sealant is a thermoplastic rubber.

Construction of the glass dome was intricate and complicated,
says Morgan, because of concern about excessive point loading
on the geodesic structure, which is designed for uniform loads
resulting from wind, snow, and the like. Construction crews were
prohibited from bearing on the aluminum frame for hoisting glass.
A crane raised the glass from the outside, while workers who
clambered atop the structure worked with others on scissors
lifts inside to position and secure the pieces. The project, begun
last May with removal of the old panels, was a race against
weather to re-enclose the structure and protect the botanical
specimens, some of which are more than 200 years old and came
from a display at the St. Louis World's Fair in 1904. The last
piece was placed Oct. 26, and the plants were protected from
freezing. Since then, workers have been installing cap pieces to
permanently anchor the glass, using a wet seal.

HVAC modifications include introduction of heating ducts
around the entire perimeter and a "cannon fan" aimed upward
in the center of the dome to eliminate air stratification.

Still to come is relandscaping by Environmental Planning &
Design and completion of a new annex greenhouse called the
Temperate House, designed by the Christner Partnership. D

Top right, new landscaping plan is by Environmental Planning &
Design. Right photos, new dome (above) and 'before' view.

Connection of hew dome to existing concrete pylon

Existing dome"New 3x5-inch aluminum-
tube dome structure

Concrete
pylon
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Top, the octagonal conservatory was
intended to evoke Victorian greenhouses.
The entry pavilion, above and right, is
clad in split-faced concrete block. Its top-
knot is from a demolished building in a
nearby town.
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Special Center for Fragile and
Demanding Creatures

Butterfly Center, Cattaway Gardens, Georgia.
By Allen Freeman

Here is a house for butterflies, flowers, birds, and people. The
butterflies dine on the flowers; the birds—hummingbirds, doves,
ducks, and partridges —dine on butterfly predators; and people
come to see the butterflies. The client, Callaway Gardens in rural
western Georgia, calls it the largest free-flight, glass-enclosed
conservatory in North America for the display of butterflies.
Named for the founder of a motel chain whose widow provided
funds, the Cecil B. Day Butterfly Center is a companion to the
John A. Sibley Horticultural Center shown on these pages in
December 1984; both lie within the 2,500-acre botanical preserve.

Because caterpillars are ravenous and would denude the trop-
ical plants in the butterfly house, they live behind the scenes at
Callaway Gardens, in humdrum greenhouses befitting their wormy
character. Only after they spin their cocoons are they put on
display, in a glass-front incubator the size of a small refrigerator
within the butterfly house, where they are lined up like so many
tiny mummies. There locally produced pupae are joined by exotic
specimens shipped in from around the world. When the winged
adults emerge, they are released into the conservatory.

Butterflies thrive best in a constant 78 degrees Fahrenheit with
humidity between 60 and 80 percent, and they need sun to charge

up the tiny solar collectors in their wings and launch themselves
into flight. Architect Jova Daniels Busby, consulting engineer
Nottingham, Brook & Pennington, and landscape architect Robert
E. Marvin & Associates found little precedent for the Day Center-
mostly modified greenhouses in England and Australia. Henri
Jova, FAIA, says, "I didn't know a damn thing about butterflies
until this came up. Now I know more about them than I know
about my own family." With consultant horticulturist Bill
Barrick, lepidopterist Frank Elia, and biologist Jane Brook, they
created a safe environment for up to 1,000 live lepidopterans
and a nearly ideal place for people to appreciate them.

The butterfly house occupies a small glade edged by a circu-
lar drive. You approach the clearing from the southeast; the glass
structure rises amid flower gardens and lawn bordering curvi-
linear paths. These plantings are intended to attract indigenous
butterflies. Cars and tour buses circle the clearing and then turn
off into shadowed obscurity under trees on the glade's northern
and western edges. The building comprises two dissimilar abut-
ting structures that relate to each other a little like Laurel and
Hardy: a taut and deadpan entry pavilion with a funny hat as
Stanley set against a white, puffed-up octagonal glass conserva-
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14-inch diameter-

Fogging nozzle

Hot water return

Finned pipe radiator

Hot water supply pipe

tory as Oliver. (The hat is an architectural relic from a house
in LaGrange, Ga., and it seems about a size too large.)

You can buy a souvenir, see a video about butterflies, and gen-
erally cool off in the entrance pavilion, but you can't buy snacks
because human food attracts ants and cockroaches, enemies of
the butterfly. From there you enter the warm and humid con-
servatory, where butterflies flit among the tropical plants and a
waterfall and, perhaps attracted to your bright jacket, land on
your shoulder. A curved brick walk swings out near the edge of
the glass enclosure and completes a circuit back to the entrance;
if you stand in certain spots you may get drops on your head
from overhead foggers. Four steel column clusters support the
glass and steel enclosure, each column composed of three struc-
tural Vs and braced with zigzag members. Within each cluster
is a creamy white HVAC pylon with vents sprouting like sawed-
off limbs. The enclosing structure, also painted white, is some-
what beefier and more complicated than one might desire,
apparently a trade-off in favor of a more interesting two-tiered,
octagonal building form. Netting is strung inside the enclosure
both to protect butterflies from hard surfaces and to satisfy an
Environmental Protection Agency requirement of a double enclo-

Far left, the entry
pavilion has cathe-
dral ceiling,
Right, HVAC
pylon sprouts
within a structural
column in the
conservatory.

sure. (EPA is fearful of a butterfly equivalent of the Japanese
beetle invasion.) The netting precluded use of filtered glass
because winter light levels would be unacceptably low.

Their fragility means that butterflies are demanding creatures.
Consulting engineer Arthur Brook did extensive computer mod-
eling to test proposed building orientation, extent and type of
glass, and light emission. His goal was to promote butterfly flight
and plant growth during winter without frying the conservatory
contents in summer. In addition to passive solar heat, the cus-
tomized system uses gravity ventilation when outside tempera-
ture and humidity meet interior needs; powered ventilation for
summer with concealed perimeter "trench" intakes housing a
pressurized fogging system for evaporative cooling; high recir-
culation fans to minimize stratification and conserve heat; an
air handling system with economizer and humidifier for winter
conditioning; a supplemental cooling coil in the air handling
unit (for social functions in the conservatory); a high-level fog-
ging system for winter humidification and summer cooling; and
a computerized system to control all functions automatically.

An important measure of the Day Center is the grace with
which it conceals its environmental sophistication. D
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Rutgers University lab design
shows intent to incorporate
both daylight and casual
meeting places.

ever need in every one of those modules. Utilities usually were
brought up in shafts. If you made a large lab out of a series of
small modules, the modules would always be interrupted by a
shaft wall and they became a physical impediment to lab layout.
The approach we've been following recently is to create large,
uninhibited laboratory space—a loft type of space—and collect
the services in one end or opposite ends of the building." In
HLW's design for the Miles pharmaceutical research center in
West Haven, Conn., shaft spaces are located at the ends of the
L-shaped building, with additional shafts toward the plan's bend.
From the shafts, air ducts and plumbing are distributed through
six-foot-deep hung ceilings to labs located at the building's periph-
ery. Lab support areas and storage are placed in the plan's spine.

Kiil adds that, in general, mechanical systems tend to share
spaces in labs, adding to flexibility. "Very often we provide spaces
for systems, but we don't build in all of the systems. Sometimes
its economical not to build everything in, but to provide space
for it so that at a later date when you need more complex sys-
tems they can easily be added."

Flexibility in a lab designed for production requires equipment
that can be modified without disrupting the manufacturing pro-
cess. Says Loiacono, "In micro-electronics, a piece of equipment
may have a life of only 18 months. You have to have flexibility
in terms of space and available utilities so a new piece of equip-
ment can be moved in and connected in the shortest possible
time."

Another Symmes Maini & McKee project, Serono Laboratories
in Randolph, Mass., had a great number of technical demands
to be accommodated in an existing one-story building of 12,000
square feet. The biotechnology lab allows research and devel-
opment of new therapeutic products through recombinant DNA
technology to be tested before being put into large-scale com-
mercial production. Thus the lab had to be flexible enough to

1 1
bly the biggest challenge was to provide for the use of gaseous
materials and the removal of liquid waste by gravity within this
single-story warehouse," says James Polando, Symmes Maini &
McKee's chief process engineer. The mechanical room for this
kind of lab, normally housed in a two-story space, had to work
in a one-story space.

Maintaining mechanical systems and the facility itself is essen-
tial for research that requires an environment where conditions
must be consistent over long periods of time for experimenta-
tion. For production of pharmaceuticals and biological matter,
FDA approval rests on the repeatability of the manufacturing
process. Every step—and the environmental conditions in which
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NCPA building, right and
below, isolates mechanicals
in a separate building (left)
from lab spaces.

Below, flexible HVAC system
of the Serono DNA lab allows
a wide variety of lab types.
Note observation corridor.

i
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Above and top, MIT's microsystems tech-
nology lab is an adapted building hous-
ing clean rooms up to Class 10.

it is carried out—has to be identical to assure the product's
safety. Says David Rowan of Payette: "I think maintenance is
a big problem. Very few institutions have knowledgeable main-
tenance departments that really know how to adequately main-
tain the equipment. You try to keep things as simple as
possible."

Loiacono observes that, with the increasing complexity of lab-
oratories, "there's a trend toward more sophisticated maintenance
staff. You can't design a system that's maintenance free, but the
systems should be simple. If the systems are overly complicated,
they'll be shied away from by the maintenance staff. It's a com-
bination of simplicity in design and good-quality monitoring sys-
tems that will encourage their maintenance."

The lab spaces themselves have to be designed for durability
and cleaning. "You have to consider a lab in the same way you'd
consider a commercial kitchen," says James Polando. "You want
to maintain it in sparkling condition. Biotech labs often have to
be steam-cleaned daily, so you choose finishes and construction
techniques that allow you to scrub down a room."

Emphasis on a lab's mechanical and technical performance
needs to be matched with concern for the lab's inhabitants—their
physical and mental comfort and settings for the casual exchange
of information. Intensely controlled lab spaces need a counter-
balance in soft, quiet, daylighted retreats where technicians and
scientists can refresh their energies and discuss their work. "We've
been trying to merge the productive and reflective spaces in a
lab by creating a third environment where you can have great
interaction," says Payette's Burke. "Interaction is important in
labs right now because the boundaries of specialties and disci-
plines are breaking down—there's a much greater sharing of inter-
disciplinary knowledge. This sharing can be promoted by sharing
services, resources, and facilities."

At Payette's Wellman research building at Massachusetts Gen-
eral Hospital in Boston, which is the world's largest facility com-
mitted to laser research, a typical floor of the 12-story building
has wide-open laboratories and shared instrument areas. Another
Payette project, the Rutgers University Center for Advanced Bio-
technology and Medicine, a facility to be used by both commer-
cial and university-based scientists, has large stair atriums on
either end that serve as casual gathering spaces. Offices with
glazed interior walls are grouped around the atriums to encour-
age eye contact and interaction. The building will be connected
to others on campus, another gesture toward interdisciplinary
melding. "Many research buildings are being connected to each
other," comments Payette's William Wilson, AIA, "because that's
the nature of research." D
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Miles pharmaceutical lab dis-
tributes services vertically at
the ends of the building, then
horizontally to peripheral labs.
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The Performance of Some
1970s Energy Savers

By and large it has been a success. By M. Stephanie Stubbs and Douglas E. Gordon

I would speculate that when the energy conservation movement
in architecture is seen in historical perspective, it will resemble
the eclectic period prior to the modern movement—very early
stirrings which were then smothered, and re-emerged. I think
when we [architects] approached the energy issue 10years ago,
a window was opened, and it scared the hell out of people. It
means an investment in the future and a realignment of institu-
tional relationships, and it means we have to think really hard.

—David Bennett, FAIA

By the late 1970s, architects had embraced the tenets of energy
conservation for residential architecture and were beginning to
explore methods for conserving energy in larger buildings. This
article profiles six larger-scale commercial buildings that were
pioneers in the use of energy-conservation techniques and pres-
ents how they have fared and been adapted over time.

Some of these buildings had energy systems that were disman-
tled because of technological disgruntlement or drying up of
federal funding. One building traded photovoltaics for active solar,
while another is considering revamping its active solar system
for photovoltaics. Unexpected increases in office computer use
blew electric demand projections off their printouts. But it can-
not be denied that these advance scouts tested the waters for
the rest of the profession. In all cases, the buildings' performances

as energy conservers are sound and yield important lessons and
their architects are justifiably proud of the fact.

Some of these architects believe that the most important les-
son learned is that integration of energy into the design main-
stream is the key to success. Mark R. Mendell, AIA, senior vice
president and general manager of Cannon in Grand Island, N.Y.,
says, "In the scramble immediately after the oil embargo, too
often we saw people doing anything to save a couple thousand
BTUs, including things that were really defiantly antidesign. As
a driving force, energy has come to be accepted as part of the
routine that designers take into consideration. Those elements
of energy-conscious design that reinforce design, as opposed to
just accomplishing technical objectives—daylighting, attitudes
toward the geometry and siting of buildings, using shading—are
now more widely appreciated."

Alan M.H. Sloan, director of engineering with Cannon, says
a major lesson was that active solar did not work so well. He
says, "Quite honestly, the engineers had predicted that, econom-
ically, even through life cycle costing, active solar would not be
effective. The problem is that those active solar demonstration
projects, when pushed to prove that the engineers were wrong,
proved instead that the engineers were right. Our firm never has
been a proponent of active solar. In fact, we've never done one—
we're totally dedicated to passive aspects of building design."

Lovins House/Rocky Mountain Institute
Research Center
The home of Amory and Hunter Lovins and the workplace of
most of Rocky Mountain Institute's staff of about 30, is a
4,000-square-foot house, office, and greenhouse in Old Snowmass,
Colo., completed in 1984. The building, with its advanced energy-
and water-saving features, is over 99 percent passive-solar heated
and uses less than a 10th the electricity and half the water of
buildings of comparable size and use, according to the Lovinses.
"Our electric bill for lights and appliances is about $5 a month
right now," Amory Lovins says.

Technologies used in the center include air-to-air heat exchang-
ers, automatic (ultrasonic) light switches, door sweeps that raise
and lower as the door is closed and opened, air locks for exte-
rior doors, efficient fluorescent lamps with tunable electronic
ballasts and light-polarizing lenses (reduced glare cuts light-level
requirement), compact fluorescent lights, an on-demand (tankless)
modulating-capacity gas water heater to supplement the five-ton
stratified storage tank for solar-heated water, argon- and krypton-
insulated glazing, below-grade exterior insulation, a solar clothes-
drying cabinet, solar-charged electric livestock fence and exterior
lights, a cold-fuser photocopier, ultra-low-flush toilets, water-saving
taps and shower heads, wood stoves (one soapstone and one cast
iron—mostly for appearance), and a high-efficiency refrigerator
with a customized exterior passive cooling fin for additional
energy savings during cold weather.

At an elevation of 7,100 feet and with 8,700-degree days the
superinsulated and semi-underground building gains through
the windows and the central greenhouse a third more heat than

it needs to keep daytime radiant interior temperatures in the
80s Fahrenheit and air temperatures constantly in the 60s dur-
ing winter months. Walls are about R-40, and the roof about R-60.
Glazing is typically R-5.3, doors are R-2, glass storm doors R-9,
and the perimeter skirt around the foundation four to eight feet
deep is R-25. Uncontrolled air leakage is less than 0.1 changes
per hour. Ventilation is provided through six air-to-air heat
exchangers and operable windows. By having more glazing area
(200 square feet) for heat gain, more masonry for heat storage,
and more vent area than is necessary, the building stays com-
fortable even during unusual weather, Amory Lovins says.
Observed local extremes include minus 47 degrees Fahrenheit
and continuous midwinter cloud cover lasting up to 39 days, he
says.

Walls are 16 inches thick (two wythes of CMU, plus four inches
of Freon-filled polyurethane foam). Adding to the building's mass
is more than 150 tons of sandstone used to face the steel-
reinforced inner and outer walls. The total heat-storing mass,
including the earth beneath the building, is about a million
pounds, Amory Lovins explains. In a day of no solar gain in
January, he calculates, the building loses about 0.8 degrees Fahr-
enheit per day.

Window placement within the curving south wall and an over-
hanging cantilevered arch enclosing the 900-square-foot green-
house allow light and heat to penetrate to the north side during
winter and block excess sun penetration in summer. The win-
dows are insulated with a thin, coated Mylar film between two
panes, and are argon-gas-filled (this was the first commercial instal-
lation by Southwall of its Heat Mirror assembly, Hunter Lovins
says, although, she points out, the experimental facility is not a
product development laboratory). "We use the same glazing tech-
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nique, only with two layers of Heat Mirrors, for the R-9 storm
doors," she says, predicting R-12 for the next version. "Super-
insulated windows allowed us to glaze on the north side. In fact,
the snow reflects diffuse winter light through the north-facing
windows to the point that they gain more heat than they lose."
The greenhouse stays warm enough to grow bananas, avocados,
papayas, and tomatoes year-round.

Rocky Mountain Institute operates in a large library, a com-
puter room off the north hallway, and a loft above it, which
together provide 20 workplaces in a variety of settings. Two-thirds
of the electrical use in the building is for the seven computers,
two photocopiers, fax, plotter, and two laser printers, which
all contribute surplus heat.

Photovoltaic power to the ceiling fan in the greenhouse means
it runs when the sun is shining and air circulation is needed.
The reinforced-concrete beam that holds up the greenhouse roof
doubles as heat-storage mass. Inside the south-facing surface above
the beam is 100 yards of polybutylene pipe that passively pre-
heats water, allowing the active solar collector area to be reduced
by more than a third. The white-plastered greenhouse arch also
diffuses light through the building, reducing the artificial light-
ing need to only 0.01 to 0.02 watts per square foot. A water-
fall recirculating water to a fishpond provides an acoustic mask
for the otherwise silent building.

"We had a pretty good notion of who would do good work
and which were reputable manufacturers," Hunter Lovins says
of the active system installed during initial construction. "We've
had nothing but good performance out of our system." A
newer solar addition uses a passive downpumping thermosiphon

A harsh climate challenges the Institute's energy-saving ability.

to heat an outdoor superinsulated hot tub, backed up by a sub-
mersible aluminum wood stove.

The solar clothes dryer is a dark-walled shaft lighted and
warmed by clerestory windows. Clothes take up to 10 times the
normal time to dry, but the destratifying fans and the 30-watt
air-to-air heat exchanger run 100 times more efficiently than a
conventional dryer, netting a saving of 90 percent.

"When we do economic analysis to figure payback rates, we're
not counting externalities, such as avoided environmental costs,
although we think they are important," Amory Lovins says. "About
the worst result is the 10- or 12-year payback on our refrigera-
tor and freezer, because they're handmade prototypes, but that's
okay. I thought it was important to try them out. The payback,
from diminished energy use, also is better than the 20 to 30 years
a utility would get from building the equivalent piece of a power
plant to run an inefficient refrigerator. That's the way we should
be doing the comparison—not on the very fast paybacks required
by consumers but on the very slow paybacks required by utili-
ties. If we do that, I think even our handmade prototype refrig-
erator is cheaper than not having it. Our building as a whole is
tenfold better still."

"The technologies or systems you use depend on what you
are trying to achieve," Hunter Lovins says. "If you were build-
ing in Florida, you would build differently than if you were build-
ing in Alaska. But for a building that will be comfortable in any
climate all year long, the basic concepts are usually super-
insulation, tight construction, good zone coupling, and passive
solar. If you have a 1970s passive building, the way they used to
be built, with little attention to tight construction and no more
than standard insulation, you get swings in temperature. You
tend to overheat in summer and get cold in the winter."
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Hunter Lovins is quick with a response when reminded that
tight construction and superinsulation have been criticized
recently for trapping and concentrating airborne irritants. "The
answer to indoor air pollution, including radon, is stopping the
poisons' entry, or, failing that, then ensuring a constant supply
of fresh air prewarmed through heat exchangers," she says. "It
is a myth that old leaky buildings are more healthful than tight
superinsulated buildings. Research at the Lawrence Berkeley Lab-
oratory shows that you can get much higher concentrations of
radon in leaky buildings than will ever occur in tight buildings
with constant, controlled ventilation. With heat exchangers, you
get energy-efficient control over the ventilation rates and flow."

The energy-efficient ballasts and fluorescent lights in the Lovins
house are manufactured for commercial applications. "We nor-
mally wouldn't put them in ordinary houses—we just did it as a
demonstration of what is possible," Hunter Lovins says. "But
they are both pleasant and effective. If they were in general use,
the energy savings would be equivalent to about 60 Chernobyl-
sized nuclear power plants. And our compact-fluorescent replace-
ments for incandescent lamps can save another 50 giant power
stations."

Demonstration of efficiency and renewable energy sources is
a major purpose of the Lovinses' home. " We've had about 12,000
visitors in the past five years," Amory Lovins says. "The more
good technology we can expose them to, the better. Other fea-
tures recently completed or in the works are a 'crittery' (a
superinsulated, passive-solar, photovoltaic-lighted piggery and
chicken coop in a separate building, from which biogas may be
collected one day) and a two-kilowatt photovoltaic array.

"Even though the crittery is built, we went ahead with the
photovoltaic system next instead of the biogas technology because
Mobil Solar gave us about $10,000 worth of PV equipment,"
Amory Lovins says. "I would not otherwise have bought a large
PV array under our circumstances at this time—although it would
be cheaper than grid electricity if we were upwards of about
400 yards from a power line."

The PV system is line-excited, which means that the inverter
that changes direct current from the cells to line-voltage alter-
nating current is synchronized with, and gets its synchronization
from, the local electrical utility's grid. "Utilities like that sort of
system," Hunter Lovins says, "because if the grid fails, the inverter
also stops working. That means they can be confident that no
power is being fed back into the grid from sources that aren't
supposed to be operating, and linemen are safer from getting
electrocuted. You can, instead, do the same thing by isolating
the system from the grid when the grid crashes. That's attrac-
tive to me because it adds the resilience of being able to gener-
ate while the utility grid is down."

The utility may have the last word in the matter, however, just
as it did when requiring that the Lovinses purchase a $1 million
insurance policy before connecting to the grid. "Supposedly, the
insurance protects the utility if we damage the grid," Hunter
Lovins says. "It actually is much more likely that hash and tran-
sients from the line will damage our equipment, but then that's
our problem.

"The retail price of electricity we avoid with a PV array is
about seven cents a kilowatt/hour, but the utility will pay us only
a cent and a half for what we sell back. So, since we are about
50 feet from the first of two interconnected buildings owned by
Rocky Mountain Institute, we're exploring selling our surplus
power next door to the institute rather than back to the grid."

Turning excess electricity into hydrogen is another long-term
possibility, but one the Lovinses have yet to calculate in terms
of cost-efficiency. Hydrogen produced electrolitically with sur-
plus power would be used to fuel the kitchen stove and the
backup water heater, which now burn propane. Another possi-
bility might be to convert the stove to burn biogas from the
crittery. "We are not using the biogas yet," Hunter Lovins says.
"When we designed the place, we decided to bring technologies
on one at a time so we weren't facing too many design issues
and construction problems at once. Since the house was built,
we have been slowly adding on."

Below left, interior offices of Rocky Mountain Institute, showing
the curved sandstone wall. Below right, the Institute's plan calls
out its many energy-saving features and devices.
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Mississippi County Community College
The eastern prairie of Arkansas may seem like an odd site for a
high-tech solar demonstration showcase. Nonetheless, the Mis-
sissippi County Community College in Blytheville, Ark., proposed
in the late 1970s and put into operation in 1981, exemplifies the
contradictions born of an idealistic era and baptised by techno-
logical and economic realities. The architects and college
board of the MCCC, under the direction of Harry V. Smith, Ph.D.
(president of the college from 1975-1983), took on the explora-
tion of photovoltaics (PVs) as a source of electrical energy for
the 54,000-square-foot new building complex, with an unsolic-
ited grant from the U.S. Department of Energy.

"We had the contract to design the school, and were working
on it, when the possibility of designing a photovoltaic system,
through Dr. Smith's efforts, presented itself," says John J.
Truemper, Jr., AIA, of Cromwell Architects Engineers (formerly
Cromwell, Neyland, Truemper, Levy & Gatchell) of Little Rock,
Ark., architect in charge of the project. "We started completely
over—we wanted to make it more high-tech, something more
appropriate for use as a PV demonstration showcase. Also, the
original design was fairly conservative due to a very tight bud-
get, and the DOE grant put some money into a building design
budget for the energy-saving features."

The project, which at the time was the largest photovoltaic
building installation in the world, was designed to provide both
electrical and thermal energy through a PV array field consist-
ing of 45 rows of six collectors each, with each row having an
independent tracking system. The parabolic collectors were
horizontally mounted on a north-south orientation, and each
collector contained a total of 60,000 wafer-thin (12-millimeters)

cells. Each row of collectors was designed to produce approxi-
mately 360 volts at 20 amps, or 7.2 kilowatts. In all, the system's
designed electrical output was 320 kilowatts, to accommodate
the building's peak energy demand of less than 4.75 watts per
square foot. The cells were hydraulically cooled with an ethyl-
ene glycol solution, with the dissipated heat used to provide all
the space heating for the buildings, even during periods of low
insolation. The glycol solution flows to a heat exchanger, from
which water at 130 degrees Fahrenheit is piped to the building
directly or to huge storage tanks.

The site seemed right for photovoltaics. "The utility company
for Blytheville supplied both electricity and gas, and at the time
there was an extremely bad gas shortage," Truemper says. "The
utility company would not extend gas service to any new facili-
ties. Because the college was going to have to be all-electric,
which traditionally has been more expensive here than a com-
bination of an electrically cooling/gas heating system, photovol-
taics looked particularly attractive at that place and time."

Nevertheless, the experimental nature of PV systems at the
time influenced the architects to place the array in a field behind
the building rather than integrated with it, but the building itself
shows much care given to an energy-conscious design. The 80-acre
campus is organized around a central concourse with a glazed
barrel-vault roof, which is passively heated by the sun in the win-
ter and, in the summer, is cooled by breezes and natural con-
vection via a ridge vent and operable louvers at each end. Backup
fans and shade trees help when needed. West-facing walls are
concrete while the rest of the exterior skin is insulated aluminum
sandwich panels.

A hierarchy of conditioned spaces was determined by care-
ful attention to the school's energy consumption and program-
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matic requirements. The occupied spaces, such as classrooms
and offices, are fully heated and cooled while the corridor spaces
are conditioned primarily by losses from the occupied spaces.
Daylighting used for task illumination conserves energy by sig-
nificantly reducing artificial lighting and airconditioning demands.
The entire mechanical system is monitored by a computerized
energy-management system.

Description of the building and thermal system in present tense
and the PV system in past tense is not, unfortunately, just a sloppy
editing job. Despite much testing and adjustment during its two
years of operation, the system was never able to exceed 55 per-
cent of the rated electrical output, although design winter ther-
mal output was reached successfully. Some of the problems
included distortion of the reflective surfaces and focusing accu-
racy due to torsional stress in the large-size collectors, and non-
uniform illumination of the cells, causing difference in power
output, localized overheating, and current bypassing. The pro-
duction of thermal energy from the plant generally was much
less subject to system inefficiencies than was electrical produc-
tion. The operators reported that, on sunny days with the out-
door air temperature 44 degrees Fahrenheit, the array would
maintain the building interiors within normal operating range,
that is, above 68 degrees.

"The main problem with the PVs was that the apparatus that
focused the arrays was not accurate enough for the photovolta-
ics," says mechanical engineer William M. Woodsmall Jr. "Unfor-
tunately, there was no more federal money to make the cor-
rections. The building became a real stepchild after it got built.
In other words, they got some information out of the installa-
tion, but they could have gotten a lot more if they had just put
a little bit of money annually to gather information. The school
just flat out didn't have the money to do it themselves—they
weren't funded to monitor it or to properly maintain it. It's
sad, because a lot of money was put into the project initially."

Although it originally was thought that the useful life of the
concentrators would be 10 years, after two years of operation,

by measuring the accelerating deterioration of the receivers, it
was estimated that the system would function for only one or
two more years. Therefore, the school and DOE explored options
for a conversion package that would allow the school to reduce
its dependence on electricity for heating. In mid-1984, DOE
accepted a proposal from the college to convert 33 of the
original 45 collector rows to all-thermal service.

Work was completed in October 1984. Limited operation of
the all-thermal system was conducted from November 1984 to
early February 1985, but further operation was suspended pend-
ing the repair of damage incurred during a severe winter storm.
Very early preliminary estimates suggest that the total thermal
output of the new system exceeds that of the old version, although
its collector area is 27 percent smaller. This report cites numer-
ous lessons learned during PV/thermal operation that were made
available to the solar photovoltaic program for later projects.

The final summary report on the performance of the build-
ing, issued by Oak Ridge National Laboratory in 1986, states
that large-line focused mirrors (such as those used on the Mis-
sissippi County college building) no longer are favored for pho-
tovoltaic arrays. "[T]he startup and operating experience
accumulated at the MCCC Project provided useful examples
to guide the Department of Energy's (DOE's) mainstream solar
projects that followed it," said the report.

All in all, however, the building is doing well, and the school
is planning to expand according to the architect's original design.
"Our job was to design an energy-efficient building, and we've
been successful to a great degree. One problem is the all-electric
boiler. The idea with the photoelectric system is that we would
not have to use it. But because the PV system failed, the school
does have to use the boiler to some degree, and it's expensive
to operate," Truemper says. Engineer Woodsmall agrees. "The
building itself was one of the first in the area designed primar-
ily to conserve energy, and it works very well—the daylighting,
mass, and the good system of insulation building. It is also a
very pleasant space because of the daylighting," he says.

Corporate Headquarters
It seems only fitting that a power company should exemplify to
its customers that saving energy is a good idea. The Georgia
Power Co. corporate headquarters in Atlanta, designed by Heery
& Heery, showed us that big, powerful, and slick could still be
energy-conscious. Larry Lord, AIA, project architect (and now
a principal of Lord & Sargent), explains, "Georgia Power's over-
all charge to us was to press the state-of-the-art of energy-conscious
design to the limit. They were willing to take some risks, and
go beyond what had been designed up to that point. Consequently,
we examined all kinds of design alternatives."

"In terms of the overall building form, architects at the time
were looking for ways to shade the south face of buildings, espe-
cially vision glass," Lord continues. The solution was to have
the bronze-tinted, reflective insulating glass facades of its 24-story
tower vary with exposure. The south facade steps back from
the top, providing a natural shading cantilever that is augmented
by 15-inch overhangs and aluminum sunscreen tubes on each
floor, while the north facade, which requires no shading, is flat.
Both north and south sides vary 50 percent vision glass with 50
percent well-insulated opaque wall sections.

The windowless east and west walls front the elevator cores,
mechanical and storage spaces, and conference rooms. "We
needed a control point for each floor as you come off the ele-
vator," Lord says, "but because it was a one-tenant building, we
didn't have to locate the core in the center, so we put it against
the east wall, along with services and storage spaces. The mechan-
ical equipment is on the west wall, which has two slots—intake
and exhaust—so that each floor can go onto an independent
economizer cycle. The building has a very sophisticated control

system, and each floor can be programmed independently. We
recognize now that this kind of incremental savings is just as
valid as the big-picture things, such as the building setback."

The architects zoned occupancy functions for maximum effi-
ciency. While the tower's mechanical systems are designed to
work most efficiently around a 10-hour office day, functions requir-
ing 24-hour use (including a television studio and a microwave
relay station), as well as those for high-occupancy needs (such
as training rooms), are housed in an adjacent three-story brick
and masonry building.

Most striking of the low-rise building's features is its topping
of an array of tracking, parabolic hydronic solar collectors that
were designed to provide 15 percent of the complex's cooling
needs. This active solar system is still up and running. In 1987,
it provided about 15 billion BTUs. (Converted to dollars at 8
cents per kilowatt/hour, that's a savings of more than 132,000
dollars in the calendar year 1987. With a cost of 16,000 dollars
that year in labor and materials, the system netted Georgia Power
S26.000.)

Joe Sitz, building engineer for Georgia Power, believes that
the improvements may involve photovoltaics. "The hydronic
collector system, being a prototype, is kind of antiquated,"
he says. "Many of the hydronic solar demonstration programs
have shown that it is not a long-term viability in terms of
payback. But we think that photovoltaics might be, and we're
seriously considering converting the system to PVs, most likely
using much of the existing hardware from the hydronic system."

The building, when completed in 1981, was designed to use
one-third to one-half the energy of a traditional Atlanta office
building. Sitz says, "The computer analysis for the designed build-
ing was not far off from the actual consumption for the first cou-
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\\x\\  drawing above shows the structural

system of the south wall of the Georgia
Power Headquarters Building, which incor-
porates overhangs and aluminum sunshade
tubes. The photo is of the north facade.

pie of years that the building was up and running. But the ad-
vent of personal computers and other electrical equipment has
made a huge increase in the electrical load on the building. To
show you what a difference the computers have made, originally
the low-rise, with one-third of the floor space, used 50 percent
of the building's energy. Now, with computer loads in the tower,
the load is split one-third low-rise to two-thirds tower. Even so,
the building is still very energy-efficient."

The only major change in the Georgia Power building since
it was built has been in the lighting system: a few years ago the
specially-designed high-pressure sodium system was replaced with
energy-efficient fluorescents with electronic ballasts. Lord says,
"Basic logic tells you that if you could place the light in the area
where you need it, as opposed to everywhere, you would save
money. Everybody got together and brainstormed the lighting
system—it was a very collaborative effort. The idea was that there
would be general illumination of 25 to 30 footcandles, and a
focused reflector in each fixture that would reflect down on the
task, at about 90 to 100 footcandles. We hung one of these light
fixtures over everybody's desk, off to the side to avoid veiling
reflections. Physiologically, you could use a light meter to prove,
beyond a shadow of a doubt, that this was an extremely effective
lighting system. But psychologically, the workers just wouldn't
buy it—it didn't feel right because it was different. Also, the color
rendition was terrible, because sodium lights fade out reds."

Sitz says, "The high-pressure sodium lighting system was hooked
into the building's 110-volt circuits, and the computers we added
had to be hooked into this system, which was not large enough
to handle both. To keep the sodium system and add the com-
puters, we were looking at a 5200,000 expansion of the low-voltage
circuits. Because the sodium system was having problems any-

way, it made more sense to put in fluorescents on the building's
existing high-voltage circuits and use the in-place 110-volt circuits
for the personal computer expansion."

Lord applauds Georgia Power's willingness to persevere with
the experimental lighting. "They lived with the system for five
years, and probably would have lived with it longer if not for
the new computer installation. But the system deviated a bit too
much from the lighting that people are used to."

Another of the building's energy success stories is not as easy
to see as the solar and the lighting systems. "The chiller absorp-
tion system, which involves a 300,000-gallon underground tank,
has saved Georgia Power a lot of energy and money," says Lord.
"As a utility company, they are very familiar with off-peak pro-
duction; when they have to put on the fossil fuel generators, their
cost per kilowatt-hour goes out of sight. As a peak-shaving device,
the storage system is filled during off-peak hours at night, and
stores up enough chilled water to service the building during
the high-peak time [about 3J/2 hours] on the hottest day. Reggie
Clay, Georgia Power's corporate facilities manager, recently told
me that, without a doubt, the storage/chiller is a win-win deal.
Georgia Power recommends the system to a lot of their corpo-
rate clients with larger buildings."

Lord & Sargent has an ongoing contract with Georgia Power
for master planning, space planning, and interior renovations.
So far, the only changes needed have been minor. The owners
work hard to keep the building working well and looking good,"
says Lord. "One of its major contributions was to focus attention
on building operating costs. The systems we used, although
experimental, are still valid today because they reduce the
operating costs. The energy crisis forced us to think about
architecture and its related economics in a new light."
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Occidental Chemical Center
The Hooker office building, now known as the Occidental Chem-
ical Center, raised the status of glass curtain wall construction
from energy pig to energy saver. Designed by Cannon and com-
pleted in 1981, the 200,000-square-foot corporate headquarters
was to spearhead a massive urban renewal effort in the gritty
and somewhat grim industrial downtown of Niagara Falls, N.Y.
Therefore, the owners chose a prominent site with unobstructed
views of the magnificent Niagara River on three sides, and, not
coincidentally, unobstructed daylight.

It was this generous access to the sun that shaped the archi-
tects' notions of energy consciousness in a notoriously cold and
cloudy climate. The solution for getting light in while keeping
heat from escaping on all four building faces is a double envelope
with four feet of air space separating the outer wall of green-
tinted insulating glass and the inner wall of clear glass.

The air space also houses louvers—gigantic motorized Vene-
tian blinds—that adjust to let in full sun, to block direct rays,
and to fully close to prevent night heat loss. The air spaces vent
directly through the roof when there is excess heat. The result
is an ever-changing, animated skin with four separate facades
that vary independently according to weather, time of day, and
season. The interior of the building is double-zoned. The
15-foot-wide perimeter zone, comprising almost half the floor
space, uses daylight and supplemental task lighting, while the
interior zone is fully conditioned.

Architect Mark Mendell says, "When we started on the proj-
ect, we had every intention of doing a design that was state-of-
the-art with respect to energy performance, but we never really
intended to do a building that was totally energy driven. Our
paramount concern was designing a good building, and I think
that is one of the clues that has allowed the building to wear
well over time. There was an era when the 'energy gurus' were
almost single-issue oriented. It almost reached the point of energy
conservation versus design, so I think there was a certain aston-

ishment in the energy community that this building actually got
built. At a first look, it appears to be a straightforward build-
ing. It's not until you look deeper that you realize that there
are some very exceptional things that are going on inside it."

The building in its designed state was predicted to have a heat-
ing load of about 2 percent that of a conventional office build-
ing and a cooling load of about 19 percent that of a conventional
building. The changing nature of Occidental Chemical's office
work brought unforeseen energy advantages to the building. A
major computer installation and lengthening of the workday
beyond predicted use has increased the artificial lighting demand
enormously. On the other hand, excess heat generated by com-
puter use has virtually eliminated the heating demand.

Mechanical engineer Alan Sloan says, "I did an energy study
of the building about three years ago, for my own edification.
We were running about 10 to 15 percent less use than the design
study predicted. To derive these figures, you have to back off
from the total energy use, because during the construction of
the building the owners changed the program and installed a
mainframe computer. The mainframe uses a great deal of energy.
We were lucky, because we also were on the cutting edge of
computer technology in those days, and we have one of the first
85-40 systems installed in the building. But, to study energy use,
we had to monitor the computer room itself. We have three
meters—one for the peripherals, one for the computer room itself,
and one for the airconditioning and general power.

"We found that a lot of the diversification factors that we nor-
mally design for a computer room just didn't apply. In fact, the
computer room has very little diversification at all. If you apply
that load to what is essentially a spec office building, it has a
dramatic impact. However, if you back that load out and look
at the building without the computer, it is running at 10 to 15
percent below the designed predictions. A computer room of
that size uses as much energy as the building itself. We are doing
studies right now, because the computer load is due to increase
by 50 percent next year."

Below left, day and night views of the Occidental Chemical Cen-
ter in Niagara Falls, N. Y. The section and plan on the opposite
page show construction of the louvered, double envelope wall.
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Mendell reports that the owner of the building is about to
embark on an interior renovation of more than half the office
space—part of a corporate reorganization, he says. Sloan adds
that the only trouble with the louver system was five years ago.
"Some of the electronic printed circuit boards were not of great
quality, and these have since been replaced," Sloan says. "We
also have discovered that the way we traditionally looked at the
passive solar zoning of buildings wasn't really appropriate.

"We zoned the vertical distribution of hot water—the chiller
is used all year-round. Heat rejected from the chiller is used to
heat the building," Sloan says. "We discovered that the top of
the building uses less hot water, or less temperature than the
lower hah3, which is the opposite of what you would normally
expect. This is because the space between the glass walls has a
thermal stratification of temperature—the space between the
two glass walls heats up, and variations of up to 10 degrees Fahr-
enheit occur. In winter, when the sun shines, if temperatures
rise, say, to 65 degrees inside at the top of the cavity, the air
rolls around the top of the building passively. So, the lower floors
get a temperature of 55 degrees in the space between the glass,
and the upper floors see 65 degrees. Therefore, for the renova-
tion, we are splitting the zoning of the building in half—the top
five floors from the bottom five floors."

The Occidental building has played its appointed role in com-
munity development. "About five years ago, Niagara Falls launched
a program called the Festival of Lights," Mendell says. "Around
Christmas and New Year, most of the downtown buildings are
specially decorated with lights. The heart and soul of it is the
Oxy Center. You've got this 130-foot-square, totally glass wall
behind which can be placed any configuration of any number
of any color of lights that can be imagined. According to the
Guinness Book of World Records, it is the largest sound and
light show in the world. It is all very elaborately programmed
so that the whole building can pulsate through the programming
of the lights, or it can be syncopated animation. The building
becomes a focal point of the whole community program."

Williamson Hall, University of Minnesota
The earth, as well as the sun, provides abundant natural poten-
tial as an energy-saving device. Williamson Hall, the campus book-
store for the University of Minnesota designed by Myers &
Bennett/BRW (now BRW Architects), houses 95 percent of its
85,000 square feet underground, in effect turning its back on the
harsh climate of Minnesota. Like many environmentally sensitive
designs, it is also socially aware of its surroundings. Placed under-
ground, it did not disrupt established campus pedestrian patterns
nor block views of and from the historic buildings adjacent to it.
Just as important, when completed in 1977 it was one of the first
commercial-scale buildings to demonstrate that, beyond a doubt,
underground could be sun-filled and cheerily uncavelike.

David Bennett, the principal architect, explains: "Williamson
Hall originally was driven by campus planning/urban design con-
siderations. The building was on a site that was one of the few
remaining open sites in a rapidly built-up part of the campus. It
also was a site that we had noticed, simply by trace paths in the
snow in the wintertime, was heavily used by the students to cross
diagonally from the campus to the adjacent neighborhood com-
mercial areas. So the first thing that we did was to look at three
alternatives: putting the building on the ground, above the ground
and walking through it, or putting the building under the ground.
A rational analysis by ourselves and the clients came to the con-
clusion that the best of the three alternatives, the one that would
serve most of the criteria of campus circulation, open space, and
preservation of the views of the facades of the two historic build-
ings on the campus, was to put the building under the ground.

"After that, as it became evident to us that putting the build-
ing under the ground was potentially energy-conservative, and we

had already developed an ongoing interest in energy conservation,
it seemed to us that, given the marginality of the performance of
the solar collectors, it might be a cost-effective combination to
make a building that had very low energy demands and supple-
ment the small energy demand that it had with a system that, under
ordinary circumstances, would have had to work much harder.
At least that was the theory—the linkage of solar energy and energy
conservation."

The architect oriented 83,000-square-foot Williamson Hall to
capture maximum daylighting and solar heat gain for the occu-
pied spaces through clerestory windows and an internal courtyard.
Additionally, 6,000 square feet of concentrating solar collectors
banked on the roof, added to the system in 1980 with funding from
a U.S. Department of Energy grant, contribute to the heating sys-
tem. All in all, these systems, coupled with the insulating proper-
ties of the earth, were predicted to provide a net energy savings
of 80 to 100 percent during the heating season and 45 percent
during the cooling season. Figures from 1981 indicate that the sys-
tem is functioning on the upper range of what was predicted.

John Carmody, an architect and director of the Underground
Space Center, says, "The two buildings, Williamson and the Civil/
Mineral Engineering building [see page 109], are heated and cooled
with steam from the university's district heating system. William-
son Hall had a couple of minor modifications to make it more
energy-efficient. The open-air curtain doors led to drafts and were
replaced with double entry vestibules. Most significantly, William-
son Hall had linear, concentrating collectors that were monitored
as part of a DOE experiment. It was discovered that the collec-
tors, with their tracking devices, were expensive to operate, and
contributed little energy to the system. However, the building has
continued to perform extremely well regardless of the collectors.
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.A&ove, a courtyard view with Williamson Hall in the foreground
shows how it preserves sightlines of its historic neighbors. Note
the original lush planting. Below: a light-filled interior view.
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It was projected to use 80,000 BTUs per year, which is an admi-
rably low number for this area of the country. In 1981, it used
about half of that amount, and now it is using 65,000 BTUs per
year, which is much better than any other building on the campus."

Bennett explains that the system was abandoned by the univer-
sity. "A DOE grant built the system, and the solar system was
designed and constructed as a separate project after the building
was completed," he says. "The prime design contractor for the
system was the mechanical engineering department of the univer-
sity, and we were design subcontractors to it. The architectural
design, for the architectural framework, as it were, for the solar
collectors was to integrate them onto the main building. The
sequence was not really as favorable as it might have been. That
was our first introduction into the whole area of solar energy
design.

"Ultimately, the building was hooked into the university's com-
puters, and the university's maintenance department was respon-
sible for monitoring the building's performance. They contended
that the system was not performing in any recognizable way, given

A section through Williamson Hall indicates how it admits day-
light into its underground spaces. The active collectors, HVAC
system, and earth insulation were planned for energy savings.
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all the design ideas that were put into it. The Department of Energy
then hired an outside consulting firm to monitor the performance
of the building. The consultants reported that the university did
not know how to measure the performance of the building; the
way they were monitoring the building was wrong. It turns out
that the early predictions of energy conservation for the building
were correct, that the building was in fact only using a quarter or
a third of the energy that it would have consumed were it an above-
ground building, but that the solar collector's contribution to the
building's energy conservation was rather small.

"Subsequently, we heard that the solar collector system on Wil-
liamson Hall was one of some 300 solar systems that had been
funded by DOE under a national program to assess the potential
of solar energy, and none of the 300 was very successful on any
kind of economic payback model. Ours was calculated to pay back
in decades. So, as a commercial model, it was not acceptable.
As an institutional model, it was marginal."

Another energy-conserving feature of the building that didn't
fare so well was the lushly planted Engleman ivy that draped down
over the main facade glass to shade the interior spaces from the
summer sun. Both Carmody and Bennett report that the decidu-
ous planting worked very well, but its passive solar properties were
not well understood by the university's maintenance department,
which decoratively trimmed the vine enough to ruin its shading
abilities. "At the time, the maintenance department was reluctant
to continue the program, and they put in a much more meager
planting in pots in the planters," Bennett explains. "It will take
years to approach anything near the richness of the original plant-
ing. One of the things that we ultimately concluded was that for
public-sector buildings there simply is no commitment to the
amount of attention that plant material requires. In another com-
munity, climate, or location, the idea of plant material is a valid
one."

Nonetheless, the passive systems incorporated into the building
and the placing of the building itself underground have proven
cost-effective.

Civil/Mineral Engineering Building,
University of Minnesota
It is tempting to compare the design and construction of Wil-
liamson Hall to the piece de resistance of underground archi-
tecture, the University of Minnesota's Civil/Mineral Engi-
neering building, just two blocks away from its predecessor.
"Williamson Hall was and wasn't a prototype for the C/ME build-
ing," Bennett says. "With Williamson, we had backed into the
whole idea of energy conservation—it was a shallow, surface build-
ing. Between Williamson Hall and the C/ME building, I was
reflecting on how you solve the problem of humanizing under-
ground space if you're dealing with a deep building, which offers
a different kind of esthetic, and that's when we began to get into
the solar lighting issue."

Upon completion of the building in 1983, the architect said,
"Daylight and sunlight are more important than view. We
overreacted and used too much glazing at Williamson. At the
C/ME, we looked for new ways of bringing in natural light through
the smallest possible apertures.... It is a building that is at once
high-tech and of the earth. It's an earthship." (See Jan. '83, page
64).

This particular earthship is 95 percent underground, with a
third of its 144,000 square feet beneath bedrock at 110 feet below
ground, and it houses the university's Underground Space Cen-
ter as well as environmental and mineral engineering laboratories.
The above-ground components include a portion of the 50-foot-tall
structural testing lab, a south-facing Trombe wall of water-filled
tubes, heliostats for bringing daylight down 100 feet, and pas-
sive light monitors.

Bennett explains the development of the lighting system. "Solar
lighting seems to make sense because, if you have 10,000 lumens
per square foot of sun, and you need only 50 lumens to light
a square foot of office space, you have a margin that is so enor-
mous that even with a relatively crude system you can do some-
thing fairly cost-effective. But there were really no funds dedicated
to this idea. We invested a lot of time and energy to get an Ameri-
can inventor to develop a sun-tracker for the C/ME building,
and, to his credit, he made a valiant try. But, being a commer-
cial manufacturer, he had to make compromises and the result
was that he created a sun-tracker that was not very good. When
it worked, it worked wonderfully, but it didn't always work."

About three or four years ago, Shimizu, a multifaceted Jap-
anese company, designed, built, and installed an improved sun-
tracker on the C/ME building as part of a joint research effort
with the Underground Space Center. Shimizu is prepared to under-
take long-term research in solar lighting, and, because the C/ME
building was published widely around the world, the company
wanted to use the building as a basis for demonstrating solar
lighting that it could develop into an industry and market all
over the world. Shimuzu had the will, the vision, and an exten-
sive research arm to seize upon the idea. "The only way we do
that here is through the federal government," Bennett says. "Given
the attitude today, the only arm of the federal goverment that
does any of that research is the military. I'm glad that somebody
is doing it, and there have been valuable spin-offs from the mil-
itary research."

Bennett explains that the form of the deep space is a "true
modernist response" because the building form directly follows
its function. "We had to marry mining technologies with build-
ing technolgies, and the mining technology at this location
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1 Passive solar
optic system
a. Fresnel reflector
b. North skymonitor
c. Fresnel mirror
d. Target zone

2 Trombe wall
passive/active
solar collector

3 Deciduous solar
shading

4 Earth sheltering 6 Active solar optic
5 Mined space

110 feet
below grade

system beamed
sunlight

7 Active ground water
cooling system

This page: section shows relation of above ground and under-
ground spaces of the C/ME building; below, day lighting collector;
above, interior corridor. Opposite page: the C/ME building today.

could only create spaces that are no more than 50 feet wide.
Underground work is very site-specific and depends on particu-
lar geology. The solution was driven by geological conditions.
We have sandstone that lies under a thick limestone layer. The
limestone has the structural capacity to span 65 feet, and with
a safety factor we cut it to 50 feet. The 50-foot-wide sandstone
pillars support the limestone roof above. The deep space is really
a series of chambers that are interconnected, 50 feet wide, at
50-foot intervals. You can do it in both axes—they are connected
at their ends."

Carmody, who has worked in the Underground Space Center
of the C/ME building for five years, says that the daylighting
system has been a real success story. "We also have changed the
lighting from fluorescent to full spectrum lighting, which has
made a big difference in the ambience of the space. We found
that it is helpful to go to warmer tones. In fact, as we remodel
spaces we are adding color, texture, materials, and plants.

"The problem we've had [in the underground space] is that
the mechanical systems' controls were not as fine-tuned as we
would like," Carmody continues. "Here, at 100 feet underground,
the temperature is about 50 degrees [Fahrenheit] year-round, and
when you add people, lights, and machines the temperature is
close to the comfort zone. Our problem is dehumidification,
caused when you ventilate with outside air. It may be wrong to
blame the systems—this maybe is an inherent problem of being
underground. There are too few buildings of the kind to know
for sure, yet.

"I've learned the importance of orientation, high spaces, plants,
glass, and light on how people perceive underground space. I
think we will see the fruits of our research—five or 10 years down
the road—in the ways that underground buildings are constructed."
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The energy revolution—over or ongoing?
A recent report in MIT's Technology Review (Jan. 14, 1989, page
14) explains that the Solar Energy Research Institute (SERI) has
had its budget slashed dramatically through the 1980s yet still
remains a vital agency as it shifts to the goal of long-range, high-
risk solar research for commercialization by the private sector.
One may argue that, as SERI goes, so goes energy-conservation
policy in this country. Is the energy crunch over now that archi-
tects incorporate basic conservation premises and oil prices have
stabilized? Or have we just glimpsed the tip of the iceberg?

"The energy problem used to be viewed simply as where to
get more energy of any kind from any source at any price," says
physicist Amory Lovins, director of research at Rocky Moun-
tain Institute, a nonprofit group working on energy and water
efficiency, sustainable agriculture, local economic development,
and redefining national security. "Now you ask what you want
the energy for, how much energy, of what kind, at what scale,
and from what source to do each task in the cheapest way. In a
revolution that already is happening, efficiencies and renewables
have swept the market. Since '79, for example, the U.S. has got-
ten over seven times as much new energy from savings as from
all net increases in supply. And of the increased supply, more
has come from renewable sources than from nonrenewable
sources. Electric utilities can make more money selling less elec-
tricity as long as their costs go down more than their revenues.
Rocky Mountain Institute's largest source of revenue is provid-
ing to utilities extremely detailed information on how to save
electricity more cheaply than they can make it.

"Most of the dumb ideas from the late '70s have collapsed.
They died of an incurable attack of market forces," Lovins says

of the sudden withdrawal of federal energy research funds.
David Bennett, FAIA, principal of BRWJG in Minneapolis,

predicts that these issues will soon return to the architecture
forefront, not as an energy issue but as an environmental issue.
He believes that the concept of energy conservation was a nar-
row focus on the larger issue of "what is our relationship with
our environment to be?"

"About 25 percent of the world's population in industrialized
nations enjoys the majority of the world's resources through mili-
tary and economic power," Bennett explains. "That is only going
to last so long, before the other 75 percent demand their share
of those resources. The result of this is going to be a severe reduc-
tion in our life style and a marginal improvement in that of the
rest of the world, unless we can increase the amount of resources
available.

"The problem is that we have arrived at this level of wealth
through a technology that is very destructive. So, if you can imag-
ine the technology that we have now, which is poisoning the air
and ocean and consuming irreplaceable resources and pushing
this very flexible ecosystem to its limits, imagine that multiplied
three or four times—that's what would have to happen, if the
other three-quarters of the world demands this kind of mining,
large-scale farming, consumption of fossil fuels, and the like.
We're seeing the results of that already with the destruction of
the Amazon rain forest, the ozone holes in the atmosphere, and
a variety of other things. Something has got to happen within
the next decade or so. Maybe it will take a period of environ-
mental crises, or a major shift in the power balance of the world,
which in a sense has already started with the rise of Japan as
an industrial power and the rise of the European nations as a
coalition." D
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C omplaints about health and comfort in buildings over the
last decade are producing a quiet revolution in the interior
design and engineering of buildings. Although rarely put

to the forefront by the media and eliciting only lukewarm public
concern, indoor air quality (IAQ) has risen to second on EPA's
list of five priorities, behind only outdoor pollution and ozone.
In 1987, Sen. George Mitchell of Maine submitted a bill support-
ing a comprehensive approach to IAQ, which, if passed, would
fund research and development and eventually suggest alterations
to building codes and to the way building products are manu-
factured and specified for the home and workplace.

The HVAC industry, first to be criticized, has been the lead-
ing private sector group to react in a positive manner. Mechan-
ical engineers see their older buildings facing liability suits for
systems designed to meet prevailing ASHRAE standards. Many
office buildings produced in the mid-1970s and early 1980s have
spawned angry employees seeking litigative relief for illnesses
acquired on the job.

The Gregory Bateson building in Sacremento, Calif., for exam-
ple, has problems because the building was occupied prematurely,
before its environmental control systems were totally operational,
balanced, and tested. Many of its innovative features were incor-
rectly installed, left nonoperational for budget reasons, or tam-
pered with by employees in an effort to improve the environment.
Other examples of air-quality-deficient buildings that were
designed to be energy-conserving suggest that there is a limited
scope of analytic procedures used to design and maintain con-
trol over unintended uses following occupancy.

The number of workers' compensation cases and civil lawsuits
concerning IAQ claims is a well-guarded secret. Most cases are
settled out of court because the costs of litigation are far in excess
of the costs of paying off the complainant. Some analysts see a
potential scenario for legal liability in which the asbestos prob-
lem pales in comparison with IAQ cases.

Once buildings are diagnosed as a source of illness, all pro-
fessional participants are subject to being named in a blanket
legal action. A recent case concerns a building renovation in
the Los Angeles area, in which occupants of one floor of a build-
ing were allegedly subject to intrusion of toxic substances from
neighboring areas in which tenant improvements were under way.
The architecture firm for the tenant improvement work claims
that it was limited in responsibility to space planning, and did
not actually specify the products being used. Nevertheless, the
firm has been named in the suit. Through a quirk in the regula-
tions, indoor air quality problems apparently are being consid-
ered "environmental exceptions" (like hazardous waste discovered
on a site) to general liability policies. This may mean normal
legal support will not come from insurers to help defend against

Professor Rand teaches at the graduate school of architecture
and planning at the University of California, Los Angeles.

these claims. Even the cost of answering the papers is substan-
tial, if only to prove that the architect or designer should not
be held in account.

How can a firm indemnify itself against the risks of litigation?
And, more important, how can the design and construction
process be formulated so that it avoids risks due'to non-
coordination of the work of consultants, contractors on the job
site, and building owners and managers both for now and for
the future life of a building? There are no simple blueprints avail-
able, but there are some beginning signs of a solution.

First, a firm can indemnify itself by writing an indemnity agree-
ment with the building owner, in which the owner agrees to
defend the architect against future claims. This is possible if the
owner wants the architect's work enough to be willing to take
responsibility for the building throughout its life span.

A more significant approach is suggested by Elia Sterling of
Theodore D. Sterling Associates in Vancouver, British Columbia.
He has formulated guidelines for commissioning and auditing
building systems in which the architect plays a central role as
the designated "commissioning authority."

Usually, commissioning a building involves perfunctory air bal-
ance reports filed with the HVAC engineer. Adjustments to the
system are made only in response to breakdowns, and there is
no means of establishing continuity with the original design intent
as modifications are made. However, many potential sources of
problems can be controlled through a commissioning process
if it starts in predesign, proceeds through all stages of construc-
tion and occupancy, and includes maintaining a historic record
of the building that can be used as a basis for future assessments
in the same way that a record of service history provides infor-
mation to help diagnose problems with your car. The key to a
successful commissioning process is for the designer to agree with
the client on performance requirements that are the basis of engi-
neering assumptions, even if these are beyond those required
by code, and to specify an agreed-upon methodology for test-
ing to see that these requirements are met at all stages of the
life of the building.

ACVA Atlantic of Washington, D.C., already offers a service
of this kind directly to the building owner, in which the firm
sets standards for maintenance of the indoor environment jointly
with the owner, instruments the building to.measure baseline
pollutants, and performs periodic audits of functioning to assure
that standards are being met. ACVA Atlantic also offers a "pre-
ventive approach," in which it reviews architectural and engi-
neering plans during schematic design and in design development,
to ensure that there are no gaffes due to inaccessible cleanouts,
or potential trouble spots in which mold might form due to con-
densate collection. '

Some institutions are beginning to see the wisdom of incorpo-
rating this kind of preventive maintenance review into all of
their architectural and engineering work, especially if they are
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self-insured. For example, the
Office of Research on Occupation
Safety at UCLA provides health
and safety consultation for all
buildings, including review of
drawings and construction super-
vision. With millions of square feet
in construction, modem campuses
are a special concern because they
tend to mix "incompatible" uses
in close proximity, for example
labs with classrooms.

Finally, it is important to distinguish fact from fiction, legal
liability from litigative nuisance in this area. The recent litera-
ture is beginning to define a more suitable basis for confront-
ing the scientific basis for future claims of injury. For example,
two distinct kinds of problems, "building related illness" and "sick
building syndrome," now have been articulated in the literature
(see June '88, p.99). Their definition provides a good starting
point for understanding the scope of the problem.

"Building related illness" refers to conditions that affect only
a small number of sensitive occupants. Complaints are always
accompanied by clinical signs (fever, infection, blood serology).
These illnesses usually are attributable to a specific source of
contaminants in a building. Examples include humidifier fever
or hypersensitivity pneumonitis from exposure to bioaerosols
(such as fungi or bacteria), dermatitis from exposure to fibers
from duct liners, legionellosis from exposure to bacteria, and
toxicity due to chemical substances such as carbon monoxide
or neurotoxins. Generally, the recovery period continues long
after the person leaves the building. Unless the source is removed,
repeated contact with the building can aggravate the condition
and even lead to irreversible, lifelong disabilities.

"Sick building syndrome" is indicated when a larger popula-
tion, 20 percent or more of building occupants, complain of acute
discomfort. These complaints differ from hysterical symptoms
in that they emerge over time and are sustained for two weeks
or more. Hysterical reactions spread very quickly and dissipate
just as quickly. Familiar symptoms include headaches, sore throat,
eye irritation, fatigue and listlessness, and nausea; a substantial
percentage of complainants report almost immediate relief when
they leave the building, or at least within a few hours of leav-
ing. In most instances, causes of "sick building syndrome" have
been traced to correctable physical problems with the design
or maintenance of the building HVAC system.

Attempts to crack the causal link between the condition of the
building and the symptoms experienced by the occupants involve
detective work. There can be a variety of sources of contami-
nants. As in any other complex system, symptoms appear and
disappear and function tests may not be taken at the right time
to place the source of the problem.
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Contamination can come from
outdoor sources—a building may
be downwind of an air pollution
source or may have a parking
structure leaking gases into the
building from below grade. Within
the building, contamination may
come from the materials used in
construction or furnishings, from
processes that are employed (such
as printing), or from the occu-
pants themselves.

Many experts now seem to agree on a staged approach to per-
forming the investigation, once the problems have been con-
firmed. The process usually begins with a walk-through. For
example, the Honeywell Building Diagnostics process begins with
a site visit by a team that includes a building engineer with archi-
tectural background and a health scientist trained in indoor air
quality diagnostics. They define the problem and decide on mea-
surement techniques needed for any future phase. If probable
sources are found, the investigation ends and a design and imple-
mentation program is undertaken immediately.

It is especially critical in this work to solve the problem with-
out arousing additional anxiety. Once the symptoms have been
related to the built environment, diverse individuals begin to con-
fuse chronic discomfort associated with "sick building syndrome"
for symptomatology associated with "building related illness."

Investigation then moves to engineering analysis of building
systems by assessing the performance of individual HVAC com-
ponents, temperature, and relative humidity. Measurements of
indoor air quality are more costly and involve quantitative mea-
sures or airborne contaminant concentrations obtained through
bulk sampling devices, as well as measures of carbon dioxide
(as a measure of contaminant buildup generated inside the build-
ing through metabolic process) or carbon monoxide (resulting
from seepage of combustion gases into the building from out-
side). Tracer gas tests are used where the actual flow of outside
fresh air is impeded in reaching work spaces.

In the sample of problem buildings examined by the Honeywell
Indoor Air Quality Diagnostics team, there was frequent evidence
of poor maintenance, inadequate design, and poor chain of
responsibility in maintaining the building. Most buildings (75
percent) had inadequate fresh air supply. Sixty percent had
malfunctioning condensate drain pans, a condition that could
lead to the formation of spore colonies. Many had dirty filters,
contaminated heating and cooling coils, disconnected exhaust
fans, abandoned automated controls, and other physical problems.

Honeywell used a random telephone survey of 600 office work-
ers in the United States to estimate the number of buildings that
might be affected across the country. They found that 20 percent
of this sample perceived job performance to be hampered by



poor air quality and noted by fre-
quent symptoms of sleepiness,
congestion, eye irritation, difficulty
in breathing, and headache.

Similarly, a British survey of
4,373 workers in 46 buildings,
reported by Sheena Wilson, sug-
gests that as many as 29 percent
experienced five or more "sick
building syndrome" symptoms,
and these symptoms are more
likely to occur in airconditioned
buildings than in naturally or mechanically vented buildings.
No fewer than 80 percent of the employees experienced some
workplace-associated symptoms of ill health. Open-plan offices
were more likely than conventional offices to evoke these reac-
tions. These and other studies have prompted the World Health
Organization to speculate that as many as 30 percent of build-
ings in the developed world may have problems.

In order to establish a link, other variables that might contrib-
ute to symptoms need to be studied—education and work his-
tory, prior symptoms, general health conditions, use of office
equipment and technology such as VDTs, and other environmen-
tal stressors to which the workers are exposed.

Theodore D. Sterling Ltd. of Vancouver, British Columbia,
has conducted survey research of 1,200 occupants of buildings
in New York City. These buildings had no history of complaints
and were used to establish a baseline against which problem build-
ings can be profiled. Without such baseline data, questionnaire
surveys can backfire and produce spurious results. In one case,
a survey was conducted more than two months after suspected
health problems first surfaced, allowing anxiety about indoor
air conditions to mount. The survey form itself included lead-
ing questions that focused primarily on microbial contaminants
("Do you have allergic reactions at work? Have you ever had a
positive skin test for molds?") In this instance, the survey became
a source of heightened anxiety as a result played some role in
the eventual closing of the building.

A sidelight in this case is that the most likely source of the
original mold may have been cool-steam humidifiers brought
in by the employees to enhance their own comfort. This would
not be a legal problem for the owners or lessees of the building
under most circumstances. However, in this instance, the use
of the building was changed from the original intended use and
the occupancy density was increased, thereby embroiling the
owner in the cause for which employees sought relief by using
the humidifying equipment. This gives some indication of the
circuituous reasoning for which building owners and their agents-
including architects—may be held to account in the future.

There have been some innovative engineering solutions that
are attempting to preserve the benefits of energy management

without penalizing the worker in
terms of environmental comfort.
For example, while older VAV
boxes supplied fresh air only when
the space was occupied and shut
off the air supply when tempera-
ture dropped below a threshold,
new systems exploit the opposite
logic. Booster fans force fresh air
through stratified layers to the
level of the occupant and prevent
the fresh air from entraining back

to the return duct. Studies of ventilation efficiency have shown
that in older systems 30 percent or less of the fresh air actually
reached the occupied zone. (Most analysts contend that fresh
air should be up in the range of 80 percent in order to assume
air quality implied by the specification of 20 cfm of fresh air
per occupant. This does not happen with most standard equip-
ment; in most cases, stratified air will tend to be the rule.)

It is not at all clear that booster fans bridge the gap between
the ceiling plenum system and the forest of partitions that divide
up the occupied zone of modern offices. Office occupants com-
monly try in vain to compensate for the mismatch by taping card-
board over supply diffusers to reduce drafts. Laboratory simulation
of air flow establishes the best system as one in which air is sup-
plied up high and drawn out of the space from an area low on
the wall or in the floor itself. These systems are difficult to engi-
neer, given the typical floor system of concrete over a structural
metal deck. With this type of structure, it would be necessary
to cut holes in the deck to draw air through to the ceiling ple-
num of the floor below.

Even under the best conditions, there are concerns about defeat-
ing a good design by modifications made after the initial occu-
pancy. In a case reported by researcher John Janssen, a
St. Paul office building was designed with 300-foot-long and
60-foot-wide floors with distributed air supply in the ceiling.
Returns were placed at each end of the building to reduce prob-
lems of poor ventilation efficiency. The system worked (with some
exceptions), but was compromised when interior walls later were
erected to create private offices. It was possible to provide ade-
quate supply air to the offices, but these walls cut the flow of
return air and a "sick building" incident resulted.

"War stories" of building failure have accumulated in the annals
of civil law and in informal engineering colloquy, but they are
not part of a coherent body of research literature. In fact, some
analysts familiar with the health problems associated with mod-
ern office buildings see these conditions as related to a more
general paradigm shift that has to do with the internal logic of
offices. Jack Tanis, vice president for marketing at Sunar-
Hauserman, suggests that "the need set is changing." For instance,
Tanis sees flaws in the functional logic of interior-panel-based
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systems, especially full-height, four-
wall enclosures. Their espoused
flexibility is called into question.
As another interviewee suggested,
"we need to be able to add a com-
puter to a workstation without call-
ing a facilities manager to rear-
range a whole corner of the floor."

The new importance of the
computing environment calls for
more varied and flexible horizon-
tal connections. The provision of
fresh air, controlled temperature, and light no longer is a plain '
vanilla background provision but has become a central concern
in the ergonomic design of the workplace. It suggests the need
for a new mode of thought about the indoor ecology—the new
paradigm for providing generic office environments.

There are several promising systems in development, some
still cloaked in secrecy. Johnson Controls recently released infor-
mation regarding its "personal environment," which it hopes to
have in production shortly. Its system provides ducting from an
HVAC unit, brought down through vertical columns from the
ceiling or via a raised access floor, to support groupings of back-
to-back workstations. As many as 24 stations are connected
together with a nine-inch panel of serviceways for air, electric •
wires, and cables sandwiched between them. Stations use stand-
ard work services provided by major manufacturers, and the John-
son Controls' product merely links them.

The list of companies participating in this experiment is too
long to cite, but it includes key manufacturers of furniture systems
(such as Steelcase, Herman Miller,'Teknion, and Westinghouse)
as well as manufacturers of lighting systems, filters, white noise
generators, and other component products. It is too early to mea-
sure its success, but this visionary effort attempts to link together
a group of cooperating industries to develop a new paradigm.
This is an attempt to do for offices what the SCSD tried to achieve
for schools in the early 1960s.

At each station, there is a control panel for dialing air flow,
task lighting, white noise, and radiant heat from a panel beneath
the desk. In addition, the Johnson Controls system includes a
readily accessible air filter, including both electrostatic filters
and carbon cloth filters, that can be checked easily and replaced.
Air surrounding the occupant is tempered to desirable levels with
available adjustments. Air in the space above the six-foot level,
which does not need to be tempered to the same standards, is
unimpeded by the usual suspended ceiling and slowly drifts to
the return ducts. ' .

The product is expensive, but produces some savings both in
employee productivity and in other ways. For instance, both
uplighting and task lighting are integral to the system. Further-
more, there is no need to finish the ceiling. Finally, the system

operates on the principle of radi-
ant heat and does not require
heating above the six-foot level.

A similar system is being intro-
duced on a custom-design basis .
in a new building currently under
construction in northern Canada.
This complex of office buildings,
designed by Bill Boucock 'Partner-
ship, Architects, Calgary, is in a
processing area for oil sand extrac-
tion that is subject to heavy air

pollution coupled with arctic temperatures that drop to minus
40 degrees centigrade (minus 40 degrees Fahrenheit).

To compensate for this poor ambient environment, the system
supplies air to private offices through two-foot-thick, wall-like
millwork cabinets that bring the service elements directly from
the ceiling unit to individual workstations. These "wall units"
double as soundproofing devices, closets, and bookshelves.

In rare instances, experiments between good design firms-and
forward-thinking corporate clients are being carried out; they
should be tracked carefully to determine their effects on health
and ergonomics. Pat Conway of KPF/Conway in New York City
tells of extensive-work done for Procter & Gamble in 1985 to
achieve a state-of the-art office landscape in which a combina-
tion of a six-inch raised access floor and an HVAC system in a
suspended ceiling was used, with air distributed from the build-
ing perimeter and then exhausted into a central atrium.

Gensler Associates' Los Angeles office is constructing a cor-
porate headquarters for Epson that involves a complete raised
floor system with an 18-inch plenum to house an integrated ser-
vices package. The energy costs and ergonomic benefits of this
system also will be important to track. As with the Johnson Con-
trols system, air is fully conditioned only up to the six-foot level
and then is allowed to find its own resting temperature.

Finally, the science fiction award goes to a system being
designed by Carrier Corp. in France. The Carrier M.T.A. sys-
tem reportedly allows each room in an office building to be tied
independently to a central system for recharge with fresh air. It
does not transfer exhaust air from one room to the next (as do
most systems that are hooked up in series). Room air is tempered
by a miniaturized unit that can be located in the ceiling space.
The portable thermostat can be placed anywhere in the room,
and the unit turns itself off when no one is present.

These experiments still are in their formative stages and face
many economic obstacles that will prevent widespread adoption
for some time to come. Among other things, they involve high
•front-end costs. No matter how quickly those costs can be recov-
ered in employee productivity, they are hard to justify in a cor-
porate environment that is under threat of leveraged buyouts
and major reorganization. D
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Radon: Testing,
Prevention and Cures

By Alex Wilson

T he term meant nothing to most of us a few years ago,
but today radon is a major concern in residential and
light commercial buildings coast to coast. Numerous studies

over the past 10 years showed radon levels to be unacceptably
high in certain regions of the country, but it was not until the
Environmental Protection Agency recommended last September
that all houses and light commercial buildings be tested for the
gas that most people took notice.

Today, we find radon testing clauses on more and more real
estate sales contracts, and an entire industry has sprung up sup-
plying products and services to test for and eliminate radon in
buildings. While most architects may not be directly involved
in any aspect of radon testing or mitigation, they should be famil-
iar with the issues in order to recommend or specify testing and
corrective measures as necessary.

Radon is a colorless, odorless, radioactive gas that is formed
as naturally occurring uranium in bedrock breaks down into vari-
ous radioactive decay products (see Figure 1). Each step of the
decay is accompanied by the release of radiation—alpha, beta,
or gamma particles. Alpha particles are the most destructive
and our biggest worry. On an atomic level, alpha particles are
large, slow, and powerful —often called the .45 caliber slugs of
radiation. They are stopped quickly by most materials, but not
before doing some damage. If a person breathes radon, the release
of alpha particles can do considerable damage to lung tissue.
Studies of uranium miners have linked high radon levels to lung
cancer.

Radon levels vary widely from region to region, depending
largely on the bedrock composition. Certain areas, such as the
Reading Prong extending through New Jersey and Pennsylvania,
have exceptionally high radon levels because of the high uranium
content of the underlying granite. In other parts of the country,
high radon levels cannot yet be explained. Even in regions with
generally high (or low) radon levels, there is tremendous local
variation, again without clear explanation. For this reason, EPA
has recommended testing throughout the country.

Radon gets into a building primarily through the foundation.
It seeps up from the bedrock through the soil and then finds its
way into the structure through cracks in the basement floor or
walls. Primary entry points are shown in Figure 2. Particularly
troublesome leakage areas are basement sumps, along the slab
perimeter, through concrete blocks (especially when uncapped),
and piping penetrations through the foundation walls.

In addition, radon may be introduced from incoming water,
particularly if the house is served by its own spring or well, and
from building materials in the house. Natural stone used in fire-
place construction is the building material most likely to give
off radon gas, but some aggregates have been known to intro-

Mr. Wilson is a freelance writer in Brattleboro, Vt., specializing
in the building trades and energy.

Figure 2
Major radon entry routes
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duce radon (in fact, high radon levels in houses were first dis-
covered during the mid-'70s in houses built in Colorado of
concrete block produced from uranium mining slag). For the
most part, however, radon from the ground is the sole concern
for architects.

EPA recommends that initial tests be conducted in rooms that
are closest to the ground level, where radon levels are likely to
be the highest. If short-term screening tests indicate high radon
levels, longer-term follow-up tests should be conducted in rooms
throughout the building.

Testing techniques and devices
Charcoal canister radon collectors are the most common, sim-
plest, and usually least costly of radon test kits. They are used
for short-term screening tests of two to seven days. A small can-
ister or packet of activated charcoal is exposed to the air for
the specified time. Radon is trapped in the charcoal. After expo-
sure, the collector is resealed and sent to a laboratory for anal-
ysis. The measured radon level is an average level for the period
of exposure.

Because they operate passively (without electricity) charcoal
canister radon test kits can be placed anywhere in the building.
High humidity, however, may lower the accuracy of some
products.

Alpha track detectors are the most common long-term radon
measurement devices. Radon can enter the plastic housing when
it is opened and exposed to the air. As the radon breaks down,
alpha particles etch the polycarbonate inner surface. After the
desired period of exposure, the user reseals the device and sends
it back to the laboratory that supplied it. At the laboratory, the
alpha tracks are counted under a microscope and the average
radon concentration for the period is calculated from the den-
sity of radon "tracks." If radon levels in the building being tested
are relatively low, a long exposure time for the alpha track detec-
tor is recommended (up to a year), while a shorter exposure time
of one to three months is sufficient if the radon concentration
is higher. Like the charcoal canister radon collectors, alpha track
detectors operate passively and so can be placed anywhere.

A new type of radon testing device has recently been
introduced: the electret radon detector, a proprietary device that
makes use of the electrical properties of an electret, which is
made of polytetrafluoroethylene and carries an electric charge.
As ions strike it, the charge is reduced. Because ions are created
when alpha particles from the decay of radon strike air molecules,
the drop in charge of the electret can be calibrated to measure
radon concentrations.

Air and radon are allowed to enter the re-usable glass testing
chamber that houses the electret (ionized particles are filtered
out). After the desired exposure period, the charge on the electret
is measured in a specialized voltmeter supplied by the manufac-
turer. The radon concentration required to produce the change
in electret charge is then calculated or determined from a table.
Depending on the radon levels, an electret generally can be used
for five to 10 radon tests before its charge is "used up." Electret
monitors offer the advantages of rapid results (if you own the
voltmeter) and passive operation. Two types of electrets are avail-
able for the radon test kits: one with a relatively low charge that
is recommended for short-term tests, and one with a higher charge
that is recommended for tests of one to 12 months.

The last category of radon testing equipment is continuous

monitors. These are more complex and more expensive than
the passive monitors, but the radon levels are available immedi-
ately simply by reading the instrument, without sending anything
off to a laboratory or carrying out any calculations. Most moni-
tors function by taking instantaneous measurements and averag-
ing or plotting the results over time. The actual mechanism
involved in continuous monitors varies widely among the equip-
ment on the market. Some are far more complex than others,
and their accuracy varies considerably.

Results from radon tests are given either in picocuries per liter
of air (pCi/1) or in "working levels" of radiation. The picocurie
is a measure of radioactive decay: 1 picocurie equals 2.2 decays
per minute. The working level (WL) is an older unit of measure
that comes from the uranium mining industry. Technically, work-
ing level refers to the level of radon decay products, not radon
itself, but for most purposes the two measures can be used inter-
changeably, with 1 WL equal to about 200 pCi/1.

Although radon is a proven carcinogen, the threshold of accept-
ability set by EPA (4 pCi/1) is based not on epidemiological data
but on interpolation from such data. Standards setters count back-
ward from the high levels of radon and dust (which helps carry
radon into the lungs) that uranium miners experience, and the
incidence of cancer they suffer, to calculate an acceptable radon
level. The accuracy of this method is still a point of debate. For
instance, Bernard Cohen of the University of Pittsburgh analyzed
radon and lung cancer data from 415 counties around the United
States and reported at the American Chemical Society's annual
meeting last year that the lung cancer rate was actually lower
in counties with higher radon levels. It is important to note, how-
ever, that such findings do not change the 4 pCi/1 EPA threshold.

Radon pjnevention in new construction
Designing buildings to deal with radon involves a three-part
strategy: minimizing radon entry pathways, maintaining neutral
or positive pressure in buildings, and incorporating strategies
to facilitate future radon mitigation if necessary.

Ways to minimize radon entry into buildings are shown in Fig-
ure 3. Important guidelines are as follows: install a polyethylene
moisture barrier under the basement slab; put steel mesh and
rebar in the slab to minimize cracking; install expansion joint
material where the foundation wall and slab meet; caulk any
cracks and joints in the foundation floor and walls; remove grade
stakes and screed boards as the slab is being finished (otherwise
they will eventually rot away, leaving an open channel to the
subslab gravel); seal around any slab or basement wall penetra-
tions; run floor and perimeter drains to daylight, sewer line, or
sump; seal the sump cover; avoid using concrete block for the
foundation walls if possible (if you do use it, cap the top of the
block wall); waterproof the outside of the foundation wall and
provide adequate drainage along it; with slab-on-grade construc-
tion, use a monolithic pour if possible; and, with crawl space
construction, lay a polyethylene moisture barrier on the ground
in the crawl space.

To minimize negative pressure in a building, which will tend
to draw radon in through any entry point, use the strategies shown
in Figure 3. These include the following: provide outside com-
bustion air for all combustion appliances; provide replacement
air for clothes dryers; follow good construction practices to elim-
inate bypass air leakage areas and the stack effect (avoid recessed
lights in insulated ceilings, seal around chimney, piping, and duct
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Figure 3
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penetrations, etc.); ventilate crawl spaces; and where practical
use air-to-air heat exchangers rather than conventional exhaust-
only ventilation.

To facilitate future radon mitigation if it ever becomes neces-
sary, a number of construction practices should be followed. Most
of these strategies are relatively inexpensive if done at the time
of construction.

The most important is to install four inches of clean aggregate
(pea gravel or larger) under the slab. Install perforated drainage
pipe around the interior of the footing, draining to a closed sump
that can, if necessary, be vented to the outside. Finally, install a
section of four-inch pipe into the subslab aggregate before pouring
the slab. This standpipe should extend about one foot above
the finished slab level; it should be capped at the top and sealed
where it penetrates the slab.

It is a good idea to label this standpipe clearly as a subslab
radon ventilation pipe so that it is not confused with a drainpipe
sometime in the future. If high radon levels are found later, this
pipe can be extended through the roof or foundation wall and
fitted with an in-line fan for ventilation. Keep these strategies
simple so that the builders install them properly.

• Methods to reduce pathways for radon entry

• Methods to reduce the vacuum effect

Radon mitigation in existing buildings
If high levels of radon are found in existing buildings, radon
mitigation work may be called for. EPA recommends increasing
urgency according to the level of radon that is discovered in an
existing building. Below the recommended threshold of 4 pCi/1,
EPA requires no action. At levels between 4 and 20 pCi/1, action
should be taken within a few years to bring levels down to
4 pCi/1; at levels of 20 to 200 pCi/1, action should be taken within
a few months to bring levels down to 20 pCi/1 or lower; for lev-
els over 200 pCi/1, EPA recommends taking action within a few
weeks to bring levels down as much as possible, and, if owners
are unable to take action quickly, they should consider tempo-
rary relocation.

In most cases, radon levels in existing buildings can be lowered
relatively easily and inexpensively. Many of the basic strat-
egies are the same as those for new construction, but there will
be many more variables, depending on the construction. The
four major strategies are ventilation, reducing negative pressure,
sealing entry pathways, and installing radon vents.

Ventilation removes stale air from the building and introduces
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Figure 4

Methods to facilitate post-construction radon removal
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outside air, which has a very low radon concentration. Ventila-
tion is most important in the basement or crawl space, where
most radon enters. Both natural and forced ventilation can be
used to reduce radon levels to some extent, but it usually will
not be enough to deal with very high radon levels—over about
40 pCi/1. Ventilation also has some drawbacks. Exhaust-only
ventilation can actually increase radon entry into the building
by creating negative pressure, which pulls air in through cracks
in the foundation and slab floor. Furthermore, unless air-to-air
heat exchangers are used, ventilation will significantly reduce
energy efficiency during winter.

Reducing the negative pressure in a building can greatly cut
radon levels. Strategies for this include providing makeup air
for combustion appliances and clothes dryers and installing heat
recovery ventilation systems in place of exhaust-only systems.

Sealing off radon entry points is a key part of radon mitiga-
tion. All leakage areas discussed previously and shown in Fig-
ure 1 should be sealed with caulk, foam sealant, foam backer
rod, or another suitable sealing material.

Finally, for high radon levels that can't be brought down oth-
erwise, you may need to install a radon vent to depressurize the

ground under the basement slab or around the foundation. For-
tunately, most slabs are poured on a layer of crushed stone or
gravel. Depressurization of the subslab may be as simple as cut-
ting a four-inch-diameter hole through the slab, inserting PVC
pipe through the slab, running the pipe up through the wall and
installing an in-line fan to pull air out of the subslab area (see
Figure 4).

To depressurize the outside of the foundation wall, it may be
possible to install a water trap and riser with in-line fan in the
drainage pipe outlet. A second riser is required to maintain water
in the trap so that the fan's suction will draw air from around
the foundation rather than from the drain outlet. If drainage
pipe around the house is not already in place, it may have to
be installed, which will be quite expensive and disruptive to
landscaping. Such a measure should be required only for severe
radon problems.

In some situations, depressurization of the foundation wall
can be accomplished by drilling into hollow block walls from
the inside and ventilating the cavity, or by installing a hollow
baseboard raceway around the basement perimeter, which is open
to the floor-wall joint, and ventilating it. D
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Circumventing Chlorofluorocarbons
in Building Uses
By Barbara Goiter Heller, AIA

Ozone depletion has become a major concern during this
decade. Along with other environmental problems, such
as acid rain, indoor air pollution, and toxic waste, it will

become a major challenge to architects of the 1990s.
Ozone depletion seems to be due in large part to the presence

of chloride ions in the stratosphere—very likely from man-made
chemicals—and appears to be occurring faster than anticipated
by scientific models. Ozone (O3) in the stratosphere blocks much
of the sun's ultraviolet light. Ozone depletion, therefore, will
increase UV exposure, which will increase the incidence of skin
cancer and cataracts in people and cause crop failures and wide-
spread destruction of aquatic life, among other effects.

Fully halogenated Chlorofluorocarbons, or CFCs, have been
identified as the chief contributor of stratospheric chloride ions.
While scientists debate whether newly discovered holes in the
ozone layer are a result of nature or humanity, the atmospheric
lifetime of CFCs (in some cases as long as 120 years) has prompted
industries and governments around the world to take immedi-
ate remedial action. The task is enormous. CFCs are widely used
as refrigerant for chillers and iceboxes, blowing agent for plas-
tics, cleaning agent for electronics, gas filler for insulation, and
aerosol propellant. The refrigeration and electronics industries
are most dependent on the CFCs, and car airconditioners are
the largest single source of CFC emissions in the United States.
Of further interest in the building industry, bromine, another
ozone-depleting halogen, is found almost exclusively in the
fire-extinguishing agent Halon.

In 1987, the Montreal Protocol, a document drafted under
the auspices of the United Nations Environment Programme,
was ratified by 30 countries and the European Community to
call for/a 20 percent phasedown in the manufacture of CFCs
by 1992, to 680 million pounds a year (the 1986 production level),
and a|*>0 percent phasedown by mid-1998. The document will
go into effect July 1, 1989. Since ratification of that document,
new scientific evidence about ozone depletion has been suffi-
ciently alarming that Du Pont Chemical, the world's largest man-
ufacturer of fully halogenated CFCs, has announced its intention
to phase out production of CFCs entirely by the year 2003. Most
people in industry and government who are involved in this issue
expect that the Montreal Protocol will be modified to acceler-
ate the withdrawal of CFCs and Halon from the market.

The challenge to both industry and government is to make „
an orderly transition from CFCs to substitute chemicals. In a
position paper released last July, in which Du Pont announced
its support of the Montreal Protocol and its commitment to phase
out CFC production while searching for replacements, Joseph
P. Glas, director of the Freon products division, stressed the need
for thoughtful progress. "Elimination of CFCs before viable alter-
natives are commercially available could result in the obsoles-
cence of products and equipment worth S135 billion that are
essential to human health and safety and also contribute to the
efficient use of the world's energy resources," Glas wrote. Replace-

Ms. Heller is a principal of Heller and Associates, a specifica-
tions consulting firm in Washington, D.C.

ment of CFCs obviously will have far-reaching effects on initial
and operational costs and effectiveness of many construction-
related products and processes.

CFCs are very stable, nontoxic, fire-resistant chemicals under
normal circumstances, which is why they were so readily adopted
in so many different applications. What wasn't known when CFCs
were developed in the 1930s was the consequence of the fact
that CFCs break down molecularly when exposed to ultraviolet
light. The result has been that a sizable percentage of the mil-
lions of tons of CFCs that have been produced since the '30s
have slowly been drifting, stable and intact, upward to the strato-
spheric ozone layer. The ultraviolet rays break down the CFCs
into charged particles that react catalytically, according to pop-
ular theory, to unbalance ozone molecules (Figure 1). A depleted
ozone layer means more UV light penetration, which increases
CFC breakdown, and on and on in an ever-worsening cycle.

Two categories of replacement chemicals that show promise
are hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs) and hydrofluorocarbons
(HFCs). Similar in behavior to CFCs in commercial applications,
HCFCs and HFCs are different chemically (they contain hydro-
gen and therefore tend to oxidize before reaching the strato-
sphere). HFCs, furthermore, have no chlorine in them and cannot
contribute chloride ions even if they do reach the stratosphere.
Substitution with these chemicals depends both on their perfor-
mance and their comparative cost. Intense research is going on,
Du Pont reports.

CFCs and airconditioning
Building owners and architects need to consider refrigeration
chemicals in new buildings. There certainly will be a conversion
to substitute chemicals within the 20- to 40-year life of new refrig-
eration plants.

Most major commercial systems now use CFC-11 or CFC-12.
Some use HCFC-22, which is not an ozone-depleting substance.
Replacement chemicals for CFC-11 and CFC-12 are HFC-123
and HFC-134a, respectively. But these are not "drop-in" substi-
tute chemicals. Existing systems may require extensive conver-
sion to accommodate substitute chemicals.

Du Pont discussed the problem candidly in its July 1988 posi-
tion paper:

"Tests on operating units have confirmed a significant decrease
in capacity and an increase in power consumption when HFC-
134a replaces CFC-12. In addition, increased discharge pressures
may require redesign of some systems. . . . Du Pont estimates
that it will take a minimum of two years of field testing before
refrigeration equipment manufacturers will be willing to warranty
new equipment using the new refrigerant/oil combination.

"Another concern is that any new HFC-134a/oil combinations
may be totally incompatible with existing refrigerant/oil combi-
nations. If traces of the existing oil/refrigerant remain in the
system, the compressor may be destroyed after short operation
of the new HFC-134a/oil combination For HCFC-123 . . .
Du Font's major concern is the more aggressive solvent strength
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How ozone is destroyed
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In the upper atmosphere, ultraviolet light breaks off a chlorine
atom from a Chlorofluorocarbon molecule. The chlorine attacks and
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of chlorine monoxide result. A free oxygen atom breaks up the
chlorine monoxide. The chlorine is free to repeat the process.

United States end uses of CFCs

Source: US. Environmental Protection Agency

of HCFC-123. There are also concerns about compatibility of
HCFC-123 with existing elastomers and motor windings in some
of the existing installed systems, so retrofits of some existing
machines may be very costly."

The major refrigerant machinery companies are working on
new prototypes and recommendations for converting existing
equipment, but none would comment publicly on their efforts
because of the preliminary nature of their research and because
competitive pressures are intense.

Du Pont announced in January that it has developed a drop-in
replacement for CFC-12 that should be commercially available
in 1993. Du Pont states that the new gas is 97 percent less
destructive to the ozone layer than CFC-12, although more
expensive to produce. A true drop-in replacement for CFC-12
eliminates the need for chiller manufacturers to redesign equip-
ment and thus accelerates the CFC replacement schedule.

An important point to consider with existing chillers and refrig-
erators, though, is that CFCs are in a closed system and can be
viewed as a re-usable resource. EPA is hoping that scarcity will
prompt industries to save and even scavenge existing CFCs from
defunct systems to use in maintaining existing CFC equipment.
Jean Lupinacci of EPA's global change division says, "Current
practice does not conserve or recover existing CFCs. Our larg-
est effort now is to encourage conservation and recycling. We're
talking to utility companies about recapturing CFCs from defunct
systems for resale to other customers."

CFCs and insulation
CFC-l 1 is used by most of the foam insulation industry as a blow-
ing agent. Urethane, polyisocyanurate, phenolic foams, and poly-
styrene all require CFC to develop insulating products. Not only
is CFC instrumental in forming the insulation, it is a better insu-
lator than air, and its lingering presence tends to increase the
R-value of insulation products. CFC leakage from insulation into
the atmosphere is a major factor for loss of R-value in aging
insulation.

The polystyrene industry can convert to existing, widely avail-
able chemicals, HCFC-142b or HCFC-15a. Dow Chemical Co.
has announced plans to completely phase out CFC-11 as a blow-
ing agent for Styrofoam brand insulation within three years.
According to Lon Brenner, national quality manager for Dow,
the company does not expect any significant change in the insu-
lating properties or longevity of its products as a result. The effect
on cost is not yet clear.

To date, early work suggests that HCFC-141b and HCFC-123
may be substitute chemicals for the other foam insulation types,
but the conversion is more problematic. According to the Du
Pont position paper: "Results to date have shown that both

[chemicals] can be used to replace CFC-l 1, but costs of the result-
ing foam will be higher and an inferior product will be produced
relative to today's product. . . . We do know that foams made
with CFC-11 should always provide about 10 percent better insu-
lating properties than foam made with HCFC-123 or HCFC-141b.
Thus, it is likely that an inferior insulating product will be pro-
duced at a higher cost with the new alternatives."

Replacing Halon systems
Other ozone-depleting chemicals are Halon 1301 and Halon 1211,
which are halogenated hydrocarbons used as fire extinguishing
material. (The last three digits in the number suffix of these com-
pounds refer to the occurrence of halogen atoms in the Halon
molecule, where the second digit refers to fluorine, the third to
chlorine, and the fourth to the number of bromine atoms within
the molecule.) The ozone-depleting potential of Halon 1301 is
nine times greater than that of CFCs; of Halon 1211, three times
greater. To date, no adequate substitute chemical has been found.

Paul Huston, an engineer with Amarex Corp., a major fire
extinguisher manufacturer, says, "There's a big effort to find an
ozone-happy replacement that can be retrofit in existing equip-
ment. But we haven't found it yet." This industry now is promot-
ing recapture of existing Halon and reducing unnecessary emis-
sion in testing, training, and demonstrations.

There are circumstances where Halon is the only appropriate
choice for fire extinguishing. It is unparalleled in controlling elec-
trical fires and avoiding damage to electronic machinery. With
the increased price and long-term undesirability of using Halon,
however, and with no substitute for the gas itself, designers are
faced with finding alternative strategies altogether. Protection
of water-sensitive computer equipment is an example. Demon-
strations indicate that a water sprinkler system combined with
watertight cabinets for computer equipment allow normal oper-
ation and accessibility yet protect the equipment from dust,
smoke, and heat to 2,000 degrees Fahrenheit, without the need
for Halon, says David Hsieh of Shihyung Security Technology
in McLean, Va. The U.S. Navy already has established perfor-
mance specifications for such cabinets.

A few strategies for architects can contribute to minimizing
industry disruption as ozone-depleting chemicals are phased out:
• Halon extinguishing systems should not be specified unless abso-
lutely necessary.
• Airconditioning systems should be designed to use HCFC-22
instead of CFC refrigerants when possible.
• Advise building owners of possible supply restrictions on mate-
rials using CFCs and Halon.
• Hope that our efforts are timely and will prevent significant
future damage to the biosphere. D
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Computerized Control Systems
By Elena Marcheso Moreno

Smart, intelligent, automated. Call them what you will,
computerized controls for integrating building systems
such as HVAC, electrical, life-safety, security, and com-

munications are an application of technology to building oper-
ations that is being considered more and more frequently by
designers and developers alike.

Building automation systems are not new. They were devel-
oped and marketed in the late 1950s and were quite simplistic—a
building's fire alarm system connected to a local municipality's
fire reporting system. The early systems were not computerized.
It took two decades for computers to find a role in building oper-
ations, and the oil embargo of the early 1970s set the stage for
computerized energy management, which has since been the
driving, but not the sole, force for automating buildings.

Change is the chief characteristic of office occupancy today,
says Ronald J. Caffrey, vice president of Johnson Controls and
chairman of the Intelligent Buildings Institute, based in Wash-
ington, B.C. Change in job requirements. Change in types of
people occupying jobs. Change in management structure within
companies. And change in available productivity tools. Change
is characteristic of the electronic technology available in the work
environment as well as the physical surroundings, he says; it affects
telecommunications, office automation, and building automation.
It also affects the building structure and the wiring structure,
both of which must be designed and maintained and managed
in a way that ensures flexibility, not only for today's occupancy
but also for any possible future occupancy and technologies.

The idea of a control system is simple enough. Just measure
what is going on in each space and provide the heating or cool-
ing required to handle it. Meanwhile, turn the lights off where
they are not needed, ventilate as required, and start all equip-
ment just early enough to make the building comfortable when
the occupants arrive.

The problems of building controls start when the walls go up.
Each side of the building must be dealt with separately because
the cooling requirements due to sunlight penetration can be great,
and they vary by orientation and time of day. On a bright win-
ter day it might be necessary to cool the east side of a building
in the morning, the west side in the afternoon, and heat the north
side all day long. The problem is compounded in moderate cli-
mates, where the temperature swings widely during spring and
fall. One day may be cold enough to require heat in much of
the building, while the very next day may be warm enough so
that most of the spaces require cooling. Various energy manage-
ment and control systems are available, and virtually all are based
on the Variable Air Volume concept, which controls airflow to
building spaces by providing a series of controlled dampers.

Building controls have evolved on the assumption that they
would provide cost-effective building operations. Not long ago,
new micro-electronic technologies began overcoming some of
the limitations of standard pneumatic controls, which had a
restricted ability to sense building conditions, select the most
important for the moment, and vary the mechanical system to
meet the need. Moreover, there is a practical limit to the num-
ber of hoses that can be run from one place to another in a
building.

With the advent of micro^electronics, an ideal system is being
approached that is capable of collecting a great deal of data
about building conditions, conditions of HVAC equipment, and
the needs of the occupants, as well as security and telecommu-
nications if those are included in the program, and then using
that information to make intelligent decisions. It is possible to
provide this information to a central controller by using only a
pair of twisted wires. Direct digital control systems make intel-
ligent decisions and perform dynamic control. They operate
HVAC equipment by projecting time-based changes in heat flow
patterns inside a building, then adjust controls to keep a build-
ing at some set point. This provides not only more comfortable
conditions but also more energy economy and less local temper-
ature variation throughout the interior spaces.

A major concern, however, is that sensors and receivers speak
different languages. Critical parts of a sophisticated system that
do not interface well, if at all, can create substantial problems.
Specifying equipment and accessories all from the same manu-
facturer helps ensure compatibility but, of course, also limits
the competition in bidding a job.

Facility management systems automatically run a variety of
programs designed to use energy more efficiently. For example,
in a load management program, the computer will monitor the
average rate at which energy is being consumed, compare it to
some target appropriate to the time, temperature, and season,
and armed with that information determine the necessary con-
trol action. Computerized controls with duty-cycling programs
help reduce energy consumption by periodically turning off less
critical loads for short intervals. And these systems control morn-
ing start-up and evening shut-down to optimize equipment usage.
The computer uses real-time data to control equipment so that
it can be turned on at the last possible moment and still main-
tain comfort. Manufacturers claim that the savings from build-
ing management systems can amount to close to 20 percent of
the annual energy cost.

Microcomputer-based facilities management systems are not
limited to controlling building services. They also can serve as
management workstations for running business computer soft-
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System integration
1950s and 1960s

Building fire alarm system

System control box

ware programs, for property management, leasing management,
and technology management. HVAC system monitors can reg-
ister the location of an alarm, and messages can instruct opera-
tors how to respond. Also, a system's stored historical data can
be transferred to a floppy disk and used to generate system reports.

Recently there has been a move toward small-zone heating,
airconditioning, and lighting, which results in small-zone billing.
That means a company pays for the services supplied only to
the individuals who work overtime or on weekends, versus con-
ditioning a whole building or several floors. It can mean the
difference between $5 an hour to heat a small space and $200
an hour to heat several floors.

Maintenance personnel are not required to turn on the lights
or heat with small-zone utilities, another reason costs are kept
low. Instead, the person who will use a space during off hours
just picks up the telephone to call the building's central control
system. The desired building operations are engaged by answer-
ing a set of preprogrammed questions.

Automated building controls tend to be found in new build-
ings, and small-zone control is employed almost exclusively in
new construction because of the difficulty and expense of ret-
rofitting an older building. Every floor of an old building would
have to give up rentable space to fans. Also, existing HVAC equip-
ment could not be used, and the idea of buying a number of
completely new systems does not appeal to most building own-
ers. But the cost advantage to tenants may spur some retrofits
in the future, particularly in areas with a glut of office space.

Integration of systems and technology is a prime concern in
new commercial construction. Most new off ice'buildings incor-
porate the newest technologies in HVAC, lighting, communica-
tions, etc., to some extent. Where buildings differ is in the degree
to which those technologies are centralized. A single computer
can operate all functions in some buildings, while in others indi-
vidual systems are controlled by separate computers. One man-

ufacturer of computerized building controls estimates that fewer
than 20 percent of new buildings are run by a single automated
source but projects that within the next six years the need to
integrate building systems and user technologies will cause that
percentage to double.

Integration of electronic systems provokes some controversy.
Manufacturers often advocate integration, but they tend to have
a vested interest. Caffrey suggests that integration of electronic
systems is necessary insofar as it benefits the building occupants
or provides overall cost savings, which are not guaranteed. True
functional integration between systems is seen, for example, in
a building's HVAC and fire alarm systems, says Caffrey. The need
for this sort of interaction can be defended, but, when all the
electronic functions in a building are considered, the need for
integration is not always clear. Communications and automation
systems are both computer-based and should be interfaced so
that the telephone can be used as an input/output device, but
there is no compelling reason for their standard integration.

Proponents of integrated automation systems say that costs
of energy, labor, and telecommunications would be dramatically
lower for tenants and would provide a marketing advantage. Man-
ufacturers contend that integrated control and communications
systems are more functional and cost less to install than stand-
alone systems because construction is simplified, less space and
less equipment are required for mechanical and electrical sys-
tems, and energy costs are more easily controlled.

The concept of common protocol, however, may make inte-
gration of building systems and other technologies the next logi-
cal step for many building applications. It is important that some
subsystems be able to communicate with one another effectively
and economically; this is being done now at the level of the oper-
ator terminal. But within subsystems proprietary protocols are
the rule rather than the exception. There is a real need for sys-
tems from many manufacturers to work together effectively. D
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TECHNICAL TIPS

Weatherproof Masonry Walls
T ime and technology have changed the

primary use of masonry from massive
structural elements to relatively thin, flex-
ible building envelopes. With this flexibil-
ity and thinness comes the increased risk
of water permeation. However, building
weatherproof masonry walls is not impos-
sible, and the key to good design lies in
controlling moisture flow. Designers must
understand the behavior of brick masonry;
select suitable materials for the geographic
location and environmental conditions dur-
ing construction; understand and provide
for thermal, moisture, and differential
movement; detail flashing and weepholes
carefully; and strive for good workman-
ship through specifications and job site
observation.

Brick and mortar are porous materials,
but it is not porosity that causes masonry
walls to leak. It is cracks, leaky copings,
faulty flashing, improper materials, and
poor design and workmanship that pres-
ent the greatest problems. Masonry con-
struction must be treated as a composite
of various materials and elements requir-
ing a thorough and integrated moisture-
control system.

The first critical step in design is selec-
tion of the proper wall type: solid walls,
solid walls of hollow units, cavity walls,
or veneers (see Figure 1). This decision
will depend not only on building type and
structural system but on expected environ-
mental exposure as well. In the arid South-
west, rainfall is so slight and humidity so
low that moisture generally is not a prob-

lem. Most areas of the country, however,
do have heavy rainfall, snow, humidity,
and often wind-driven rain. Thicker solid
walls are not prone to significant leakage—
historic masonry structures with solid walls
not only bore heavy compressive loads
but also kept out the heat, cold, and rain.
A thin, contemporary, 10-inch solid brick
bearing wall with grouted collar joints pro-
vides good moisture protection except in
severe climates. Whatever the thickness
is, though, a solid wall is less effective in
resisting moisture penetration than a
drainage-type wall.

Drainage walls include both cavity walls
and veneers. Cavity walls may be struc-
tural load-bearing or not load-bearing,
while veneers bear only their own com-
pressive weight plus lateral wind and seis-
mic loads. The thin exterior wythe is
assumed to be permeable, and the cavity
is designed to collect both penetrated and
condensed moisture and redirect it to the
outside.

Differential jnovement
One of the primary causes of leakage in
masonry walls is cracking. The chief con-
tributor to cracking is the stress developed
from differential movement among two
or more building elements acting against
one another. Buildings are dynamic, con-
stantly moving structures. They are sub-
ject to the stresses of thermal and moisture
expansion, shrinkage, creep, and deflec-
tion. When brick is used in combination

with other materials, the relative movement
characteristics of each must be taken into
consideration in designing joints and con-
nections. All materials expand and con-
tract with temperature changes, but at
different rates (see Jan., page 103). All
materials change dimension due to stress,
and some materials develop permanent
deformations when they are subjected to
sustained loads.

Thermal movement: The potential for
thermal expansion/contraction varies from
the relatively stable characteristics of clay
masonry to the highly active movements
of metals. Thermal movement can be esti-
mated from the coefficients of thermal
expansion. The stress developed in a
restrained element due to temperature
change (measured in pounds per square
inch) is equal to the modulus of elasticity
multiplied by the coefficient of thermal
expansion multiplied by the mean wall
temperature change. For instance, the
stress in a fully restrained brick wall with
a thermal coefficient of 3.6X10"6 and a mod-
ulus of elasticity of 3.2xl06 for a temper-
ature change of 100 degrees Fahrenheit
would be:

0.0000036x3,200,000x100 = l,152psi.
The wall must accommodate movement
to alleviate this stress.

Moisture movement: Many building
materials expand with increasing moisture
content, then shrink when drying. Concrete
or concrete masonry, for instance, will
shrink as it dries. Clay brick, on the other
hand, sustains permanent dimensional
change. Clay brick expands from the time
it leaves the firing kiln and is exposed to
atmospheric moisture, especially in the
first few weeks. The total linear expan-

Figure 1
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sion of a wall approximates the sum of
the expansions of the individual units.
Although researchers have not yet devel-
oped a means to predict accurately the
moisture expansion potential of clay
masonry, a tentative coefficient of 2xlO~4

is recommended. When this is combined
with thermal expansion and both are in
conflict with the opposing shrinkage char-
acteristics of a concrete supporting frame,
the resulting stresses can be significant
and must be anticipated in the design.

Elastic deformation, plastic flow, and
creep: The shortening of axially loaded
masonry walls and columns is seldom crit-
ical. More often, problems arise with elas-
tic deformation of horizontal elements such
as beams and lintels. Most standards limit
allowable deflection to 1/600 of the clear
span, but the design of the system again
must anticipate and accommodate such
movements.

In clay masonry construction, the units
themselves are not subject to plastic flow,
but the mortar is. Plastic flow of the mor-
tar, in fact, helps prevent joint separation
in brick walls by compensating for the
differential movement of the units. The
creep deflection of a concrete or steel
frame to which masonry is rigidly anchored
is the most potentially damaging. Steel
shelf angles and concrete ledges that sag
over a period of time can exert tremen-
dous force on the masonry veneer. With-
out horizontal pressure-relieving joints, the
lower courses can buckle or spall under
the load (see Figure 2).

Expansion and control joints
Differential movement creates problems
in masonry construction only if excessive
stress is allowed to develop. Reinforcing
steel, flexible anchorage, concrete and con-
crete masonry control joints, and brick
expansion joints can counteract or relieve
this stress. Total expansion of a brick
masonry wall will be modified by indeter-
minate compensating factors such as
degree of restraint, plastic flow of mortar,
creep and shrinkage in the backup mate-
rial, temperature of the brick when in-
stalled, variations in workmanship, and
the amount of insulation behind the brick.
This makes it difficult to determine the
necessary width of expansion joints. The
Brick Institute of America recommends
the size and spacing of vertical expansion
joints as shown in Figure 3. Additional
joints should be located near corners, at
offsets, openings, returns, and intersections
with dissimilar materials, Also, locate

Figure 2
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expansion joints in close proximity to
masonry control joints in composite walls,
and horizontally below all shelf angles.

Spacing of control joints in concrete
masonry should not exceed 20 to 25 feet
on center. They should be spaced even
closer together if ASTM Type I "moisture
controlled units" are not specified or if
horizontal reinforcement is not used. Con-
trol joints should be laid out in straight

Figure 3

Joint width and spacing
for brick cavity walls1

Anticipated
expansion

(A L), inch

joint width
(2 A L),

inch

Joint
spacing(L),

feet

7
14
21
28

Based on the amount of brick expansion
caused by a 140° F temperature swing.
Brick expansion is calculated by the
formula:

At = (0.0002 - 0.000004 A T) L

Source: Brick Institute of America, Technical
Note 18A, 11490 Commerce Park Drive,
Reston, Virginia 22091.

walls to form panels of approximately equal
width and height. Additional joints are
needed at openings, pilasters, offsets,
returns, intersecting walls, and at changes
in wall height or cross section. Control
joints should be constructed with mortar,
which later is raked out and replaced with
a backer rod and sealant. Expansion joints
should contain no mortar but be filled
with a compressible, elastic material such
as neoprene and then closed with a backer
rod and sealant.

Where and why brick walls crack. The
architect must be aware of the ways dif-
ferent brick walls develop cracks.

Long walls constructed without expan-
sion joints develop shearing stresses in
areas of minimum cross section. Diagonal
cracks will appear between window and
wall openings, usually extending from the
head or sill at the jamb of the opening.
In a cavity wall, the temperature variation
in the outer wythe is considerably greater
than that of the inner wythe, especially if
the wall contains insulation. Without
proper expansion joint planning, cracks
can form at external corners because of
the greater relative expansion of the outer
wythe. Brick parapet walls can be partic-
ularly troublesome because, with two sur-
faces exposed, they are subject to tem-
perature and moisture extremes far greater
than those of the building wall below. Dif-
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Figure 4
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ferential expansion can cause parapets to
bow, to crack horizontally at the roof line,
and to overhang corners. Flashing, al-
though necessary, creates a plane of weak-
ness at the roof line that may amplify the
problem. If parapets must be a part of
the building design, use the same mate-
rial for the entire thickness of the section,
extend all vertical expansion joints up
through the parapet, and space additional
joints halfway between those running the
full height of the building. Steel reinforce-
ment also can help counteract excessive
movement.

Rigid attachment of brick to concrete,
steel, or CMU backing also can cause
cracking. Flexible anchorage is required
to permit differential movement, but at
the same time must transfer lateral loads
to the structure (see Figure 4).

Material selection
The materials selected for use in exterior
masonry walls not only must be of high
quality themselves but also be compati-
ble with each other and suited to environ-
mental conditions during construction.

Because of the thermal isolation of the
exterior wythe in a cavity or veneer wall,
Grade SW brick (ASTM C216, C62, or
C652) generally is most suitable. In dry
climates, however, Grade MW usually is

adequate. Brick with a high initial rate of
absorption (IRA) should be thoroughly
wetted before construction and then
allowed to "surface dry." A high-suction
brick, if laid dry, will absorb excess water
from the mortar, thus impairing the hydra-
tion process and weakening the bond of
the finished masonry.

A general rule for mortar selection is
to use the weakest mortar that will pro-
vide the necessary durability and strength.
In most instances, a Type N mortar (ASTM
C270) is adequate. However, if wind loads
exceed 25 psf, specify a Type S mortar in
order to develop maximum flexural ten-
sile strength. Good mortar bond also is
critical in minimizing water permeation
of masonry walls. Voids at the mortar-to-
unit interface offer no resistance to mois-
ture infiltration and can facilitate sub-
sequent masonry disintegration and fail-
ure if freezing occurs when saturated. The
strength and extent of the bond are
affected by many variables of material and
workmanship. Complete and intimate con-
tact between the mortar and the unit is
essential. The moisture contact and suc-
tion (IRA) of the units, the water reten-
tion of the mortar and its workability, and
curing conditions such as temperature,
relative humidity, and wind combine to
influence the completeness and integrity
of the mechanical and chemical bond.

Mortar with a high content of hydrated
lime (Type S, ASTM C207) retains water
well and is particularly suited to use with
high-suction brick or for summer construc-
tion where evaporation is a problem. Mor-
tar with a high portland cement content
is more suitable for low-suction brick and
for winter construction. A Type III (ASTM
C150) high-early-strength cement also can
aid in winter, but any type of air entrain-
ment should be limited to 14 percent or
less.

Metal ties and anchors should be of
corrosion-resistant material or galvanized
in accordance with ASTM A153, Class
B3. Ties and anchors should not be
crimped to form a drip since such defor-
mation substantially reduces the lateral
load transfer capacity of the metal. Flash-
ing should be of high-quality, puncture-
and tear-resistant material. It also should
be impervious to moisture, corrosion-
resistant, and able to withstand ultravio-
let exposure. Sheet metals, coated metals,
heavy plastics, and composite materials
all are used commonly. Asphalt-saturated
felt is not suitable. The flashing material
should have sufficient flexibility to allow
ease of forming around corners and pro-
jections. Sealants for control and expan-
sion joints should be a good grade of
polysulfide, urethane, silicone, or butyl
rubber. Do not specify oil-base caulking.

Design for dryness
In order to redirect moisture to the out-
side of a brick cavity or veneer wall, a
system of flashing and weepholes must
be carefully detailed and installed.

Flashing should be located at the base
of the wall, at all heads, sills, lintels, shelf
angles, and other similar interruptions, as
well as at the roof and the top of the par-
apet. The flashing should turn up six to
nine inches inside the cavity and be
anchored in a bed joint of the backup
wythe, a reglet, or behind the sheathing
board. All horizontal runs should be ter-
minated by an end dam. Do not carry
flashing across control or expansion joints.
To drain the water that is collected by
the cavity flashing, install weepholes in
the brick course immediately above. These
may be open head joints or plastic tube
inserts spaced 24 inches on center, or wick
material spaced 16 inches on center.

In high-humidity environments, vapor
barriers often are installed on the cavity
face of the backup wall. However, differ-
ences in humidity and vapor pressure
between inside and outside air cause vapor
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flow within the wall. Unless controlled by
proper placement of the vapor barrier or
by ventilation, the vapor may condense
within the wall under certain temperature
conditions. Condensed moisture within
the wall can be just as damaging as pene-
trated or absorbed moisture. Condensation
results from saturated air. The higher the
air temperature, the more water vapor the
atmosphere can contain before reaching
its saturation, or dew point. If warm, humid
air is sufficiently cooled, the water vapor
it contains will condense.

Problems of moisture condensation
occur most frequently in insulated build-
ings of tight construction with occupan-
cies or heating systems that produce
above-normal indoor humidity levels. If
the moisture content of the indoor air is
above that of the outdoor atmosphere, it
will tend to drive vapor outward from the
building through any porous materials in
the outside envelope. When wall surface
temperatures are substantially below air
temperatures, condensation may occur on
the wall surface. The higher the humid-
ity level, the less the temperature differ-
ential needed to form the condensation.

Warmer air has higher saturated vapor
pressures. If separated by a wall, the higher-
pressure vapor will migrate through the
wall toward the lower-pressure atmosphere.
During the winter, this flow is from inside
the building toward the outside. In warm,
humid climates, the flow may reverse dur-
ing the summer. When vapor passes though
a wall that is warm on one side and cool
on the other, it may reach its dew point
and condense into water within the wall.
Vapor condensation within a wall can
cause extensive damage to many types of
building materials. Wood framing can warp
or decay; metal can corrode; insulation
can lose its effectiveness; concrete and
concrete masonry products can undergo
destructive volume changes; and freeze/
thaw cycles under moist conditions can
deteriorate both clay and concrete masonry
as well as stone.

Vapor pressure differentials can cause
other moisture problems as well. High
winds during a driving rain and low pres-
sure in the building interior can create a
significant differential across the wall
section. Under such circumstances, rain-
water that normally would cascade down
the face of a vertical wall is literally
driven or sucked into the building, usually
through cracks at the mortar-to-unit inter-
face. The simplest way to correct this
problem is to vent the wall cavity itself.
This will help equalize the outside air

Figure 5
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pressure and the pressure in the cavity.
Venting the wall cavity eliminates the force
that pushes or pulls moisture through the
outside brick wythe. The vents should be
located in the vertical head joints by omit-
ting the mortar as you would for an ordi-
nary weephole. Special metal ventilator
inserts can be installed for esthetic con-
siderations. If the cavity is blocked either
horizontally or vertically to prevent wind
tunnel and stack effects, be sure that the
flashing, weepholes, and vents are de-
signed properly for each "compartment"
of the wall.

The introduction of vapor barriers with
a wall assembly must be studied carefully
to avoid trapping moisture in an undesir-
able location. Regional climatic conditions
and the resulting direction of vapor flow
must be analyzed and condensation points
determined under both summer and win-
ter conditions. If vapor flow is impeded
by a highly vapor-resistant material on the
warm side of the wall, the vapor cannot
reach that point in the wall where the tem-
perature is low enough to cause con-
densation.

Masonry cavity and veneer walls, unique
in their configuration, can accommodate
vapor flow in either direction without
retarding natural moisture drainage. A
vapor barrier on the cavity face of the
interior wythe will prevent warm, moist
air inside the building from reaching a
lower saturation temperature farther out
in the wall. Conversely, the path of hot,
humid summer air moving toward air-
conditioned interior spaces is blocked at
the cavity and condenses within the drain-
age space. Each design condition, of
course, must be studied individually to
determine the need for and proper loca-
tion of a vapor barrier within the wall
assembly.

If wall surface condensation does occur,
it may be eliminated in one of three ways:
(1) reducing the indoor humidity by nat-
ural or mechanical ventilation; (2) increas-
ing the surface temperature of the interior
wall by air movement or other means; or
(3) increasing the thermal resistance of
the wall by adding or increasing insulation.

Another troublesome aspect of water

penetration in masonry construction is wall
caps or copings. Their horizontal exposure
to rain and snow gives them a high poten-
tial for leakage. Brick copings (and sills,
for that matter) are best avoided because
of the large number of mortar joints sus-
ceptible to direct penetration. Metal or
stone copings can function well if they
are designed and installed properly (see
Figure 5.) No matter which system is used,
it is imperative that through-wall flashing
be placed under the coping. Any penetra-
tions through this membrane that are
required for anchorage should be sealed
carefully with a good elastomeric sealant.
Coping should not be flat but should slope
toward the roof to avoid ponding or run-
off down the face of the wall. Metal cop-
ings should allow for thermal expansion
and contraction without damage to the
underlying flashing. Stone or precast cop-
ings should be cut in lengths sufficient to
minimize the number of vertical joints
required. All of these joints should be
raked out to a depth of about % inch and
caulked with a good grade of sealant. Con-
trol joints should coincide with brick
expansion joints in the wall or parapet
below. All copings should overhang the
wall on both sides and form a positive
water drip. The flashing beneath the cop-
ing, and at all other locations as well,
should extend beyond the wall face and
turn down 45 degrees to form a drip. Con-
cealed flashing can trap moisture inside
the wall.

Responsibility for building construction
lies ultimately with the contractor. The
architect or engineer, not party to the con-
struction contract, acts solely as the own-
er's representative in the field. As part of
the team, the architect can guide the con-
tractor and offer advice and expertise in
solving or avoiding problems, Safeguard-
ing work quality without impeding its prog-
ress is best achieved through cooperation
with the contractor and the masons.

— CHRISTINE BEALL

Ms. Beall is an architect and specifications
consultant in Austin, Tex., and the author
of Masonry Design and Detailing (second
edition, McGraw-Hill, 1987).
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PRODUCTS
Upholstery Fabric
Doodads fabric, left, designed by Merle
Lindby-Young for Stendig Textiles, is a
striking contemporary jacquard upholstery
fabric. The large-pattern design features
multicolored curves and lines, triangles,
and spheres that play in a random repeat
of dark, medium, and light backgrounds.
Stendig International
Circle 402 on information card

Belgian Contract Wall Coverings
The purpose behind the Color Weave col-
lection of woven wall coverings by OJVM,
above, is to provide architects and design-
ers with a wide-ranging, colorful palette
from which to choose. Textile designer and
colorist Laura Deubler Mercurio styled
the palette, which comprises 72 coordi-
nated individual colors, for the U.S.
contract market. Four separate patterns
make up the collection: a two-color,
multitone file rib; a complex vertical rib
in a two-tone multitone; a geometric
twill; and a unique twist on a classic
waffle weave with linen accent dots.
OJVM Wallcoverings
Circle 404 on information card

Ceiling Cornice/Light Soffit
The HollowForm #8 ceiling cornice/light
soffit from Cullar/LaCuesta, right, is con-
structed of aluminum with a specular fin-
ish and is 6% inches wide with a 4%-inch
projection from the wall. The product is
suggested for use as a ceiling cornice
molding and for light soffits, wall sconces,
chair rails, or casement trims. With slight
modification, the molding is suitable for
interior or exterior applications.
Cullar LaCuesta
Circle 403 on information card

Versatile Sofa
The Clou sofa, designed by Christian
Heimberger for Bray ton International, is
an offshoot of the popular Clou series of
lounge designs. The featured two-seat ver-
sion, above, is accented by an optional arm
patch detail. All the versions of Clou are
available in a chair, two-seat, or three-seat
sofa. They are for both residential and
commercial environments.
Brayton International
Circle 401 on information card

Products is written by Amy Gray Light
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AnotherHaixiheaded

QnlheThneeBasic
ElevatorFunctions.

The Workfc First Tot^ Integrated Microprocessor
Control System For Hydraulic Elevators.

We're particular, actually stub-
born, about refinements in
state-of-the-art technology
for hydraulic elevators.
Remember, we invented
them.

Other manufacturers
have made a lot of noise
with assorted bells and whis-
tles. Dover has been quietly
and patiently perfecting
the greatest advance in
hydraulic elevators since we
invented them 51 years ago.
DMC-I®—the first totally
integrated microprocessor
control system.

Our new DMC-I eleva-
tor closes the doors more
reliably. Moves the car to the
next floor more efficiently.
Opens the doors more
dependably. What else is an
elevator for?

Other brands have offered
add-on microprocessor func-
tions on a onesy, twosy basis,
like bandages. Only Dover
has taken the years and mil-
lions of dollars necessary to
perfect a total, built-in sys-
tem. Because only Dover's
volume as the industry leader
made it feasible for us to
invest such vast resources in
its development.

the microprocessor controls.
It allows us to reprogram up
to 40 elevator functions in
minutes. It provides instant
analysis of existing perform-
ance, permitting faster,
more thorough preventive
maintenance.

If you're buying or speci-
fying elevators for low or
mid-rise buildings, you need
to see what DMC-I can do.
Call your local Dover office
or write Dover Elevator Sys-
tems, Inc., P.O. Box 2177,
Memphis,TN 38101.

Dover FAS. T. unit qives instant
performance analysis.

DMC-I has a unique new
hand-held EA.S.T unit that
is literally a "window" into

ELEVATORS
Making more
elevators makes
Dover No. 1
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June 5-8,
1989
Anaheim,
California
Convention
Center

Next June more than 30,000 archi-
tects, engineers, contractors, facili-
ties managers, interior designers,
mapping professionals, process/
power engineers, specifiers, project
managers, computer consultants,
CADD specialists, and other design
and construction professionals will
attend A/E/C SYSTEMS® '89.

In fact, they wouldn't miss it.

Should you?

The world's largest computer and high tech show
for the design and construction industry

fl/C/C SYSTCMS '89
For complete information call toll free 1.800.451.1196
or write to PO Box 11318, Newington, CT 06111



New Line of Dead Bolt Lock Sets
Omnia Industries has a new series of dead
bolt lock sets (below) that feature a flush-
mounted lock cylinder. They are offered
with either single or double cylinder
functions. The lock sets have solid brass
trim that fits doors with a backset of 2%
or 2% inches, and stiles of less than four
inches.

Each dead bolt has a pointed marker
on its face, designed to aid installation by
spotting the location for the receiver hole
on the door jamb. The new series features
10 styles of trim that range from traditional
to contemporary. Finishes include polished
brass, polished chrome, satin chrome, and
shaded bronze.
Omnia Industries Inc.
Circle 407 on information card

Panel Combines Drainage and Insulation
Dow Chemical Co.'s new Styrofoam
Thermadry Brand Insulating Drainage Pan-
els, made of Styrofoam brand insulation,
feature an exterior foundation insulating
panel with integral drainage channels. The
exterior is a matrix of horizontal and ver-
tical channels designed to drain ground-
water away from below-grade wall
structures and provide a flow path of least
resistance for soil gases (not to be inter-
preted with radon gas) to vent toward the
surface. This drainage minimizes seepage
into the structure and reduces hydrostatic
pressure and the potential for structural
damage.

A spunbonded filtration fabric helps
keep the channels clear of dirt to allow
water to flow freely. The foam's uniform,
closed-cell structure resists compressive
creep, provides resistance to water pene-
tration, helps insulate the structural foun-
dation and building interior from adverse
temperature changes, and is designed to
withstand numerous freeze/thaw cycles.

Panels are 2 feet wide by 8 feet high,
11/2 or 2% inches thick, and available in

two densities. Suggested applications
include basement and foundation walls,
earth-sheltered structures, bridge abut-
ments, retaining walls, culverts, lagging,
forms, plaza decks, and planters.
Dow Chemical Company
Circle 408 on information card

Radon Resource Directory
"Everything you need to know, everyone
you want to reach," exclaims the subtitle
of a new radon sourcebook published by
Radon Press Inc. The Radon Industry
Directory attempts "to document and sys-
tematize all that comprises the radon indus-
try," writes its publisher, Larry Siegelman,
in the foreword. And an impressive com-
pilation it is.

The directory lists page upon page of

consultants, manufacturers, research facil-
ities, workshops, associations, government
agencies (local, federal, and international),
and publications, all with one thing in
common—radon, of course.

The 550-page, S75, softbound directory
is well cross-referenced and carries infor-
mation on groups and persons all across
the United States and Canada. The pub-
lisher also carries other publications on
radon.
Radon Press Inc.
Circle 409 on information card

NAAMM Flagpole Guidelines
The National Association of Architectural
Metal Manufacturers (NAAMM) offers two
publications that provide a comprehensive

continued on page 146

lother Nature pours an
average of 405 inches of rain
on Hilo, Hawaii—the rainiest ci
in the U.S. But that still isn't enoui
to satisfy the makers of DRY-BLOC
-the original water-repellant systi

All DRY-BLOCK' producers are
required to batter a test wall of
their own with 600 inches of water
a day for 28 days. The equivalent
of 41 years of Hilo weather.

The result? Our DRY-BLOCK1 test
walls are as water-tight today as
the day they were set-up.

Don't settle for less. Specify DRY-
BLOCK? Ask for complete test
results, specifications, producers
and applications in your area.

7221 Parkland Court • Milwaukee, Wl 53223 • 414/354-4400
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guide to the design, fabrication, and instal-
lation of metal flagpoles. With the current
trend of flying larger flags from higher
poles, accommodating increased loads is
an important criterion. The Metal Flag-
pole Manual describes and illustrates dif-
ferent types of flagpoles and lists their
advantages, as well as types of materials
used in their construction, design details,
and various accessories and techniques
for mounting flagpoles. The manual also
contains sections covering everything from
flagpole maintenance to lightning pro-
tection.

Another publication, entitled Guide
Specifications for Design Loads on Metal
Flagpoles, helps designers calculate the
effects of wind loads on flagpole designs.

The manual includes guide specifications
for determining the wind pressure on flag-
poles, flag loading, bending moments,
shear forces and torsional moments on
poles, stress analysis, and the calculation
procedures for each. An appendix of sam-
ple calculations is also included.
The National Association of Architectural
Metal Manufacturers
Circle 406 on information card

Public Videoconferencing
Conference Express, a joint venture of
Olympia & York, the Canadian real estate
development company, and US Sprint,
provides access to the largest videocon-
ference network in the world, linking point-
to-point more than 400 U.S. and interna-
tional business centers. Staffed conference

HOW TO LIGHT
*> AMERICA *

SPRING CITY DOES
IT WITH GRACEFUL,

ORNAMENTAL
CAST IRON

LIGHTING POSTS
Look around America and
you will see Spring City Cast
Iron Lighting Posts as part of
the charm of landscapes in
thousands of cities, towns and
villages. There are reasons for
the wide popularity of these
posts: grace and beauty to
enhance any location; the en-
during quality of cast iron;
historical accuracy and the
superb American craftsman-
ship which has been a tradi-
tion at Spring City for over 60
years.

The light sources we offer
include: incandescent; mer-
cury vapor; metal halide and
high pressure sodium.

Call or write today for a video
presentation or for our full
color literature.

See Us in Sweets and LA File

SPRING CITY
ELECTRICAL MFG. CO.
P.O. Drawer A, Spring City,

PA 19475-0030
Phone: 215-948-4000

FAX: 215-948-5577

—

MADISON POST
Shown in New York
City's Public Park
System. Heights vary
from 63" to I2'6"
(excluding luminaire +
adapter), 18'/2"O.D.
base. Available with
twin arms for 2 lumi-
naires and as a bollard.

WASHINGTON
POST
Shown at the
Peabody Hotel in
Memphis, Tenn. 12'
to 16'10" heights
(excluding luminaire)
2l"and24"O.D.
bases. Available as 4
or 5 luminaire uni t .

centers are available to the public in New
York City, Chicago, and Toronto on an
hourly usage basis, with training programs
and consulting services also available. The
meeting rooms are equipped so that
conferencing takes place via full-color, full-
motion two-way television. The rooms are
equipped with large boardroom tables, lec-
terns, overhead cameras, video recorders,
slide projectors, and a facsimile machine.
Conference Express
Circle 405 on information card

Intumescent Fire Stop Wrap
Dow Coming's Fire Stop 2002 Intumescent
Wrap Strip (below) is designed to create
a fire barrier when wrapped around plas-
tic piping and creates a rigid barrier against
flame, water, toxic fumes, and smoke
migration. It is designed to avoid inade-
quately sealed wall and floor penetrations
and holes left when plastic pipe burns or
melts during a fire.

The protective material is triggered by
heat and begins expanding when exposed
to temperatures of 300 degrees Fahrenheit.
The material expands to about 10 times
its volume, filling voids left in burning plas-
tic pipe by encapsulating it, thereby stop-
ping the fire's progress and protecting
against gases emitted by the burning pipe.

The Wrap Strip has no noxious odor, is
flexible, and comes in 12-foot rolls pack-
aged in lightweight carrier/dispenser boxes.
It is part of the Dow Corning Fire Stop
System, and is recommended for use with
the manufacturer's Fire Stop Sealant or
Fire Stop Foam, depending upon the par-
ticular application.
Dow Corning Corporation
Circle 411 on information card

Media Storage Cabinet
Meridian's Media Storage Cabinet is
designed to keep pace with all the storage
needs that arise in electronic offices, and it
can be changed easily for maximum work-
ing flexibility. The cabinet coordinates with
the manufacturer's Stackable Storage sys-
tem of lateral files. The cabinet has remov-
able and adjustable shelves for software
and computer peripherals; coat rod and
shelf combinations; hanging bars for com-
puter or letter paper; and all sizes of com-

continued on page 148
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The Centers of Italian Design?

'Except June 13-18th.

c o II fl O O

For one week, the true center of Italian design
will be Aspen. That's where outstanding design-
ers, artists, architects, and writers will unite for
"The Italian Manifesto: The Culture of Nine Hun-
dred and Ninety-Nine Citiesr Speakers will in-
clude architects Aldo Rossi, Renzo Piano, Joseph
Rykwert and Tobia Scarpa; designers Mario Bel-
lini, MIchele de Lucchi, Achille Castiglioni, and
Emilio Ambasz; fashion designers Luciano Benet-
ton and Gianfranco Ferre; and museum director
Philippe de Montebello. Italian design will never
be more accessible.

International Design Conference in Aspen June 13-18,1989
$475 for regular registration
$250 for one additional household member
$125 for full-time students (photocopy of current ID required with
registration)

Name

Address-

City _State_

Profession-

Firm Affiliation-

Where you are staying in Aspen-
Make check payable to IDCA and mail to:
IDCA, Attention Registrar, PO Box 664, Aspen, CO 81612

i For further information, write or call (303) 925-2257 _J

IDCA

Circle 123 on information card
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puter reels. The cabinet comes in four
standard heights ranging from 29 to 69
inches and in 30-or 36-inch widths. Op-
tional top and base heights also are offered.
The exterior is a nonglare, textured steel
matte finish and is available in a wide var-
iety of colors.
meridian inc.
Circle 416 on information card

Communications Workstations
The Axial desk, manufactured by ICF/
Spec'built, is a steel-frame, modular
workstation flexible enough to accommo-
date sophisticated communications equip-
ment. The desk can be configured and
reconfigured into a variety of forms, T,
L, and U shapes as well as single rows,

double rows, and small or individual
workstations.

The Axial's features include vertically
adjustable video display terminal bridges
designed to accept any equipment config-
uration including large monitors; a struc-
tural steel frame base console with a
footrest; access panels and rail panels for
equipment height adjustment; work sur-
faces in three sizes; flexible pullout boards
and slide-out trays; a file pedestal with a
shelf to store a keyboard and two pedes-
tals to house standard processing equip-
ment.

The desk was designed by architect
Gerd Althofer, who is a recognized expert
in trading room projects.
International Contract Furnishings Inc.
Circle 414 on information card

Home Radon Monitor
The E-Perm (Electret-Passive Environmen-
tal Radon Monitor) is a simple radon detec-
tor capable of both short-term (two to
seven days) and long-term (two to 52
weeks) readings.

E-Perm uses an electrostatically charged
disk called an electret to collect and detect
the level of radon in the air. The electret
is fixed inside a plastic chamber. When
ready to use, the electret cover is raised
to expose the charged surface. Radon dif-
fuses into the chamber through filtered
holes inside the neck of the cover. The
electret can be used repeatedly until all
the voltage in it is used up; then it can be
replaced. The electret is processed to hold
the charge so that it does not dissipate
from changes in temperature and humidity.

The results are designed to be read
instantly using a small portable voltmeter
called a Surface Potential Electret Reader
(SPER), or the user can screw the lid back
on and send the canister to the manufac-
turer for analysis.
Rad-Elec Inc.
Circle 410 on information card

New Vinyl Tile Introduced
The latest vinyl tile manufactured by
Flexco Co. is called Achievement, and it
is distinguished by having the texture of
an orange peel. The nubby texture is
designed to resist scratching and heel
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There's no reason to make a choice
between beauty and durability when

you select furniture for your work
station. Plan Hold has blended the
strength of metal with the warmth

of genuine handcrafted wood to
create the Oak Collection. Rugged
steel drawers are built to shrug off

daily abuse; solid oak construction
assures everlasting, timeless beauty.

Write, phone or FAX
for a free catalog, now.

THE OAK COLLECTION
Files, tables and taborets available in a variety of sizes and styles.

PLAIM HOLD
17421 Von Karman, Irvine, CA 92714-6293

Call toll free: (800) 443-0100 Ext. 347- FAX: (714) 474-8076
Circle 125 on information card

marks. Achievement is available in j/g-mch
gauge and comes in 12x12-inch and 36x36-
inch tiles and in 10 colors. Each of the
contemporary colors has a contrasting chip
pattern blended in.
Flexco Company
Circle 415 on information card

Polyester Film
Du Font's "Mylar" polyester film protects
old or fragile documents and frequently
handled material from grime, pollution,
and general usage when one encapsulates
the material between two sheets of the
Mylar fi lm and seals the edges with
double-sided tape. The finished transpar-
ent sleeve makes a border around the
material so that it can be cut open with
scissors without damaging the encapsulated
product.

The film commonly is used by architects
because drafting, erasing, and corrections
can be performed on it without damage.
Mylar Type D film also is archival in that
it won't react with an object in any way
to cause further damage.

Du Pont donated 12,000 square feet of
the Mylar film to help continue a process
undertaken by the Frank Lloyd Wright
Foundation in Scottsdale, Ariz., to preserve
Wright's original drawings and his hand-
written and edited manuscripts. Bruce
Brooks Pfeiffer, director of archives for
the foundation, estimates the donaiion will

keep the preservation project going for
another five months. Pfeiffer estimates the
entire project will take four more years
and $20,000 in materials alone to complete.
Du Pont Company
Circle 412 on information card

World's First Modular Water Chiller
The Multistack modular water chiller sys-
tem, recently introduced in the United
States, is said to require only half the space
of conventional chillers, significantly sav-
ing space and construction costs.

The system consists of a bank of indi-
vidual modular chillers, each containing
two independent reciprocating refrigera-
tion systems. (Most conventional chillers
have only one refrigeration circuit.)
Because Multistack has two separate and
independent refrigeration circuits, while
most conventional chillers have just one
circuit, it offers greater dependability.
Each module delivers 37.5 tons of cooling.

Additional chillers may be added as the
building expands, and their compact size
ensures easy installation. A single built-in
micro-processor controls and monitors the
system. Although the system originated in
Australia, the Multistack chillers meet
U.S. standards, practices, and codes for
water chiller products; the unit is certified
in compliance with UL Standard 465.
Multistack Inc.
Circle 418 on information card

Bali Wall Sconce
The Bali sconce, described as a "floating
island of light," is an adjustable sconce,
above, that emits both direct and diffused
light through an opal glass diffuser.
Designed by Italian architect Luciano
Pagani, the triangular-shaped tubular arms
and the diffuser they support both pivot
to create different lighting effects and to
position light where it is needed. The white

continued on page 152
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Sixty second guide to Belden Brick:

Belden Brick is made in over.116 colors
that include 2 choices in black,
28 browns, 7 tans, 8 buffs, 3 creams,
18 grays, 16 pinks, 26 reds, and 8 whites.
In addition, it is made in 12 different
textures, although not all our brick is made
in the same range of textures.
Belden also offers a choice of extruded
brick or molded brick (with the character
of hand-made brick.) Each category includes
a wide range of colors and textures provid-
ing more than adequate design latitude.

SIZES

Belden Brick is predominantly made in
thirteen different sizes, representing the
spectrum of Belden Brick colors and tex-
tures. Your design opportunities are
broadened by the availability of virtually
every Belden Brick color choice as pavers.

SHAPES

We've made hundreds of different shapes
to provide special structure details, and a
week seldom passes without our custom-
making a new special shape to meet indi-
vidual design requirements. If you need
an "impossible" special shape to comple-
ment the brick structure you're planning,
call Belden. We've seen the impossible
become reality.

THE BELDEN BRICK COMPANY
700 W. Tuscarawas Canton, OH 44701
Telephone 216-456-0031

Circle 127 on information card
We Do More Than We Have



The only CAD system
with everything you need.

2D Drafting
to create and revise production drawings.

3D Design
to visualize and analyze new schemes.

Integrated Database
to report strategic information.

On-Line Text Editing
to create and revise documents.

Architectural Design. It's a complex
job requiring up-to-date information to
manage the present, and design for the
future. How can you control your rapidly
changing world?

Use DRAWBASEf the revolutionary
Computer-Aided Design software for
Architecture/Engineering/Construction
that has all the tools you need in one pack-
age. DRAWBASE is the single-source
solution.

Discover the Difference. With
DRAWBASE, database management is an
integral part of the CAD system. The data-
base is updated automatically as you create
and change drawings. So reports, such as

User Programming
to streamline repetitive tasks.

cost estimates, material schedules and area
tabulations are always there when you need
them. Visualize your "what if scenarios
with graphic queries. DRAWBASE gives
you real data from the real world. j

The Bottom Line. DRAWBASE
is surprisingly affordable and runs on
the popular PC platform, either stand
alone or on a network. DRAWBASE
data can be transferred between other
computers and software programs
(including desktop publishing). Because
it's fully integrated, you have only one
program to purchase. And it's easy to
learn and use, even if you're not experi-
enced with computers.

Presentation Graphics
to produce and display renderings.

So take the first step. Call our toll-free
number or send this coupon for informa-

Jion on how DRAWBASE can make the
difference. _

f Free Demo!
'1-800-333-SKOK

1 This disk contains a demonstration of
1 DRAWBASE, the CAD system

I with everything you need.

Company -

Address

City-
I

I Mail to: SKOK Systems Incorporated, 222 Third Street,
I Cambridge, MA 02142 j

DRAWBASE® is a registered trademark of SKOK Systems Incorporated.
2D photo courtesy The University Hospital.

3D photo courtesy Planned Expansion Group,
Architects and Planners.

The Design Solution. The Management Solution. The Right Solution
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Architects
& Engineers

Fact: Your errors, omissions and
liability insurance excludes
coverage for asbestos related work.

Fact: With this Seal:

This is to certify that this building
has been

inspected and certified by

and is free of an asbestos hazard,
in accordance with applicable regulations,

as of this date.

your asbestos problem
is ended.

Asbestos Abatement Services, Inc.
is so confident of the quality of our
turn-key engineering and consulting
work—we certify each building we
service as "asbestos hazard-free"
with a seal bearing our name.

Services Include:

• asbestos hazard assessment/total
project management

• fully insured and AHERA
accredited

• full indemnification

• complete environmental audits

ASBESTOS
ABATEMENT

SERVICES, INC.

4801 Massachusetts Ave., NW
Washington, DC 20016
(202) 362-2525

Offices also in Atlanta, Boston,
New York and Detroit.

Call AAS1 and let us do our job
-so you can concentrate on yours.

1-800-247-8518

Responsible Solutions.
Building Confidence.
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opal glass diffuser is attached to twin
brushed-stainless-steel arms. A cast alumi-
num wall rose, in an anthracite color,
mounts directly to a standard four-inch
octagonal junction box.
Atelier International Lighting
Circle 419 on information card

Mist Collector
The AR Mist Collector from American
Air Filter is designed to collect mists from
petroleum-based and soluble cutting oils
in metalworking processes, animal fats and
vegetable oils in food processing industries,
plus mists generated from other industries.
The AR Mist Collector removes the mist
and cleans the air so it can be recirculated
back into the workplace. The collector is
self-cleaning and operates continuously,
so there is no need to shut it down to
drain the collected mist.
American Air Filter
Circle 420 on information card

Software for the Architectural Industry
Berol Corp., has introduced the Rapi-
Design Drawing Symbols library, a com-
puter software library of the most com-
mon commercial architectural symbols
used in CADD. Over 1,000 symbols, all
of which conform to the American
National Standards Institute (ANSI), com-
prise the system.

The libraries are divided into four pro-
fessional disciplines: Commercial Archi-
tectural, Residential Architecture,
Electrical/Electronic, and Mechanical
Design. It is designed to work as an acces-
sory with Claris' MacDraw, MacDraw II,
and other "PICT" format drawing pro-
grams for the Apple Macintosh computer.
The Berol Corporation
Circle 421 on information card

Color Selection System
The Colorcurve System is described by
the manufacturer as a universal tool for
color selection, communication, and con-
trol. The system is composed of color
atlases, swatch libraries, and special ser-
vices for design professionals and man-
ufacturers.

Because it is based on the precise phys-
ical measurement of a color sample's
reflectance curve, users of the system need
only use the Colorcurve alpha-numeric
notations. The manufacturer uses those
notations to produce the best possible
color matches with the colorants they typ-
ically employ in their manufacturing
process.

Robert Dillon, president of Colorcurve
Systems Inc., explains the system this way:
"Every color has a curve. These curves
are not subjective interpretations of color,
but actual physical 'facts.' Colorcurve uses
these curves to establish objective and uni-
versal descriptions of virtually any color
in the world."

Primary benefits of the system are that
it enables designers to review the color

spectrum systematically and then commu-
nicate precise selections to manufacturers.
The system expands to an almost unlim-
ited selection of colors from a base of
2,185 color samples, and it provides an
objective description of color that holds
true for any material or industry.

Reference tools include a master atlas
and a gray and pastel atlas. Color samples
are arranged according to the three prop-
erties of color—hue, saturation, and light-
ness. Each color sample also is described
by its physical property, called a reflectance
curve. Additional design tools include
swatch decks, swatch books, and color
sheets. Services available to system own-
ers are an identification program to mea-
sure existing color samples and locate them
within the Colorcurve system, and a cus-
tom color program to create samples of a
new color or series of color lying between
samples in the atlases.
Colorcurve Systems Inc.
Circle 422 on information card

Handmade Tile Collection
A new collection of tile trim pieces
designed to resemble Lalique glass is
molded by hand by Florentine crafters
for the Hastings Tile and II Bagno Col-
lection.

The collection consists of 2x8-inch
shapes in curved moldings or an accordion
design, and corner pieces in the accordion
shape. The tile is available in opaque
white, white with charcoal gray, peach,
or black stripes. Also available are 21/2-inch
squares with a raised pyramid surface, in
several accent shades to complement a
variety of tile and fixture colors.
Hastings Tile and II Bagno Collection
Circle 413 on information card

Breuer Seating Collection
A chair designed by the late Marcel
Breuer, an AIA Gold Medalist and win-
ner of five national AIA design awards,
remained a prototype in New York City's
Museum of Modern Art's permanent exhi-
bition of Breuer's furniture until Herbert
Beckhard, a former partner of Breuer's,
convinced his widow to let it be manu-
factured by Cadsana furniture company
on the condition Beckhard control the
design decisions and production details.

It was dubbed the "double spring chair,"
by Breuer when he designed it because
the chair's seat and arm supports work
together, and each one has the action of
a spring. Constructed of aluminum frame

Circle 135 on information card



with wood slats and arms, the frame is
first extruded and then separated to the
point where the arm supports turn up.

The frame then is polished and drilled,
and the slats attached with articulated riv-
ets. Fabric and leather-covered models are
available, with the stitching of the leather
models reminiscent of the slats of the wood
chairs.

The entire collection includes dining
or desk chairs, a lounge chair, and a chaise
lounge, in seats of natural or painted wood
slats or in upholstered fabric or leather.
Beckhard has designed a line of cocktail
tables employing the double spring prin-
ciple, as well as a series of compatible
square and rectangular dining tables.
Herbert Beckhard
Frank Richlan & Assoc.
Circle 423 on information card

CREDITS
Red Mountain Visitor Center, Phoenix
(page 82). Architect: Frankeberger Asso-
ciates, Phoenix. Principal in charge:
Robert Frankeberger, AIA. Structural
engineer: Caruso Turley Scott. Plumbing,
electrical, and mechanical engineer:
Peterson Associates.

Douglas Research Conservatory, Seattle
(page 86). Architect: Jones & Jones Archi-
tects, Seattle. Principal in charge: Johnpaul
Jones, AIA. Project architect: Chapin
Krafft. Structural engineer: Howe Engi-
neering. Mechanical engineer: deMontigny
Engineers. Electrical engineer: Sparling
& Associates. Civil engineer: Anne
Symonds & Associates. Geotechnical
engineer: Rittenhouse-Zeman & Associ-
ates. General contractor: George Sollitt
Corp. Project owner: University of Wash-
ington, Seattle.

Missouri Botanical Garden Climatron
Dome, St. Louis (page 88). Architect:
Morgan Associates Architects, Pittsburgh.
Principal in charge: James A. Morgan.
Landscape architect and project co-
ordinator: Environmental Planning and
Design. Structural engineer: Skilling Ward
Magnusson Barkshire. Glazing consultant:
Heitmann & Associates. Mechanical and
electrical engineer: Ross & Baruzzini.
Contractor: Wasco Products.

Day Butterfly Center (page 90).
Architect: Jova Daniels Busby Architects,
Atlanta. Principal in charge: Henri V. Jova,
FAIA. Design team: Stanley L. Daniels,
FAIA, Kelly Dunn, Doug Kleppin, Don
Nelson, Milan Vancura. Interiors: Jova/
Daniels/Busby. Interior consultant: Jenny
White. Landscape architect: Marvin &
Associates. Project director: William E.
Barrick, Ph.D. Electrial and mechanical
engineer: Nottingham, Brook & Penning-
ton. Civil engineer: Wiedeman & Single-
ton. Structural engineer: O'Kon & Co.
General contractor: West Point
Construction. D

nisacsiusi
SONEX ceilings are open-celled melamine tiles offering superior acoustical performance.
Choose from a variety of attractive, sculptured patterns and colors to create your own
quiet design — every handsome 24"x24" tile meets all standard building codes and easily
fits into all standard suspension grids.

For your personal design package and acoustic per- .̂ 1
formance chart, just call or write: 3800 Washington
Ave. North, Minneapolis, MN 55412. (612) 521-3555.
Call toll free: 1-800-662 0032,

illbruck
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TRADE MATE™

Tile a
Fixture
Sealant
100% SILICONS

Proprietary Water-Base
Silicone Technology
• Beautiful appearance: Unlimited
colors, perfectly matched!
• Exceptional durability: Outlasts
every other brand.
• Excellent flexibility: Won't crack
or pull away.

Goes on smoothly, easily.
Easy water cleanup. Silicone
durability and flexibility.
Many other benefits.
Saves time and money.

DISTRIBUTED BY:

COLOR CAULK INC.
1696 W. Mill St., Colton, CA 92324
Tel. (7)4) 888-6225 Fax. (714) 888-8497

720 Greate S.W. Pkwy., Atlanta, GA 30336
Tel. (404) 344-9780 Fax. (404) 349-9073

"TRADE MATE" and logo are trademarks ol Dow
Corning Corporation. U.S.A.
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FOR
INCREDIBLE
DESIGN
EXECUTIONS,
FOLLOW
THESE
DIRECTIONS
WORD FOR WORD

Alucobuild.
It's a valuable word of advice
for architects looking for the
most formable, workable and

durable material in the industry.
Only Alucobond material offers you an

incredible formability that easily interprets even
the most innovative designs, from sharp angles tc

binding folds to sweepinj
curves. And Alucobond
material's unsurpassed
workability allows you tol

easily fabricate'on-site, on time. But that's no]
the only good word on Alucobond material.[

Alucobond material also offers unbeatable
durability. Made of two thin, lightweight

sheets of aluminum with a thermoplastic core, its
impressive strength-to-weight ratio guarantees
incredible flatness. No buckling, rippling or oil-canning,
even in extreme temperature changes.

In a word, Alucobond
material can work wonders
for any new structure, or
retrofit application.



A Ashton Square, Raleigh, North Carolina,
rchitect: Envirotek, Inc., Raleigh, North Carolina

Journal Square, Jersey City, New Jersey,
Distributor: The Lamparter Organization, Farmingdale, New York

or more detailed information, look for our
atalog in Sweet's. Or just call our
ustomer service department, toll free,
-800-626-3365.
We'd like to have a word with you.

Jucobuild.

ALUCOBOND

Alucobond Technologies, Incorporated
P.O. Box 507, Symsonia Road, Benton, Kentucky 42025 • 800-626-3365 • 502-527-1376
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New TRACTION TREAD
tan ZERO.

The best thing to happen to saddles and nosings since feet.

When you specify Traction Tread,
you've crossed the threshold into
better door and stairway design.
Traction Tread comes from a
65-year tradition of constant inno-
vation, construction integrity and
solid design excellence.

You'll actually be able to see the
quality construction in the gauge of
the metals and the high degree of
finish. Our specially formulated
rubber inserts are fitted within
rugged profiled aluminum saddle
grooves. So metal and rubber wear
evenly. And since the treads are
closed, water, dust and contami-
nants can't collect. That simplifies
maintenance. And increases cus-
tomer satisfaction.

Unlike abrasive-coated treads,
Traction Tread can be easily cut,
shaped and drilled with hand-tools
for fast, problem-free, on-site
installations.

- 7.500" as shown. Widths are adjustable.

Slam the door on sealing problems
with Zero advanced technology.

Dust, smoke and fire, contami-
nants, noise, light, temperature
and air loss problems need never
challenge you again. The solutions
are waiting for you on our shelves,
and in our new 28-page, fully illus-
trated 1989 Catalog.

From smoke-stopping head and
jamb systems, to automatic door
bottom seals, all the information
you need is included. Plus, you'll
find precisely scaled, detailed

drawings that make specifying sad-
dles, sills, seals and stiles even
easier and more accurate. Virtually
everything in our catalog can be
custom tailored to your
specifications.

When Zero becomes part of
your plans, you know the com-
pleted project will be as safe and
as well-made as possible.

Write or call our sales engineers
for pur 1989 catalog or more infor-
mation and technical assistance
today.

2,200-minute
smoke rating

Bottom gasket
automatically
drops and adjusts
to saddle

565 Saddle,
361 Sill Protector,
770 Jamb Seal

ZERO INTERNATIONAL, INC.
415 Concord Avenue, Bronx, NY 10455-4898

1-800-635-5335
In NYC, call 212-585-3230

FAX 212-292-2243
TELEX 239777 ZERO UR

ZERO
INTERNATIONAL

WHEN NOTHING ELSE
IS GOOD ENOUGH
FOR LONG ENOUGH.
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PORCH-LIFT
VERTICAL WHEELCHAIR LIFT

provides a safe, simple solution
to architectural barriers

NOW — LIFTS UP TO-. :

Whether you're modifying an existing building or designing
a new one, accessibility to the handicapped is important.
And PORCH-LIFT provides the simple, economical solution
. . . indoors or outdoors. This safe vertical wheelchair lift plat-
form anchors permanently beside the steps, using a mini-
mum of space. Motor and mechanisms are enclosed. Runs
on 110 volt current. Weatherproof finish. Choose from eleven
models with varying lifting heights up to 144 inches. Shipped
ready for installation.
WRITE FOR A FREE BROCHURE AND NAME OF THE DEALER NEAREST YOU.

AMERICAN STAIR-GLIDE CORPORATION
Dept.AiA-o3B9,4001 East 138th Street, P.O. Box B

Grandview, Missouri 64030
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Redwood
Specifier's File

Free folio of literature for
architects illustrates the
beauty and performance
of redwood.

Grades and Uses
Properties and Uses
Redwood Homes
Architectural Guide
Landscape Guide
Exterior Finishes
Interior Finishes
Rooftop Decks

Name

Firm

Address

City State Zip

Telephone

California Redwood Association
405 Enfrente Drive, Suite 200
Novato, CA 94948
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Miller Redwood Company
The Pacific Lumber Company

Redwood Empire, Inc.

DON'T KEEP IT
TO YOURSELF!

ORDER
REPRINTS

of articles that have appeared in
ARCHITECTURE.
Minimum Print Order:

100 copies
Call or write for a price quotation:

(202)626-7451

FRY IS MOLDING
TECHNOLOGY.

Cynthia Kellar Duck
1735 New York Avenue, NW

Washington, DC 20006

Responding to new
trends in architectural
design, Fry Reglet has
been developing innova-
tive architectural mold-
ings for over twenty
years. Our aluminum
products are designed
to marry form and func-
tion, creating surpris-
ingly dramatic results.
Specify Fry — our prod-
ucts are molding tech-
nology.

Look for us in Sweets
Catalog 09200/FRY.

|f FRY REGLET
Aluminum Architectural Moldings

625 S Palm Avc. • Alhambra, CA 91803 • (818) 289-4744 • Fax (818) 289-0537
2777 Peterson Place • Norcross, GA 30071 • (404) 441-2337
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Did you miss valuable information
offered by advertisers in last month's
issue of ARCHITECTURE?
The manufacturers listed below and on the following page were advertisers in last month's
issue who are anxious to provide you with their latest product information and litera-
ture for your planning needs. To receive this helpful information, just circle the appro-
priate numbers on the adjacent self-addressed, postage-paid response card.

ASC Pacific, Inc. The real beauty of ASC
Pacific's concealed clip roof and wall
system is the strength under those famous
good looks. Send to receive more infor-
mation. Circle No. 76

AT&T Technologies. Premises Distribu-
tion System: A single wiring system that
meets all your client's communications
needs. Circle No. 64

Adams Rite Manufacturing Co. Adams
Rite Series 3000 exit devices meet strin-
gent fire codes, and do it with imagina-
tion and flair. Circle No. 118

Amoco Chemical. In a world where
change is the only constant, one thing is
guaranteed to stay beautifully the same—
PermaColor™ carpet by Amoco.

Circle No. 18

Andersen Corp. How Andersen did jus-
tice to an old Tennessee courthouse.

Asbestos Abatement Service, Inc. AAS
is so confident of the quality of their
turn-key engineering and consulting work,
they certify each building they service as
"asbestos hazard-free" with a seal bear-
ing their name. Circle No. 32

Bethlehem Steel Corp. Send for more
information on Galvalume™ sheet and its
many applications. Circle No. 80

Bobrick Washroom Equipment. Tighten
up your Bobrick specs and close the
washroom door to flimsy unsafe imita-
tions. Send today to receive more infor-
mation. Circle No. 28

California Redwood Assoc. Natural beauty,
durability, and stability make it the natu-
ral choice for creative designs that endure.
Send for a copy of the Redwood Archi-
tectural Guide today. Circle No. 104

Clearprint. If you're not using Clearprint
in your pen plotter, cut it out. Send today
for more information. Circle No. 58

City of Long Beach, California. Position:
Urban Design Officer, a management
position. Starting salary: To $55,000 D.O.Q.
Immediate response requested.

Circle No. 84

CNA Insurance. Professional Liability .
Insurance: CNA and Victor O. Schinnerer
& Co. provide limits up to $15 million.

Circle No. 16

Curries Manufacturing, Inc. The next
time you specify a metal door, specify
strength you can bank on—Curries metal
doors and frames. Send for more infor-
mation. Circle No. 24

DPIC Companies. Claims happen. It's
what you do when they happen that shows
the stuff you're made of. Professional
Liability Insurance for Design Profession-
als. Circle No. 12

Dynaware Company, LTD. Visions of the
future. DynaPerspective™. Send for more
information. Circle No. 44

Fry Reglet. Fry's Aluminum Architectural
moldings add a third dimension to your
designs. Send today for more informa-
tion. Circle No. 88

Glen Raven Mills. At last an indoor/
outdoor fabric worth weaving into your
designs—Sunbrella Firesist®. Send today
for more details. Circle No. 34

Grace, W.R. Send for more information
on Bithuthene—the waterproofing system
with a proven past. Circle No. 26

Haws Drinking Faucet Co. Sensor Operated
—another first from Haws. Send today to
receive more information on Haws' new
"Hands-Off" water coolers. Circle No. 54

Hewlett-Packard. The versatile line of
HP Draft Pro plotters start at just $3995.
Send for complete information and a
sample plot. Circle No. 74

Homasote Co. Homasote 440 CarpetBoard
virtually assures you a higher STC for a
quieter structure. Send for a free sample
today. Circle No. 70

Houston Instruments. For nearly three
decades, companies have drawn on Hous-
ton Instruments; now it's your turn. Send
to receive more information.

Circle No. 68

ISICAD. The Cadvance/dBase connec-
tion. A new meaning for CADD:
"Computer-Aided Decisions."™ Send for
a free brochure. Circle No. 62

International Advisory Services, Inc.
ELIC—professional liability insurance for
small to medium sized A & E firms. Send
today for more information. Circle No. 108

International Design Conference—Aspen.
Send for more information on "The
Italian Manifesto: The Culture of Nine
Hundred and Ninety-Nine Cities" being
held in Aspen, Colorado on June 13-18th.

Circle No. 110

JDL. Use the JDL 8506L + plotter/printer
and get precision 2-D or 3-D color plots
on A- to C-size media. Circle No. 78

Kalwall Corp. The most highly insulating
light transmitting, light diffusing system
for skylights, skyroofs and clearspan struc-
tures. Send to receive further details.

Circle No. 30

Keuffel & Esser Co. For high-performance
plotting insist on Comstoc® Plotter Media.
Send for more information. Circle No. 112

Libbey-Owens-Ford. Eclipse® Reflective
Glass offers incredible design freedom to
create building facades. Send for product
literature. Circle No. 42

For product information and literature from advertisers in this issue of ARCHITECTURE,
circle the appropriate numbers appearing on the advertisements.



Maryland Department of Transportation.
Severn River Bridge Design Competition.
Send for application forms and other
required information. Applications must
be received by 4:00 pm Eastern Time,
April 3, 1989. Circle No. 106

Monarch Hardware & Manufacturing. As
a hardware supplier, we have to meet
three very important customer needs.
Quality. Affordability. And delivery. Send
for our complete product catalogs.

Circle No. 8

Monier Roof Tile. Let Monier Roof Tile
give you a head start. Send for our color-
ful brochures on our full range of prod-
ucts. Circle No. 116

National Concrete Masonry Assoc. Send
today to receive complete information
on the concrete masonry advantage for
industrial buildings. Circle No. 66

Nucor Corp. If you're into dynamic
designs, Vulcraft can supply you with
easy to install super long span joists that
will fit right into your game plan.

Circle No. 14

Pella. Send today to receive more infor-
mation on Pella clad products for com-
mercial projects. Circle No. 52

Pennwalt. Specify a Kynar 500®-based fin-
ish on your next project. In any weather,
it's beautiful outside. Circle No. 36

Pittsburgh Corning Corp. Second Annual
Architectural Design Awards Competi-
tion. Send for full details, and official
entry forms. Circle No. 96

Point Line CADD. Send to receive prod-
uct literature on Point Line CADD.

Circle No. 46

Point Line CADD. Send to receive the
name of the nearest dealer. Circle No. 48

Point Line CADD. Send to receive a
coupon redeemable for a free Architec-
tural CADD Symbols Disk with the pur-
chase of CADD module. Circle No. 50

Red Cedar Shake & Shingle Bureau.
Beauty that endures in natural distinction-
cedar shakes and shingles. Send for a
free copy of New Roof Construction,
and Sidewall Application manuals.

Circle No. 22

Schlage Lock Co. There's only one Frank
Lloyd Wright—There's only one Schlage.
Send for a copy of our new full line
catalog. Circle No. 40

Sloan Valve Co. Royal, Dolphin, Crown,
Navel, Flush Valves; deadpan washers;
vacuum breakers; electronic lavatory and
sink faucets. Circle No. 4

Steelcase. A message on "Being frank"
from Frank H. Mulotti, President and
CEO. Circle No. 6

Steelcase. Send today to receive more
information on Steelcase's Edgewood™
office furniture collection. Circle No. 60

University of California Davis Medical
Center. Accepting resumes for openings
for an associate architect and a senior
architect. Circle No. 86

USG Interiors. Imagine the design possi-
bilities—Interior solution: Silent™ 95 Walls,
Auratone® Ceilings, Donn® Grid. Send for
more information. Circle No. 2

Valli & Colombo. The natural evolution
of classic tradition, dedicated to the belief
that no residence is truly beautiful until
the last small detail is, itself, a work of
art. Circle No. 38

Versacad Corp. Why Versacad? VALUE.
Send today for more information.

Circle No. 72

Wind-2 Research Inc. Putting your
business steps ahead—Wind-2™. Send for
product, price, or dealer program
information. Circle No. 82

DEAN
College of Art and Architecture

UNIVERSITY OF IDAHO
The University of Idaho invites nominations and applications for the position of Dean of
the College of Art and Architecture. The College of Art and Architecture was established
in 1981 to bring together disciplines that deal with creation of the visual and physical human
environment. Art has been taught at Ul since it was founded in 1889, and architectural
degrees have been offered since 1923. Interior design has been offered since 1923, and
the landscape architecture curriculum was added in 1969. This combination not only
increases the resources available to the students, but also brings together a community
of creative scholars with a common dedication to the arts.

The University of Idaho, with an enrollment of approximately 9,000 students, is the state's
land-grant institution and senior of Idaho's four state-supported institutions of higher
education.

Candidates for the position will be expected to possess:

• qualifications to hold a tenured professorship in one of the college's disciplines and
a record of teaching and/or scholarly accomplishments;

• demonstrated administrative and leadership ability in planning, program development,
personnel, budget development and working with professions related to the college.

• executive leadership, communication skills, vision, and professional integrity;
• a commitment to promoting excellence in teaching and scholarship; and
• demonstrated commitment to the principles of affirmative action.

The position is available July 1, 1989. Search and selection procedures will be closed when
a sufficient number of qualified applicants has been identified, but not earlier than March
26, 1989. Nominations and applications, including a letter of application, a curriculum
vitae, and the names of five references should be addressed to:

John C. Hendee, Chair
College of Art and Architecture Dean Search Committee

College of Forestry, Wildlife and Range Sciences
University of Idaho
Moscow, ID 83843

(208) 885-6442

The University of Idaho is an equal opportunity,
affirmative action employer and educational institution.

THE CORPORATION OF THE

CITY OF WINDSOR

DEPARTMENT OF PARKS 8 RECREATION

FAX 1519) Z55-799O

PLEASE REPLY TO:

RIVERFRONT MASTERPLAN
LETTERS OF INTEREST REQUESTED

The Corporation of The City of Windsor is requesting the submission of Letters
of Interest for the provision of consulting services to prepare a Masterplan for a 35
acre downtown riverfront property in the City of Windsor.

The Masterplan will require a range of disciplines (including landscape architectural,
architectural, engineering, tourism, marketing and economic analysis and will be of
interest to established multi-disciplinary firms or consortiums experienced in waterfront
design and development for tourism/recreation/leisure purposes.

Interested consultants meeting the above criteria should submit a brief prospectus
indicating the nature, background and experience of the company with particular
reference to development of waterfront projects. Upon review of the submissions a
shortlist will be prepared and the specified consultants will be forwarded the Terms
of Reference for a Proposal Call. Consultants should submit 20 copies of their
prospectus prior to April 11,1989, to:

The Corporation of the City of Windsor
Purchasing Department
350 City Hall Square West
Windsor, Ontario
N9A 6S1
Attn: Mr. E. R. Belanger

Director of Purchasing
All questions and inquiries are to be directed to:

Mr. Steve Loader
TEL. (519)255-6706
FAX NO. (519)255-7990

THIS IS NOT A PROPOSAL CALL BUT A REQUEST FOR LETTERS OF INTEREST
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Another first from Haws.
Introducing the first "hands-off"
barrier-free drinking fountain-an
innovation in technology and design.
We've thought of everything to make
our new fountains attractive... to users
and to you.

Haws "hands-off"fountains feature
a patented electronic sensor that acti-
vates the water stream when a user
comes within range, while its time-
delay mechanism prevents accidental
activation by passers-by. The timer
stops the water flow automatically
if the sensor is blocked for more
than 30 seconds, thus discouraging
tampering and preventing damage
to the sensor itself.

"Hands-off"fountains have con-
temporary good looks that make
them perfect for any public area.
They are easily accessible by any
user, and are especially practical for
the handicapped; they're the ideal
choice for hospitals and other health
care facilities.

All fountains in this series include
a polished stainless steel sensor
plate, and a one-piece shielded bub-
bler in polished chrome plate. Choose
stainless steel fountains in #4 Satin
finish, or in Sienna Bronze" for the
look that looks best with your design.
Envision the possibilities!

Envision the possibilities!

©1986 Haws Drinking Faucet, Company

Haws Drinking Faucet Company
PO. Box 1999, Berkeley, CA 94701
415/525-5801-Telex: 33-6358
HawsAG
Kircliherg/Bern, Switzerland
For wore information about Haws'new
"hands-off "fountains, contact your Haws
representative, see Sweets section 15.7C,
or phone the Sweets Buyline.®
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The lightweight, water-resistant
properties ofthe common duck
feather make it one of nature's most
perfect designs. At Georgia-Pacific,
these same features served as our
inspiration in the development of
Dens-Shield™ tile backer.

Easier To Handle And Less
Expensive Than Cement Board.
Dens-Shield is a full 33% lighter
thanDurock' or Wonder-Board"
-and far less expensive than
cement board, as well.
Because it's lightweight and
easier to cut, Dens-Shield is
easier to handle and easier to
install. Dens-Shield gives the
same 1 and 2-hour fire rating as
cement board, yet saves you instal-
lation time, effort and cost-and no
special cutting or drilling tools are
required. Dens-Shield is also less
brittle than cement board, so it's less

likely to chip or break-
especially at the corners.

Tougher On Moisture Than
Conventional Gypsum Board.
Dens-Shield's revolutionary core
consists of a unique gypsum
material that provides greater water-
resistance and dimensional stability.
Fiberglass mats on the front and
back add even more protection, and
an exclusive water and moisture-

resistant coating makes the face
practically waterproof. Prop-

erly installed, Dens-Shield
requires no additional water

or vapor barriers to prevent
moisture from entering the

wall cavity.
Dens-Shield is ideal for use as

a backer board for walls or ceilings
in tile baths, showers, locker rooms,
or other high-moisture areas. It
can be tiled, painted or papered and

is available either 4' x 8' x 1/2"
or4'x5'x1/2'.'
Check out the light-weight,
tough-performing alterna-
tive to conventional tile

backer. Specify Dens-Shield-the
revolutionary material inspired by
one of nature's most perfect designs.

For more information and the
location of the Georgia-Pacific
Distribution Center or Sales Office
nearest you, call 1-800-447-2882,
ask for operator #1.

Georgia-F&cific

Circle 155 on information card
Dens-Shield and MORE POWER TO YOU! are trademarks of Georgia-Pacific Corporation. Ourock is a registered trademark of
United States Gypsum Company. Wonder-Board is a registered trademark of Modulars, inc. ' 1988 Georgia-Pacific Corporation.
All rights reserved.


